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ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 12. 1913.

SQDirtisemcmft

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

engagement to Miss Harriet
About the same time in the
evening the engagement was announced
by Mrs. Rollins, following a meeting of
the Literature club, which was being held
nonneed his

Rollins.

NKW ADVKKTISEM ENTS THIS WEKK.

BURRILL NATIONAL
BANK, of Ellsworth

N R Tel & Tel Co.
Hancock Co Savings Bank.
Notice of Foreclosure—Francis O Ginn.
R U Moore-Hafety Razors.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Probate notice—Est Alden 8 Hamor et als.
Exec notice—Est Fannie E Rowe.
H C Austin A Co.
Admr notice—Alfred L Fernold.
'*
—Helen A Thomas.
Bar Harbor:
Wanted—Lady for tailor's work.
Bangor:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.

This Bank Will Pay You 2% on your
check account if $500 or over.
We will give yon just as efficient service as you
get elsewhere the same service that has increased our deposits nearly fourfold in four
years. Two-thirds of our home merchants bank
here
Why not your account? Think it over.

Call

ble at

Leavitt, held at the county jail
charge of larceny at Tunk Pond, and
the prisoner who a few weeks ago as-

at

Op

m.

perstofflee half

other reason

noon

hachias »—-dexter

Out Sale!

Store is Sold !

A

evening.

a

few

doors below'.

The

case

is

nated from mild

hoped

is

for.

a

supposed
cases

F. W. Hollins aunounce
engagement of their daughter. Miss
Harriet, tdJLinwoori U. Cusnman, of thus
•city.

will

ington

to enter

private secretary
Good win.

upon his new’ duties as
tor Congressman Forrest

origifamily of

to have

in the

LF.SS TH AN COST

She will visit in

fore her rote

Huston be-

Mrs.

As I have not space to give a list «f all goods on stock, I give a
few prices below. This sale will commence

ployed,

lor

vacot

a

on

of

three

weeks.

business

will

be

before

j
j

better bank for your
the old, reliable

a

ELLSWORTH, MAINE
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at
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since

Dtfie sunsnrorof 1911.

i:::--

BURNED TO DEATH.
C'arlton K. Thomas, Formerly
Ellsworth, Victim of Accident.

I>r.

friends of

Ellsworth

Thomas,

merly

son

of

B.

Dr.

Frank

Carlton

society and other friends were present.
A picnic dinner was served.
A birthday cake, with a candle for each year
of Mrs. Higgins’ age, was presented by
Mrs. Tillie Salisbury. As Mrs. Higgins is
a shut-in, this gathering of friends was
an especial treat.
Many gifts and birth-

of

R.

Thomas, for-

of Ellswort

h, were shocked to learn
tragic death at Dorchester, Mass.,

of his

day cards were received, for which she is
very grateful.

Saturday.
When Dr. Thomas went to take out his

the

automobile

Saturday morning,

be

abbcrtisnnnue.

discov-

Merchants’ assocition at its ered that the pipes were frozen.
With a
regular meeting next Monday evening. ; torch be started to thaw them out. The
The proposition of the Sterling Manu- flames reached the
gasoline tank, there
facturing Co., aud also a proposition from was an explosion which threw Dr. Thomas
Mr. Normandy, of the Mutual Shoe- to the ground, and
blazing gasoline envelmakers of Ellsworth, for the enlarge- I oped him.
Mrs. Thomas ran
his
to

Ellsr orth /mends gur.

o

him

a

His many
warm wel-

A.

GOODS SOLD FOR
j

A

FEW

...... -—..

1h/\ HA D O

P?
1

hall

|

Ellsworth, ne.

75c per bag. 1-8 bbi.

Com, Meal, Cracked Com, Oats,
Beef Scraps, Bran, Brown Middlings, Flour, Daisy Flour, Cotton Seed Meal, Gluten, Mixed
Feed, Kock Salt, Lime, Cement.
w.

I

C«r. Main and Franklin

Goods We Have On Hand:

C.

Between tail res the

|

baker, who has purchased
at the

corner

Franklio streets, plans to

of

move

his bakery there early in April.
The
street floor will be remodeled to suit Mr.
Hold’s purposes, and a new Middleby-

GRINDAL,

w^.r.rwf^ot

;

nfcose

►

oampaiij.
will toe

^Uncle/’

rest, ouader
dSooke.

the

the

(three-act

preoaoted by
direction of

faeoe,
a

local

Fred

I

until

If

E.

em-

coming,.k

who

own

piano—a

ares

comas an

expert

tout that it

j

!

the red box at the

introductory price

of

25
with the guarantee that if not superior
to any other f5 Razor, purchase price
be refunded upon return within 30 days

to

SEE

Descriptive Catalogue

chance

before

the

OUkTwINDOW

Rex a II
Drug Store,

Moore’s
Cor. opp. P.

O.,

Ellsworth

occasionally

there

would

more

be

no

end,

!

especially

j

doctor

wearys.
short time we will give u cake of
NYAL’S SKIN SOAP with each bottle
of Nyal’s Tonic purchased.
For

a

Parcher’s

of

the work that the young
done for the poor during the
1 twelve
years he had been building up his
i lucrative practice in Dorchester. He was
for a time instructor in anatomy at Boston
bad

for several years in Ellsworth with bis
parents. He was graduated from the
Ellsworth high school, class of 1895, and
from Boston university medical school
in 1901. He had been practicing successfully in Dorchester twelve years. He was

—

Thursday evening, March 13, at Bayside
grange hall—Dance and

supper.
iFriday evening, March 14. at Masonic
hail
Sociable by Irene chapter, O. E. S.
Saturday, March 15, at Hancock ballCouecrt under auspices Ellsworth (estival
—

send for

few moments

a

Saturday
no

consciousness

—

This dealer is hereby permitted to
sell complete the Mark Cross Jdafety
Razor, with one Mark Cross Blade, in

A. E. CRABTREE, Agent,

lose

is,properly cared for, married
ten years ago, and leaves a widow
iltss Madeline Mreine leases next Satur- juropeniy placed, and kept in perfect tune.
and two children
C'arlton, aged two
C. L. Morang bus purchaed .of JLejok
day &* or visit*.in Use wester* part of the
years, and Martha, aged one month. His
State; also i* Massachusetts. On March lodge, X..Q. O. F., a Jot of land £u9t w'est
parents also survive him, with two sisters
29 she joins a he graduating (Class of the •erffche Main street bridge, on which, he will
Mrs. Albion Wood, of Ellsworth, and
YorJabigh school for a. trip to ‘Washington, build tike spring a large, modern garage. Miss Jennie
Thomas, of Whitman, Mass.
The western line of Mr. Morang"*. lot is
Philadelphia and New York.
John Blood, sr., of Fineavaile, N. J., forty feat .east from the tower of the Odd
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Mas bee n spending a wioek with his sou, Feidkws block, which project* sixteen feet
Mr. Leach, of North Bluehill, is at L.
John Blood, jr. He was accompanied here beyond the line of .the main building.
The Moraug lot nuns to.the slier, giving a D. Batten’s.
bjy his brother fill ward, (head of the John
Blood A Bro. knitting mills, of Philadei- frontage ctf about ninety feet on Main
Miss Ruth Maddocks is in Bangor, the
street. The new garage will .be of steel
pkia, who remained a few days.
guest of her brother Hamlin.
and concrete .construction* one story and
Forrest Moore drove to Bar Harbor
At a dinner given to a group .of his basement. Tbe baeement will be accesfriends h**t Monday evening at Rev- M. B. sible from the
Thursday, returning Friday.
rear, Mr. Morang’s purMathews' camp, l«inwood H. Cushman, chase
J. H. Nason has gone to BucKsport,
iincluding a right-of-way .back of
superintendent at Hilswo&h of tfrt Bar the Odd Fellow* block. Tbe location is where he is employed.
Harbor & .Union tKiver Fewer Co^ nn- a most desirable one,<and LIm; garage will
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
be a distinct addition to Marne street.
Arrie Higgins Thursday in honor of her
birthday. Twenty-seven members of the
COMING KVKNi’8.

Notice

'The Indian Motocycle

not

greatest courage.
request there was a masonic futhe Walnut street Unitarian
church in Neponset Monday afternoon.
Dr. Lewis, assistant superintendent of
the Homeopathic hospital, spoke in the
highest praise of Dr. Thomas’ career, and

The company beings ,lts
Hum* grand and with.it

now

He did

persuade

Nyal’s Tonic

neral at

byithe AaaBursen.a!ydraal«c
Co.
Geocgc W. tlamilUoc
plm ed as driver, turn trial.

is

He realized that b« had

could

At his

heard outside the Jarger cities;
for .many it will be an.event •( a life-time. !
Beat* are an sale at Moore’s drug-store.

Construction

he died

we

all the wearys to take

which he faced with the

*Leo J. V^ardw«l'_ has reo'gned as driver
•1 one of .khe fire teams, and left last week
for St. Based, Qae., where£ he is employed

License to Sell Until Further

Mk.

pathic hospital,

j evening.
to live.

where

Weary?

Are you

Pharmacy.

ELLSWORTH.

cock. hall next Batnaday evening by the
-ChapmanConcert Co. It is not often that University medical school.
Dr. Thomas was born in Whitman, Mass.,
a world-taraons tenor like
Giordano, not
to-mention the. other great artists who are thirty-five years ago. As a boy be lived

ELLbWORTB.

Hancock,

|

—

Pillsbury’s Best Flour
or

briday .evening.

Main and

junior team w 11 playkhe Northeast Har- Mareball No. .6 oven will be
installed.
*!,:!!> Ladies’ night robes.Ulie
bor Hey SooatP.
Mr. Hoiz expects.to have, his new quarters
♦1.75 Ladies’ night rones
# 1 J{1*
At
fine
1
church
next
Huni
CokytglHif
A. E. Moore,
open (or business by May 1.
Ladies,’ Misses’ and Children’s
day Idbss Braw n will piny: Prelude, Haff’s the present occupant of the building,
coals at half price. Hosiery,
all kinds, at cost.
[“Cavak-na”; sesponsa by Mendekeehn; i-expect* to vacate by April 1, but just
Main Sweaters .$|J5A
ufferuav, Koasanze by Harris; povtinde, •vhat disposal he will snake of his
dry
flic liatung.ttc
“Urauc Ctaoewr’’ by lie. Bois.
goods, business he has not.yet determined.
HIa tic Haitiug.lie
In o«c.nectiau with Uze ball on Easter
The public is strongly urged not to
lire and I'Viliibbons.I&r
iMnnday nigtaEnMarcta 20, by Senator Hale •overlook the concert to be ..given in Han-

/’^UUlyU,

$5.75 per bbl.

Thr high rehool basket ball team wall
play East Garinth academy at Hancock

BARGAINS.

10c Ontintrs: now.8 l-iiv
l® 1-2c Ginvhams.9c
10i-2c Percale.lie
12 1 2c
.1 lc
fce (iuiRhams—.7c
Print*
rt J
2ic iadiea,' Misses’ and Children’fleeced underwear.111.
50c Ladies’ fleeced underwear--KMc

IA
|rA.

ASH ONLY.

Holz,

Cunningham building

the

come

the

than

Established 1873.

was
herself
j ment of the factory here, w ill be among assistance, and
Alice J. Murck is taking her place.
severely
I the industrial propositions considered. A burned. Neighbors finally extinguished
J-T. Gil** arrived home last Thursday
j
secretary wiill he elected in place of Roy I the flames.
fro« Califacnia.
This is his first viait
C. Baines, resigned.
Dr. Thomas was hurried to the Homeo-

hoar-

a. nt.

savings

__

Mr*

I

Money,

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

Ellsworth

rn.

Zulum M. Wilson is at home from
Bar Harbor hospital, where she is em-

You will not find

take

Inportant

Mrs. A&C? Emery left Monday for a
visit w’ith Mrs. »W
H- Dresser iu Yar-

Account?

“The Art Is Not In Making
But In Saving It.”

place at the Congregational
church in this city Wednesday evening,
Maroh J215, at 8 o’clock.
A reception w ill
follow’ at “Pinehuret”, the home of the
bride’s parents on South street.

.Hoy C. Haines ls*t Monday for Wash-

an

The laun-

Invitations have been issued for the
wedding of Bernice Edna, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Giles, of this city, to
Harry Carver Acborn, of Boston, which

Mr. and llrs.

Goods Must Go!

things

establishing

under

wife.

GeorgeS. Foster.

full attendance

mouth ville.

some

the situa-

over

of

quarantine at the home of
his grandparents, R. M. Campbell and

•tfeh

As the store I now occupy has l*e«n sold, and 'being obliged to
vacate by April 1, I want to sell my entire stock of goods at
once. In order to do this I have marked nearly all my goods to

COST and

view

The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet The next
meeting will be with Miss M. A.
for rehearsal at Society ball to-morrow dark, date to be announced.

>

Why Open

It helps your credit.
It discourages extravagance.
It creates good business habits.
It furnishes best receipts for money paid.
It keeps your business straight.
It makes the oank your triend and adviser.
We want every professional man, every teacher, every farmer, every
business man, every clerk, In fact, every wage-earner, whether
male or female, to carry an account with us. If you are not a
customer of this bank, let this be your invitation to become one.

Boston, arrived in Ells-

Joseph Clark, not reported as scarlet fever.
The Clark family is now under quarantine.
The Literature club met Monday even'Wellington Hantaan, wife and daughter,
with Mrs. F. W. Rollins. The topic of
Miss Alice, arrived home yesterday, after ing
the evening was “Washington Irving”;
spending three months in Florida.
readings relating to him were given by
/The an rival roll-call of Nokomis KeMrs. Roll lire and Miss Harriet Rollins,
tarknh lodge will be held Tuesday evening,
supplemented by personal recollections of
March 18. Supper will be served at *>.30.
visits at Tarry town, K. Y., Irving’s home.

|

Closing

store

a

and

wife, of Warren,
ha*re been spending a few’ days with his
parents, Elmer E. Jtofcre and wife.

|| tASTERN TRUST ft BANKING COMPANY
,—114
ou>iow*

with Mrs.

us.

dry will be opened in a few' days.
Victor, the four-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Campbell, is ill of scarlet fever,

Prank D. Mo we and

why YOU

BANGOR .ME,.

to

Thursday olub of the Congregasociety will meet to-morrow after-

tional

with the

careful, liberal, prompt and considerate,

do no better.
because we want your business, and all of our patrons recommend

laundry here. He has leased the Stuart
building on Water street, now occupied
by John A. Lord, who will move his goods

Brewster, wife and infant son,
of ©oxter, were guests of John P. Eldridpe and wife over Sunday.

should open an account with this
strong, safe, convenient bank. Ask for particulars.

—'

tion

Cherries

«n deposit deserves to earn more
money. This
bank pays interest on deposits subject to check, interest
being figured and credited each month. This is still an-

of

worth last night to look

we are

WHY?
safety.

becausc-you can

a

ensuing year.
Coon Sing,

W. F, Aiken, who has spent Hire winter
in Florada, arrived heme Monday.
Ellsworth high defeated Bluehlll A. A.
at bftfc&tet ball at Hancock hail last Friday
evening. Score 37-16.

Money

Because

meeting of the school board Tuesday forenoon to organize for the year, the
full board was present. E. J. Walsh, Harry
L. Crabtree and E.
K. Hopkins.
Mr.
Walsh was re-elected chairman.
Mrs.
Clara O. Hopkins was unanimously reelected superintendent of schools for the
At

Mrs. Harrry E. Rowe is Twitong in Port-

The

because we offer absolute

to-morrow.

land.

Interest on Your Money

We are still reaching out for more business;

Deputy Sheriff Newman, nas been
ordered by Judge Hanson to the insane
hospital at Bangor, for observation as to
bis sanity. He will be taken to Bangor

saulted

No

hour toefere mail clone*,

ONE OF THE STRONGEST AND LARGEST BANKS IN EASTERN MAINE.

Harris

POSTOPPICB

Sunday mail.
Registered mail should be

#200.000

on

MAILS RBCBIVBD.

an

OF ELLSWORTH.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS aud PROFITS, about
DEPOSITS, about #1,300,000

Masons and their families
are invited.
Music by Monaghan’s orchestra.
Refreshments will be served.
Slaters are requested to furnish cake.

effect Sept. 30, 1913.

Going Wbst—«.30,11.30 a m; 5.15,
Going East-4.45 a m; 8.45,6 pm.

UNION TRUST CO.

Bridge bill.
O. E. 8., will hold a sociaMasonic hail next Friday evening,
on

chapter,

to which all

From Wrst—Mlt m; 4.14,6.25 p m.
From East—UXJ6,11.57 a m; 5.47, 10.52 pas.

Write for Particulars.

or

Irene

AT BLL8WORTH POSTOPPICB.

MAIL CLOSB8 AT

23 Main St

at her home

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
/n

No. 11.

BBLLHWORTli POHTOFKICK. I

AT THK

chorus,

and direction

W.

B.

Chapman.

Artists; Salvatore Giordano, tenor; Mrs.
Florence Anderson Otis, soprano; Miss

Winehell, ’cellist; Mr. Chapman
piano. Tickets, 50c, 75c and fl.00;
sale Saturday
morning, March 8,
Sue

at

the

on

Moore’s

at

drug-store.

Monday, March 24, at Hancock hall—
Play and ball by Senator Hale hose company.

Friday, March 28, at high school buildMusicale
under
ing
auspices senior
—

class.

Friday, March 28, at Paul Bevere hall,
Ellsworth
building, Boston
reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
Mechanics

—

happy

on

flowers

that glad

or

a

Make someone

day by

plant in bloom.

a

box of

Just call

The Ellsworth Greenhouse
and see how many flowers there are
which will be just ready for that day.

You

can choose from Lilies,
Tulips,
Hyacinths, Daffodils, Roses or
Violets; whichever you choose the
happiness will be far greater than the

price.

Dancing

School

will open at Society Hall,
week of March 24.
Exact
date will be announced later.

C. E. MONAGHAN,

*

Teacher.

“The

Quality Store”
Axrainster Rugs
“.“XL?LKSL1L DIS^ur SPRING LINES in lace, scrim and muslir. have arrived.
We also have a lot of odd
curtains which we will close out at a
very low price.
Having secured the services of an upholsterer, mattress-maker, furniture-repairer
we are
to do work

PlirtoinQ

UUI IQIIIO

prepared

H.

C.

at Bhort notice.

Goods called for and delivered free.

AUSTIN

MONEY
On Improved, Productive Real Eafate:

BOSTON.

thus year is March 23.

to
on

&

CO.

LOAN

Collnteral and Commercial Paper.

Also dealers in

Mtii
Municipal and Other Bonds of approved legality and ascertained strength.

C. C. BURRILL & SON,

•

16 State St., Ellsworth, Me.

tUifcrrtisanmt.

fRutual Benefit Column.

COUNTY NEWS.

3monq tlir Grangers.

visiting her grandmother,
Hooper, at Georges pond.

—

_CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

Its Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning March 16. 1913.
Topic.—How may every Sabbath be "the
Edited by
Lord's day?"—Jer. xvii, 21-27.
Rev. Sherman 11. Doyle. D. D.
The SnbbAth is “tile Lord's day.” In
the commandment given to Moses concerning the Sabbath it is said, “The
seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord
thy God.” In the New Testament, afttha Sabbath had been changed from
the seventh day of the week to the
first, It is simply yet significantly called “the Lord's day." All time is God's,
but this seventh portion of time He

er

makes

special

a

claim

upon,

and

READINGS.

Gen. 11, L 2; Ex. xvl, 14-30; xx,
8- 11; Lev. xxv, 1-7; Num. x. 31;
Isa. lvlil, 13, 14; Matt. xli. 9-13;
Mark 11, 23-28; Luke iv, 16; Acts
xviL 1-4; I Cor. xli. 1-7; Rev. L
9- 15.

A

Bookmark,

One of the best nays of advertising
the Christian Endeavor prayer meeting is that used by Mr. McClelland's
society in St. Louis. It Is a long and
bookmark
very convenient
printed
neatly on cardboard in blue and red.
and It contains the prayer meeting
topics for a month, with the leaders'
names, the whole headed by the following earnest invitation:
This is

a

PERSONAL INVITATION
to you.
The Christian Endeayor society of the
Washington and Compton Avenue Presbyterian church will hold special meetings during the month of
each Sundry evening at 1 o'clock. There will be
good singing, earnest personal testimonies
and a glad, good time. Won't you come?

and

“Helpful

Hopeful."1

The purposes of thlo column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it Is for the mutual
uenetlt, a».«l alms to he helpful and hopeful.
for the comBeing for the commou good, U
mon use—a public servant, a pusveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange oi Ideas 1l this capacity It solicits
Its success'depends largely
the support given It in this n^pect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will oe rejected without xood reason
ail communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.
on

CRBBD

A

FOR

THE YEAR.

be stroDg;
To be earnest;
To make light the way with song;
Slow to anger; quick to praise;
Walking steadfast through the days;
to

Upright,
Sure,

by Aunt
includes
everything that
would make life full and complete. If no
one of us can adopt it all, perhaps we can
select some special part or parts of it to
work into

lives and to take

our

with

us

j

many of you are having
season? Is it you, S. J.

“hopeful and helpful” i a
quilt fever? Don’t
belong to all the M. b.s, those kinds of “fevers
and Aunt Madge herself beholds a vision
time to let them have a
in the last four lines which «he hopes to
} home-made rugs wear
day by day.
of it of

The

course

a

rug

Y.,

was

only

better than

about twen-

_

SEDGWICK, 244.
March 7 Sedgwick grange held its reguThree new members were
lar meeting.
The first and second degrees
elected.
were conferred on five.
The lecturer presented the following program:
Singing,
grange; topic, “What is the most profitable stock to raise in this locality?” cur-

on

Moulton

t»

from

Portland.

visiting

»n

j

South
in

day*

Cooper and

last week in

wife

Portland.

spent

a

few

Cooper left Saturday to begin
ntoumr Ri-rnaquid.
Bnoge* left Thursday for Fort-

Moulton
worn on
trank

iunu, where nc win enter tut? Maine
eral hospital tor treatment.
March i0.

Me** Known Cough Krmedy.
For forty-three years Dr. KIok’s New
Di«
covery has been known throughout the world
«* the
most reliable cough remedv.
and returned to Ellsworth Monday.
oVcr
three
million bottles were used last year
Isn’t this proof?
It win get rid of your
Mrs. John Coombs and Mrs. Maria Buncough, or we will refund your monet. j j
ker Larrabee, of Prospect Harbor, were in i Oweui, of Allendale. Sk C..
writes the w»y
hundreds of others have done: “After twenty
town Wednesday, calling on relatives.
years, I find tnat Dr. King's New Discovery is
best
remedy for coughs and colds that I
Mrs. Mary Havey DuRoy and her hus- the
have ever used,’* For coughs or colds aud til
band were guests of Mrs. Martha Havey thioat and lung troubles. H has no equal mw>
anl f 00 at any druggist's.
^
to Bangor
A.

Bunker snd

Sunday, returning

Monday.

Wyman Beale, professor of mathematics
Higgins classical institute, spent Sunday and Monday at the home of L. A.

clburrusrmnus

at

Mies Nancy Dyer, of
has been

attending

Danger In Delay

Eastbrook, who
Fairfield, is

school at

The Ceaae of lth* uin <tl*tn.
LMmmcs Are Too DanStomach trouble, laxy liver and deranged
kidneys are the cause of rheumatism. <*et 1
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels in
gcrous For KIN worth
ealthy condition by taking Electric Bitters, j
and you will not be troubled with the pains
to
of rheumatism, t harles B. Allen, a school
of Bylvania, (ia., who suffered inescribable torture from rheumatism, liver ;
and atomach trouble aud diseased kidneys,
The great danger of kidney troubles is
writes:
All remedies failed until 1 used
Electrics Bitters, but four bottles of this won- : that they so often get a firm hold before
derful remedy cured me completely." Maybe
from stomach, the sufferer recognizes them.
Health will
your rheumatic pains come
liver and kidney troubles.
Electric Bitters
be
will give you
relief. 60c aud #100.
gradually undermined.
Backache,
prompt
Recommeuded by any druggists.
headache, nervousness, lameness, sore-

Klilney

People

Sour

Neglect.

j

Srincipal.

_

OCEAN

VIEW, 506, CENTER.
Ocean View grange tnet Feb. 20 with
including State
present,
McKeen and Bro. S.

Lecturer B. Walker

Burns, past master of Mt. View grange. }
Bro. McKeen ex in pi fled the work in the
fourth degree, and gave an interesting
talk on the history of the grange.
Bro. !
Burns also spoke
The ;
interestingly.

L.

j

client xc minis.

ness,

lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy,

gravel and Bright’s disea-e may follow

Only Unwise
People Tolerate

as

kidneys get worse. Don’t neglect
your kidneys.
Help the kidneys with
Doan’s Kidney Pills,
which
are
so
strongly recommended right here in Ellsthe

realized.
knit of woolen yarn or worsted in strips,
lecturer presented a program of songs, !
Do as 1 have done; read the creed over :
and sewed onto bed ticking.
several times. Is there anything in it to
! recitations, readings, etc.
Did 1 ever bring one to completion? Oh,
w hich we cannot
subscribe? burely not.
worth.
yes! Three of them, in the course of the |
Now we all advocate cheerfuluefis and
East HLIEH1LL, 252.
with another one
last
E. J. Clark, Surry Hoad, Ellsworth, Me.,
years,
twenty-five
hope. What do you all think of having |
East Bluehill grange met March 8 with
well advanced.
says: “Doan5* Kidney Pills are certainly
a column dedicated to our failures and
visitors from
including
forty-five
present,
Here is a sure way to get rid of an effective{kidney medicine, and 1 cannot
Have I heard any of you saying anything
losses and disappointments?
Arbutus and Halcyon granges. The third
about house-cleaning? I hope not yet.
hawking, gnu fling, and all recommend them too strongly. Some
and fourth degrees were conferred on one Catarrh,
Winter has just come, you know. The air
caused bv the Catarrh germs. years ago 1 was annoyed by attacks of
misery
which
was
served.
after
candidate,
supper
W««f Franklin, Feb. 27.
is full of snow as 1 am writing.
(let a HYOMfel outfit to-day, follow kidney complaint. There were sharp,
It was voted to observe the anniversary
Dertr Friends of the Ji. B. C.:
the instructions and breathe five times shooting paine across the small of my
22
an
afternoon
and
March
with
that
i
I wonder where the good resolves are
evening a day deep into your lungs the germ- back
andithe kidney secretions were irFROM AUNT HUE'S SUNSHINE CALENDAR.
we made when the New Year dawned upon I
session.
killing air through the little inhaler
regular in passage. Doan's Kidney Pills
us, in regard to helping Aunt Madge?
burely Grow old along with me.
At night just before going to bed
had been recommended to me, and I
DEER ISLE, 296.
we have
not forgotten; only just neglected,] The best is yet to he.
use the vapor treatment its directed.
but the M. B. C. is ail right when she fills it.
J The last of life for which the first was made; ; Deer Isle grange met March 3. One ; This treatment is prescribed by the finally began using them. I could soon
What beautiful winter days we are having Oar time* are in His hand whosaith: “A application for membership was received, i liest ('atari h
Specialists in Ametica see that they.were helping me and I conwhole I planned;
of late and it seem to me that everyone ought [
The entertainment and box supper March and Eu ope to destroy Catarrh germs. tinued taking them antil I was better in
Youth shows but half; trust Goc,
to appreciate them.
I have been housed for a
Booth’s HYOMKi is Australian every way. Since then I have used Doan s
]
5, for the benefit of the grange, was well j
few weeks with a cold, but am glad to tell See all, nor be afraid.”
attended, and a success in every way. The Eucalpytus and other splendid anti- Kidney Pills ocaaionally and the best reRobert Broteninff.
There has been so
you that 1 am nicely now.
septics. A complete outfit which in- sults have always followed.
grange thanks all who so kindly helped,
much sickness everywhere this winter, owing
cludes inhaler is *1.00; separate botj
OTHER CALENDAR THOUGHTS.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cent*.
and
those
who
with
the
helped
especially
to
so
ba-e
much
ground. I just love
partly
tles, if the first does not entirely
Skipper Tommy speaks. “Sure, wbat ought music.
Foster- Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
to see a blanket of snow in its season.
!
Hope L’ be mended can be mended. If a man
can lie obtained for SO cents, and
cure,
only
]
•ole agents for the United States.
all the sick ones among you are improving.
money hack from (i. A. I’archer if
thinks hard an’ thinks sensible, he'll find » j
BAY VIEW, 267, SALISBURY COVE.
Must tell you that I had such a beautiful
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
you are dissatisfied. Just breathe it—
way, sur, every time. 'Tis easy t’think hard, I
Bay View grange held its regular meet- no stomach dosing.
hyacinth brought to me all in blossom. And but 'tis sometimes hard t’ think t’ the
no other.
point.”
it is so fragrant!
j ing Wednesday evening, w ith a good atHow nice it is to have kind
-A’ormon Duncan.
friends! A lady once said to me: “I often feel
tendance. The first degree was conferred.
that I have not a friend in the world." And 1
’Tis the sweetest thing to remember
said: “Why, if I felt that way, it does not
If courage be on the wane,
Black and Whita,
seem as if I should want to live another day."
When the cold, dark days are over
For many years a large department
This value of true friendship cannot be purWhy the birds go north again.
*
store has spent thousands of dollars on
chased at any price.
Wc can never measure the encouragement
How nice ail your suggestions have been
placards with which almost every artito continued effort tbat a word of apprecia
this winter. Thanks to all the new ones for
cle of merchandise is ticketed throughtion give*.
the many helps.
Hope there will be many
out the store, and only within a short
more this year added to our ranks.
time did they realize the amount of
Meb, 1 wish you could send us that recipe
Speak to the Horse.
that was wasted in using the
for your hair tonic, as there are many who are
The human voice has more or less money
white cardboard with black lettering.
GROW and MATURE
in need of it. Hope you will be lucky enough
In
marked Influence on all animals.
These white cards soon become soiled
to sell as soon as possible, so you can come to
because they contain plant food for
managing horses especially the voice
the
best
crops,
Maine. I sometimes think it is about as good
and shop worn if allowed to remain In
It should be
Is of the greatest use.
the entire growing period
They are organic fera place as any, after all.
of time. The cards
length
any
place
tilizers, made from Rendering House materials,
quiet and, though confident and masI am sending you all a creed for the New
w*-!ch are handled by customers in
of
Potash
in the form best
balanced
the
addition
loud and boisterous.
No
by
Year, as I think it fine. With best wishes terful, not
bins, trays, etc*., are even more so. By
adapted to the crops. Lowell Animal Fertilizers
one should ever touch a horse without
to all.
Ackt Emma.
substituting the black cardboard with
supply Nature's foods in a concentrated but quickly
at the same time speaking to it.—Exavailable form. They can be used with or without
v
white lettering this store has overcome
change.
and
Thanks for your letter
manure and are always uniform.
clipping.
this difficulty to a very great extent.
Just think how lonely 1 should have been
The show cards are always clean,
**A BIO POTATO YIELD
An
Accepted
Story.
this week without your helping hand!
Hare harvested 1,800 barrels of potato** from 12 acre*,
fresh and bright looking and they last
had
has
a story acceptreally
“Quills
I have never been classed with the acraised on the Superior, or at the rat* of over 400 buabeU per
the firm
acre.
On four acre* of the 12, I due an average of 180 barrel*
ed at last,” remarked a journalist to a many times as long, saving
tive “suffragettes”, but when
men
of
per acre, or 495 bushel*.
several hundred dollars in the course
colleague.
education and good intelligence make the
C. B. Thompson, Penobscot County, Me.
of a year.—Business.
“Surely not,” was the rejoinder.
remark that “women don’t know enough
The right selection of fertilizers may mean the
at 2 o’clock
"Yes.
went
home
He
to vote”, it is time they were enlightened
difference between success and failure.
with an awful yarn, and
Wesley’s “Narrow Neck of Land."
by someone. Of course they wouldn’t |hls morning
Write for our book on fertilizers, it will help you.
The actual first and lost house Id
it.”
believed
his
wife
read a column edited by a woman, so
is a shed where a woman
If we are not represented In your town, write for term*.
England
there’s no hope from this source of their
Just below
sells spearmens of rock.
Golden Thought.
4,1
being educated up to what they ought to
Lowell Fertilizer
An irreverent and illiterate English- this, as one goes down the zigzag path
know. But, from observation, I should
between the rocks, on the neck of the
man who has just returned from the
say this: The average woman knows as
United States was heard to describe peninsular is a flat stone about two
much as the average man.
As a general
the other day as ”* hell feet square and rising six inches above
thing, it is men and women of about the the country
the ground. This, tradition asserts, is
dollarado.”—London Punch.
same class or grade in society who marry.
that upon which John Wesley sat
Where they are “unequally yoked”, the
when he composed the hymn—
aee

■

CATARRH

j

j
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START,

Co.,

woman

of the

is

quite

man as

as

question

The

want to vote

likely

to be the

superior

to be his inferior.

or

here

don’t

is

they

not:
w

Do

ant to

women

vote? It

is whether, compared with men, they knowenough to vote. The real scheming politician would rather
the chance to

women

did

not

along

with

elections. It is not so much
ignorance he fears as their principles.

them to the
their

if the married
tbeir husbands*

knowledge

and
bow

a

there

in

of

are

the

bout the unmarried women, of whom
is a small army of school-teachers?

Wnat is their chief business? Teaching not
only a b c’s, but history, civil government
and other studies, all of which are intended to educate, elevate and prepare both
boyB and girls for good citizenship. Do
not these thousands of women teachers
know enough to vote?
A ad of the pupils under their instruc-

tion,

not the girls as wefl prepared for
privileges of citizenship as the
boys? This is not the political questional least, not a party question. If it were,

all

No one Is useless In this world who
Charles Dickens.

of

are

the

it would not be admitted to the M. B. C.
Let us change the subject, and get back
into woman’s legitimate (?) held. How

hold troopa. They are gallant soldiers, and
every loyal British heart is proud of them.
Not only the kiug’s household, but yours,
ours, everybody's should have its life guards.
The need of them is especially great when the
greatest foes of life, diseases, find allies in the

a narrow

neck of land

unbounded seas I stand
Secure. Insensible!
It is also stated that Wesley wrote
other hymns there. Apparently he had
at this time (July 30. 1743) experienced
a bad spell of weather at Land’s End,
for he writes. “1 saw a strange sight—
the sun shining in Cornwall.”—English
Illustrated Magazine.

lightens the burden of it for another.—

equal
Lift' Gu*id».
general information
The Life Guards are two regiment* of
existing conditions, cavalry forming part of the British house-

women

I jo, on
‘Twlxt

have

vote, because he fears th»y

would take their consciences

Unlucky.

“The more I try to sing this child
to sleep the louder It yells.”
“Your voice, my dear, Is a Jonah—
It Is being swallowed by a wall.”—
Baltimore American.

two

Pulling an Elephant's Tooth.
Perhaps the greatest dental operation
on record was performed upon an eleMexico. The ach| phant in the City of
I ing tooth was twelve inches long and

measured fourteen inches round the
root.
After the animal had been seeurely fasten with chains his mouth
|
very elements as colds, influenza, catarrh,
was pried open and a quantity of cothe grip, and pneumonia do in the stormy
caine applied to deaden the pain
know
we
that
month of March. The best way
to ! When this was done a hole was bored
of to guard against these diseases is
the tooth and an iron bar instiengthen the system wirh Hood’s Sarsa- through
Then a rope was twisted
parilla—the greatest of ail life guards. It re- serted.
moves the conditions in which these diseases
around the bar, at»i four horses were
make their most successful attack, gives
attached thereto to drag the offending
vigor aud tone to all the vital organs and molar out.—London Tit-Bits.
|
functions, and imparts a genial warmth to
the blood. Remember the weaker the system
the greater the exposure to diseases. Hood’s :
Sarsaparilla makes the system strong.—Advt.

for Thk Amkhica*

JOHNSON’S “ LINIMENT
Used 102 Yean for Internal and External Ills

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and pains
that may come any time?
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
troubles, burns, cuts, chaps, etc.
25c and 50c everywhere

1. S. JOHNSON &

i

j

wife,

Bunker.

j

j

|

Frazier spent Sunday with

grandparents, L.

!

gen-

^

Bangor, played.

Miss Mildred

her

j

home

Mrt. tiiram Bartlett visited friends hen*

The social dance in the town hall i’hursday evening was well attended. Hall’s

j

ih

Duffy

recently.

also Mrs. Eben Smith.

Bluehill.

those

Mi»• Alice
BiuihiB.

Marcia Bragdon returned from her
visit to Kent’s Hill and Portland Monday:

of

s

|

^

R. C. Bridges

March 8.

orchestra,

!
>

WEST BROOK UN.

Bragdon entertained the
and Miss Lily killings

Ellen

Miss

Page; original story,
by Rena Page and read by Cora
Carter.
Members present, thirty-six;
visitors from South Bluehill and North

few

March 10.

Mrs. Fred Gordon left for Dorchester,
to visit her daughter, virs.

written

thirty-seven

Walter

Mass., Friday
Guy Miller.

rents events, Abbie

have

you

being stormy, only

guest at the home of

,

Dyer, Bernice Dunn

Lawrie.
sextette March 1

Rrtoired, That in the deep regard for our
sister, our charter be draped in mourning for
thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions
be placed upon the records of our grange, one
sent to be bereaved husband and daughter,
and one sent to The Ellsworth American
Shirley T. Holt,
for publication.
Committee,

fever this

Very

week-end

264.

ingly.

or

“run”?

Han-

grange,

WTirreos.
Death has again e ate red our fraternal borne and taken from us our loved and
highly esteemed sister, Abbie D. Hutchings,
Rctolred, That in the death of our sister,
Lamoine grange has sustained the loss of a
worthy helpful member, who exemplified in
ber life the principles of our noble order.
Revolted, That we, as an order, extend our
heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family
and bid them look for divine consolation to
the Heavenly Father who afflicts not will-

it may he
you M. B.s enjoy
if

of

was

Mrs. Wesley Clark and daughter Htsei
were in Bangor Friday and Saturday.
Miss Velma Haskell, of Steuben, was a

MEMORIAL RRSOLl'TION*.

could do almost all my own work for a
family of four. I shall always feel that
I owe my good health to your Vegetable
Compound.”—Mrs. Hayward Sowers,
Cary, Maine.

sent

Meeting

—

Alamoosook

Friday evening

Misses Lola

were

Clara Haskell, Geneva Bragdon pr„„
Dyer, Klin Piper, Hilda Biaisdcli i?“*
IleBeck, Lily lulling, Gertrud- and vn,
jorie Bragdon. Various gsmes were
duced, in which the host and hosi
heartily joined. Vocal ami instrument!!
music was also a pleasing feature
ill,'
clou® refreshments were served. It
"J
a ink? hour When tile
party, with *,ll:
of warm appreciation, bace a final
good
night to their kind entertainers.

Harold Clifford was a week-end guest of
E. F. Bartlett and wife at Eastbrook.

The married sister*
ty were present.
furnished a program of readings, piano
solo, and a report of the lecturers’ conference, given by the lecturer.

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
I had no
scion felt like a new woman.
pains, slept well, had good appetite and

Dear M. B. Friends:
the creed

—

to move or do a bit of work and I
thought I never would be any better
until I submitted to an operation, but
my husband thought I had better write
to you and I did so. stating my symptoms.
I commenced taking Lydia E.

To be smiling; to be glad
For the yesterdays we've had;
To he grateful ail the way
For the beauties of to-a*y;
To be hopeful, and to see
In the days that are to be
Bigger, better, broader things.
Robes of purple, crowns of kings!
—Collier's Weekly.

is

March 4

Just after my marBeatrice. Neb.
riage my left side began to pain me and
the pain got so severe at times that I
suffered terribly with it. I visited three
doctors and each one wanted to operate

The Other Case.

good.

The junior social
attended.

Miss

I feel it a duty I owe
Cary, Maine.
to ail suffering women to tell what Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound did
forme. One year ago I found myself a
I had pains in both
terrible sufferer.
sides and such a soreness I could scarcely
straighten up at times. My back ached.
I had no appetite and was so nervous I
could not sleep, then I would be so tired
mornings that I could scarcely get
around. It seemed almost impossible

To be gentle; to forgive;
True to life and glad to live;
To be watchful, and to be
Rich with boundless charity;
To be humble in success.
Strong of heart in bitterness.

with

lamoine,

for others and I used several bottles of it with the result that I haven’t
been bothered with my side since then.
I am in good health and I have two little
Mrs.R. B.Child, Beatrice,Neb.
girls.

To be patient; to be kind;
To be purposeful, and find
Sweetness all along the way;
Loath to judge, but firm to say
Truth with unrelenting tongue;
By no cavil veered or swung
From the right; and to endure
Hopeful, helpful, clean and pure.

The above
Emma.
It

Pomona

the

visitor at Sullivan

well

East Orland.

doing

undismayed.

Tender, giacious, though.fui,
In our roan-and-womannood.

cock

etable Compound —Their
Own Stories Here Told.

a

last week.

reason.

Saturday, May 17

w«a

!

\

The young ladies recently
enterts.ned.,
pleasant home >f P. L. 8w>n and ,

FRANKLIN.
W. A. Havey

DATES.

3y Lydia EL Pinkham’* Veg-

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

and unafraid.

serene

good

but I would not consent to an operation. I heard of the good Lydia E.

—

Christian Endeavor and Temperanca.
I am very glad that the Christian
Endeavor .society has taken up the
work of urging total abstinence. There
Is no doubt that the organized effort
that the society will put forth will result in securing hundreds of thousands,
if not millions, of signers, and that
means a very perceptible decrease in
the total amount of liquor consumed
and a very considerable increase In the
Btrengtb of the temperance sentiment
One cannot do much
of the country.
to encourage total abstinence so long
The moment ue
as be drinks himself.
becomes enlisted under the banner of
total abstinence his influence becomes
a factor in the spread of temperance.—
William Jennings Bryan.

OPERATIONS

on me

Firm of purpose, sure of soul.
Pressing onward to the goal;
even,

This column is devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column ia open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be priuted exAll comcept by permission of the writer
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

TWO WOMEN
SAVED FROM

com ms ideations, and

we

should “render • • • unto God the
things that are God's.”
Nor is there ever any loss In giving
to God what belongs to Him. The opposite Is always true. Self interest
should compel every man to serve G<m1.
for In so doing he best serves himself.
This is strikingly true of the Sabbath.
The benefits of keeping It holy and
sacred unto Him all accrue to ns. while
failure to do so always means physical
or mental or spiritual loss or all three
to ourselves.
The question of making the Sabbath
the Lord's day is a very vital one in
There was a time In the hisour age.
tory of our country when certain prescribed regulations were in force concerning the Sabbath from which It was
difficult to depart.
Whether this was
the true spirit of Sabbath observance
may be a question, but there is no
question that the Sabbath today Is too
much disregarded. As in the days of
Jeremiah. It is given up too largely to
business and to pleasure. It is too often Mammon's day and society's day
rather than “the Lord's day.”
The enemies of Christianity disregard
it and denounce it, and. what is worse,
professed Christians are neglecting to
keep it sacred and holy unto God. The
results of Sabbath desecration will be
disastrous. God exacts a penalty for
disobedience.
Israel paid the penalty
of a commercialized Sabbath, and
America will pay it. It therefore rests
upon every individual American citizen to see that the Sabbath is observed
in true spirit and in the manner approved by the word of God.
me tsiDie sets rortn no schedule ot
specific acts to govern onr lives upon
the Sabbath In order that It may be
i^e Lord's day. It does, however, lay
down certain general principles concerning the Sabbath. If we adhere to
these We shall make every Sabbath ft?
"Lord's day. (1) The Sabbath should be i
fallowed, kept sacred. God hallowed
iti ptld we should do so In imitation of
1
His example.
s It should be made sacred by abstinence from many things that may be
perfectly lawful upon other days.
There should always be about It an atmosphere of sac-redness that speaks to
ns of God and brings us closer to God.
(2) The Sabbath should hen day of rest.
It was set apart supremely as a rest
day. The word Sabbath means rest—
“to rest from labor.”
The commandment says, “In it thou
shall not do any work.” God "rested
the seventh day” from the work of creation, and "wherefore the Lord blessed
the Sabbath day and hallowed It”
Man needs the rest of one day In seven.
This fact has been practically and scientifically demonstrated.
Necessary
work must be done, but the Judgment
of God will come upon governments
and employers of labor who require
unnecessary work to be done upon
the Sabbath day.
(3> The Sabbath
should be a day of worship. Man not
only needs physical rest, but an opportunity to worship God. The Sabbath
provides this much needed opportunity,
and it should be devoted to religious
worship, spiritual Improvement, Christian fellowship and Christian service.
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NEWS.

COUNTY

WEST BKOOK8VILLK.
Miw Flossie Jones

given

was

KITTERY TO

CARIBOU.

The building owned and
occupied by
Royal Remedy Co., on Commercial
street, Portland, was burned Friday.

the

surprise

a

wc*k-

Miss Alma Stewart is borne for twofrom Higgins classics’ institute.

Loss, |7,000.
party !»"<
of Ellsworth,
Chsrles E. Alexander,
Mrs. Horace C. Chapman, wife of the
H. Tapley Sunday.
called on Capt. G.
proprietor of the Bangor house, died
was
given at Odd Saturday at her home in the hotel, aged
An entertainment
Saturday for the benefit of sixty-seven years.
fellows hall
Gen. Isaac Dyer, for twelve years postthe library.
Miss Lanra H. Jones returned home master of Skowhegan, president of the
Wednesday after an extended visit in 15th Maine Regimental association, died
Wednesday, aged ninety-two years.
Bangor and Belfast.
clerk at O. L.
Fire in the Deming block, Calais, TuesMiss Grace Farnhsm,
a
vacation.
Miss day of last week, caused damage to the
Ttpley’s store, is having
her
stock of C. J. Lyford A Co.,
place.
Nellie Jones is tilling
clothiers,
estimated at f12,000. The loss on the
Mrs. Nina Treworgy left last week for
She will open a store building was slight.
Boston on business.
March 17.
Philip Henry Coombs, a native of Banin Hallowell
for thirty years city engineer, and
Percy Mills has gone to Goose Rock gor,
to act me keeper while his w idely known as a civil and constructing
station
light
viaita in Arlington, engineer, died Thursday after a
long
lather, A. B. Mills,
period of ill health, aged fifty-six years.
KeSS.
student

Merrill Farrow,
Ontral institute, arrived
a

Maine

at

home

Friday

for

The next morning
case of mumps.
he had a well-developed
sisters’
have nine
Jones
sheep
jhe
lambs, eight of which are twins,
vacation.

the Easter

spring

jlr,. Wasson’s sheep have nine lambs,
one sheep bearing
four of them twine,

triplets.

Friday evening about thirty members
ol the C. E. 8. took a ateighride around
the town

returning

chapel,

to the

where

refreshments were served, followed by a
social hour.
widow
Ell it,
of Rev.
Mrs. Phebe
Benjamin Dodge, a native of this town,
died at Pleasant Hill, Tenn., Feb. 9. The
older inhabitants of this tow n pleasantly
remember her.
Prof. Van Mack, of Cambridge, Maas.,
in tow n a few days last week. He w as
accompanied by Mr. Fiah, a young farmer

|

was

manage the place which the
professor recently purchased of Laughlin
wbo will

Davis.
March 10.

|

Tomsoj?.

NORTH CASTINE.

1

The Notre

Miss Emma

C. Wardwell is visiting in

Mrs. Allard Staples has returned to
Castine, after a few days at Fred Conner’s.

I

Leon P. rkins is home from a visit to his
sister, Mrs. Amber Smith, in Bucksport.

|

Mrs. Annie Brown is visiting her sisters,
Mrs. C. M. Perkins and Mrs. Amos Per-

ELLSWORTH

Harbor, spent

a

employed at
days last week

Dark

who ia
few

with

family.

bis

Miss Vera Dunbar, who has been at
ill, has resumed her studies at the
high school.

borne

recently visited
Perkins, after an

her

Miss Ella Perkins

mother, Mrs. Alma

ab-

of two years.

sence

Peterson, wbo came to visit his
mother, Mrs. L. J. Peterson, who is very
ill, has returned to Portland.
Mrs. Alma Perkins is recovering from
attack of acute bronchitis. Miss Ethel
Hutchins is working for her.

an

Grindle, Mrs. Fred F. Ward-

Mrs. M. W.
and

Mrs.

Roas Conner

improving, after

severe

slowly
grip.

are

attacks of the

Edward Littlefield, of Penobscot,
bat Manfred Mixer’s assisting in the care
of his mother, Mrs. Lucy Mixer, w ho is
very low.
Mrs.

Friends of Everett Leach extend sympathy in the death of his brother Charles, of

Penobscot,

who

Creamery per ...40 345
Dairy.30 986
Kgjra.
Fresh

28
laid, per dot.
Poultry.
Fowl.18 920
Chickens. .20922
H my

ton^.15 317

strsw.

Loose.log12
15
Baled.
Potatoes,
Cabbage,

pk,

Celery,
Turnips.’'
Spinach, pk.
Oranges, doz
Cranberries,

qt,

Vegetables.
15 Carrots, B»,
03 Onions, lb
20 #25 Squash,
1»« Beets.
30
Prult.
S5#6J Lemons, do*
15

Hutchins,

suddenly Tuesday

died

and

Frank W.
vacation at home, left

Guilford

after

a

Thursday for Vinalhaven to
work

their

renew

fishing.

March 10.

L.

Rice, per B>

a>

20 #28

Rio.
Mocha.
Java,
Tea— per

38
38

45 #65

Japan.
Oolong,
Sugar-perfb

30#55

Vinegar, gal

is

expected

this

home

week.

Mrs. Phillips Eaton has returned from
visit to Boston.

a

Rev. E. F. Wood supplied the pulpit at
Sorrento Sunday.
The Neighborhood club met last week
with Mrs. Ada Bartlett.
Mias Wilson left Friday
where she has employment.

Charles

H.

Preble

George Noyes
Rorosis

Smith

in

meets

and

for Boston,

Granulated, 06*a #06 Oil—per gal—
06
Linseed,
Yellow. C
10
Kerosene.
Powdered,
35 #60
Molasses, gal,
.VftoMfs wml Provisions.
Pork, lb:
Beef. B>:
25 #40
Chop,
Steak.
Ham. per lb
20#30
Roasts.
10 #15
Shoulder.
Corned,
Bacon.
Veal*
28
Salt.
Steak,
Lard.
15813
Roasts.
Lamb:
15 #20
Lamb,
Froth Pish.
12 325
50

Ojstera, qt,
Haddock,

08

Rehearsals

are

for

progressing rapidly

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Gray baa gone to Portland to work.
^eun*e Judkins, of Alton, is spend-

j

several weeks at her old home here.
socUble at the grange hall Monday
Proceeds,
patronized.

^The

vi^rf*u^bb*e Hutckin8
^^sonRaipb 8pend
t0

the*1*
haH

Water-

went

to

8ome

tim<3

witl1

has

spent

^*Ucy H. Perkins,
iSS
‘J3 Uastine with
Urned aud

who

her son George,
opened her bouse for the

season

^wrch 9.

H

Ri|bVabd8
^a^ee’8 Emulsion
ftud

°d7. Never

children
fails.

should

be

to strengthen
All druggists

with'

friends at

had

traps

down all winter.

A few

are en-

Can We

1 15
12

(As We Helped This Man)
Herbert O. Russell is

Restored

Mass.,

Health by Vinol—

to

Letter to Mothers.

18
24#25
15
25 #30
14
15

a

threatened

loss,

not

The fertile fields of old Hadley are especially adapted for raising
tobacco and onions, and especially onions, which are usually a very

profitable crop. This year the crop was larger than ever before
bumper to the nth. Prices at once shrunk alarmingly until it came

—

to
grave question whether it was worth while to market the crop
Some farmers became discouraged and left the crop to rot in the fields.
One gave the subject careful thought. While he was pondering the
be

a

question

his glance fell upon the
that be the answer?

telephone

in his kitchen.

Could

The next day he called on Manager Proctor for information. He
secured full particulars about our toll facilities; then went home and
planned a sales campaign by telephone. Each evening the family
carefully studied the directories and made up a list of wholesale commission dealers in the large cities.

Early

each morning Mr. Blank called them by telephone. Results
immediate and surprising. He made satisfactory terms in short
order for the sale of his entire crop and before long he was shipping
were

!

onions by the carload. After he disposed of his own crop, the com*
mission merchants continued their demands for more onions, and Mr.
Blank commenced buying his neighbors’ crops which he sold at a good

!

As a result of his work he has sold twenty-one carloads of
It need not be added that he is extremely grateful for the resources of our telephone service.
onions.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

A:e you, Mr. Farmer or Business Man, confronted with a distribution problem of any kind? Let

Sold for 60 years.

ioweuf M»i'

Ask Your Doctor.

you, if we can. Call your Local Manager and
see what he can suggest.
In Greater Boston telephone (free of charge) to Fort Hill 7600, the Conus

Hay’s Hair Health

Never Fail* to Restore Gray Hair to Its
Natural Color .od Beauty, .-.lop* ijs falling
out, ami positively removes Dandruff, la aot a
Refuse all substitutes. $1.00 and 50c.
Dye.
Bottle* by Mail or at Druggists.
Send 10c for large sample Bottle ■
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N.J., U.S. A.

help

tract

CQCC

Department.

Mustard Cream Sauce
Dishes

Escalloped

AND MEASURES.

T

founds;

PAINS GO
SWOLLEN JOINTS
VANISH
Remedy for

Rheumatism, Gout and Sciatica
Only 50 Cents aud Money Back
from G. A. Parcher if It
Doesn’t Satisfy.
persons during the last
of
year freed themselves from the bondage
Rheumatism; rid themselves of the torturing pain; reduced the swollen joints;
threw away canes aud crutches, and from
and
helpless beings became able to work
be of use to themselves and their families.
modern
the
They took RHEUMA:
is also sure to
enemy Rheumatism, which
cure Lumbago, Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout,
Chronic Neuralgia or Kidney disease.
Don’t be skeptical about RHEUMA.
You will know in a few hours after beginthe poisonous
ning the treatment that
Uric Acid is leaving your system through
will feel betthe natural channels. You
are going
ter in a day; you wUl kuow you
week.
to be cured in less than a
Don’t think because RHEUMA is sold
won’t
for only 50 cents a bottle that it
There is no
bring you back to health.
is better
guesswork about it. RHEUMA
Thousands of

than any remedy at ten times the price.
Ask G. A. Parcher.

~

*

?

T

*

A
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A sauce of considerable character that

-

gives piquancy

to

escal-

loped dishes and plain vegetables, such as carrots, cauliflower, onions,
bulletin:
potatoes, etc. This receipt is taken from a government
Heat
pint sw eet milk over boiling water. Heat 1 tablespoon ful

butter and 1 teaspoon ful of flour t o^a
cream and stir it into the hot milk.
Cook 5 minutes. Then mix 1 tablespoonful of Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
with a teaspoonful of cold water and
about 2 minutes before serving add it to
the sauce together with A teaspoonful
salt and 54 teaspoon ful Stickney &

g:-

1

Poor’s pepper.

WITH

Stickney & Poor’s

16
50

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a buBhel of potatoes
in good order aud fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
pounds;
good order aud fit for shipping, is 60and
peas.
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips
60 pounds; of corn. 58 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
ndian meal,50pounds;of parsnips. 45 pounds;
of barley aud buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Greatest

a

HADLEY PASTORAL.

A

Changes tendency toward disease to
tendency toward health. No alcohol.

^

A

—

who turned

profit.

_*

Scallops, qt,

RHEUMA

farmer in North

Hadley,
only to himself but to his neighbors, into a highly profitable
business transaction by making judicious use of the
telephone toll lines. He is the Mr. Blank of the following story which appeared in TELEPHONE TOPICS. We use his name by permission:

FRAIL, SICKLY CHILD

Stlf

Ploar. Grain aud F«m»u.
50
Oats, bu
Floor—per bbl—
6 00 # 6 50 Shorts—bag 1 60 31 65
35a
1
50
1
Mix
feed,
10
bag
Corn, 1001b bag
110 Middliugs.bg 1 50#1 90
Corn meal.bag
1 10
Cracked corn,
LAW BBGABDING WEIGHTS

Help You?

3Tj&crttsnnmife

For Vegetables and
#08
#25

25

RHEUHATIC

the play, “Farm
Folks,” w’hich will be
?iven March 25
by the senior class of the
"igh school.
The last and most
interesting debate of
fhe season was
given at the high school
afternoon, the subject being:
Resolved, that the United States should
*n the Mexican difficulties.” AfJelli8f.?*LlVe’ Annie Chamberlain, Earl
u. V??rah
Bunker; negative, Enid Tayand Virgil Blaisdell.
Thl.Hodgkins
De,?ative wou- There was a special
Kram of music and
readings.
March 10.
H.

06
20

08

Emerson

Charles H. Alien is in Camden, where
tbe Meamer J.
T. Morse is undergoing repairs.

35 #40

Cod,

guest of

Mildred Clark matrons.

week

03

Clams, at,
Smelts, lb,

Aiutttiannnus

recent

was a

Presque Isle.
Friday; Mrs.

03

05
Cracked wheat.
04
Oatmeal, per !h
20
Buckwheat, pkg
04 a05
Graham,
04,u05
Rye meal,
03
Gran meal, lb

Sl’LLIVAN HARBOR.

Marjorie Simpson

03

08

Groceries.

Coffee—per

Halibut,

morning.
Arthur P.

8

RKETS.

Country1 Prortur*

8olon

well

M

Baled.”.18a20
Perry,

Herbert

a

Oeo. A. Parcher, Druggist, Ellsworth,
Me.

The quotations below’ give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

Best loose, per

kins.

and

gaged in scallop fishing, and have done
very well, as there has not been much ice
to bother this winter.
March 10.
8.

at

Hatfcrr.

I

Brooksville,

Bluehill.
The lobster fishermen are getting ready
for spring fishing, although some have

|

Portland,

Frank Dunbar is home from
called by illness in his family.

church

Miss Maude Stewart, who has been emis home.
She left
ago, and spent a week
with her sister, Mrs. E. L. Gray, at South

at Gardiner,
ployed
Gardiner two weeks

Anxious mothers often wonder why
their children are so pale, thin and
nervous and
have so little appetite.
For the benefit of such mothers In
this vicinity we publish the following
insurance.
letter.
Warren O. Carney, grand tyler of the
J.
Edmund Miller, New Haven,
masonic grand lodge of Maine, and boldConn., says: "My little daughter, ever
ing similar position in all the masonic since her birth, had been frail and
grand bodies in this State, died at bis sickly, and was a constant source of
worrlment.
Several months ago we
home in Portland Sunday, aged seventycommenced to give her Vinol. I imfour years. Mr. Carney was elected grand
noted
an improvement in
mediately
tyler in 1883, and had held the office con- her health
and appearance.
I gave
tinuously since.
her three bottles of Vinol, and from
The business section of Presque Isle
the good it has done her f can truly
was damaged to the extent of flW,000 by
j say it will do all you claim.”
I
This child's recovery was due to
fire Sunday. Starting in the basement of
Green’s block on West street, the blaze the combined action of the medicinal
elements extracted from cods’ livers,
spread rapidly, and before it was con- j
with the blood-making
trolled Green’s block and Friedman’s —combined
and strength-creating properties of
block were destroyed. The firms suffer- !
tonic Iron, which are contained in
ing losses are: Parker Jacques, tailor;
Vinol.
Grant's tailor shop; G. H. Freeman, hardVinol will build up and strengthen
ware; A. C. Perry, insurance; George P.
delicate children, old people and the
Larrabee, druggist; Mrs. M. A. McCorweak, run-down and debilitated. We
mick, millinery; Maurice White, barber;
Green Brothers, clothing: Herman Cook,
return the money In every case where
agency office; Frank
Hayes, bowling It falls.
alleys and restaurant; Dr. Frauk Kilburn
P. S. For pimples and blotches try
and Yates Shoe Co,
We guarantee it.
our Saxo Salve.

port.
Penobscot.

Catholic

weeks

Waterville, occupied less than a year and
not yet entirely completed, was destroyed
by fire Friday night. The loss is estimated af f70,000;
partially covered by

Frank Earn bam is borne from Bucks-

I

Dame

3bbtrti«tmmtB.

COREA.
C. A. Leighton is yet unable to go out.
A. C. Lufkin and wife have gone to Addison to visit their son Henry.

Mustard
..

*
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(
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Mustard

Pocket-Knife, the Best
Tobacco-Cutting Machine

Because it cuts the tobacco off the plug as you use it
insuring you fresh tobacco for every pipeful. When
machines chop up tobacco months before it reaches your
pipe, the little pieces of tobacco lose their aroma. When you
smoke them, they bum fast and hot, and bite your tongue.
All the natural moisture, flavor and fragrance of the
tobacco are pressed into the Sickle Plug, and kept there
by nature’s own protector the natural leaf wrapper.
It only takes a couple of minutes to whittle off a pipeful—
and you are rewarded by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke
that no ready-cut-up tobacco in the world can give you.
—

—

Spices famous nil over New England
their purity and strength, you are sure
In
delicate
get a sauce that will be
flavor with Just the right amount of nip

and
I for
to
to

Your

it.

be on every good cook a
Among the Stickney Si Poor Products that should
Pepper. Cinnamon. Clotes. Ginger, Powder.
pantry shelf are: .Mustard.
Salt.
Curry
Pimento, Allspice, Sage. Savory. Marjoram, Celery
I ustry
hpice.
Paprika. Tapioca, Nutmeg, Cassia, Whole Mixed Spict.
Potato
Flour, Sausage
Flour,
Rice
of
Tartar,
Cream
Soda.
Turmeric, Thyme.
Seasoning. Poultry Seasoning and Flavoring Extracts.
Tell him so.
Make your grocer understand that you want "Stickney * Poor’s".

Convenient.— no bulge in your pocket. Economical—no
no loose tobacco to get spilled and wasted.
package to pay for
Get a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s today.
—

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Boston.
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INCREASE YOUR INCOME

the farm by increasing the yield oPjour crops. Essex
Fertilizers are a complete food in the most concentrated
form. Their basis is organic animal matter to which are
added chemical salts in such quantities as are required
by the crop for which that brand is especially prepared.
Many of these substances are easily soluble, making them
supply
quick acting, while others by slower
food to the plant in the later stages of its development.
“RESULTS SHOW VALUE OF ESSEX FERTILIZERS.”
I have used your Fertiliser for two years and am very much pleased
with the results. 1 raised this last year $7 5.00 worth of corn per acre
by using 000 lbs. of our Special Corn Fertiliser. Such practical reon

decomposition

sults show tho value of the Essex Fertilisers.
W. G. Conant, Franklin

County, Me.
Write now for our new’ booklet that explains the relation
of Essex Fertilizers to the crops you want to raise this
comiikg year.
If

noone

handies Essex Fertilizers in your town,write

Essex Fertilizer

us

about

it

Company

39 No. Market St., Boston, Mass.

Walter II.

Lawrie, Agent, Franklin.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

You can^
be an
expert
in the treating of
horses
you can
locate lameness
ami diagnose
—

oiner irouoias—

;

—

you cau make and keep your horses well
and sound, if you will read the/ree book
we seud you and use this wonderful

Aiu^NT

1

remedy—

Tuttle’s Elixir
Don’t risk the value and lives of your

^

i

—i

*

|

horses; don’t depend on others. Be
prepared
get Tuttle’s Elixir today
and keep it on hand. It cures

A Paint for Every Purpose
That

—

Colic, Lung Fover. Colds, Sore Throats,
Curb, Splints, Spavin, Lameness. Ring
Bone. Knotted Cords. Cockle Joints,
Sprains, Bony Growths, Shoe Bolls,
8welllngi, Founder, and Distemper.
Never rails to locate lameness and is
the best leg and body wash ever made.
WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
“Veterinary Experience” will tell you how to

know and treat every 111 that a horse may
hare. You need it if you keep horses, ft
will save you money. Write for it today, enclosing a 2 cent stamp for postage.
Your dealer sells Tuttle’s Elixir, Tuttle’s Condition Powders, Tuttle’s Hoof Ointment and other Tuttle’s Remedies. If not,
send us his name and 60c. In stamps for large
size bottle of Tuttle’s Elixir. Don’t de-

lay.

Send today.

Tuttle’e Elixir Co. 17 Beverly St., Boston, Maes.

Weathers all Weathers

j|
j
:

Indoors and Out.
of EXCEPTIONAL
time you buy
7
thia line of your dealer.

You

ore rurc

QUALITY

every

i^^«S88P58*8(
b>;^Qt»E3.c6

PUBLISHED

iVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

The

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Harbor automobile bill.
assigned for Wednesday in

was

the Senate.

BY THE

The bill for close

HANCOCK. COUNTY PUBLISHING OO
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

fishing

for

season

in

Douglass or Williams pond, Buckaport,
was reported “ought not to pass”.
The
report was accepted by tbe House.
The bill tb change the name of the town

year; #1.00 lor six
months; SO cents for throe months; if ■ aid
strictly in advance, $1 5u, 7S and 38 cents
respectively- Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of #2 pet

inscription Price—12.00

bill

a

of Eden to Bar Harbor has

favorably by committee.
The

▼ear.

resolve

bridge

in

favor

of

Verona

aew

reported favorably Friday.
Tbe bill to amend law granting certain
Business communications should be addressed powers t > the Hancock trustees of public
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
reservations, was reported adversely by
Able to The Hancock county Publishing
committee Monday.
CO., Ellsworth. Maine.
Tbe bill to incorporate the SullivanSorrento Light A Power Co. was reported
This week’s edition of The
favorably Monday.
American is 15,550 copies.
The bill to amend tbe revised statutes
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable and will be
trade known on application

ton. Isle

Five Maine cities
election,

Monday.

held
In

municipal

Bangor

Hon.

F. O. Beal, republican, was elected
mayor, and the republicans elected
four of the seven aldermen and a
majority of the councilmen. In Au-

gusta three tickets were in the field,
neither receiving a majority, eo that
another election will be necessary.
The democrats retained control of j
municipal affairs in Biddeford. In i
!

Belfast there was no opposition to
Mayor Hanson and the democratic

ticket, and in Brewer the republicans
had

a

giving

au

similar walkover.

The

the

resolve

THE

providing

to have 95

yesterday passed

Senate

of 23 to 6.

number.

by

the bill

a

Never before bas such

bination been booked in

The

Portland

vote

—

reported
opposed it

of the

Haines

has sent to the

members

legislature

went

Senate Thursday morning. The
which met the •governor’s disapproval

into the
act

COUNTY GOSSIP.

that which makes it unlawful to publish untrue and misleading advertisewas

Eden’s town meeting voted appropria|160,000, which with State and
county tax, will make a total of about
$205,000 to be raised. The tax rate under

In

ments.

tions of

returning

the

measure, the governor says:
full sympathy with legislation

be about

medical
conduct

society
a

to read

his

demonstration

paper
on

and

intent

nor

garded
is

to

actual

as an

to anyone is reelement of the crime which
The veto was sustained by

on

month of

adopted.
Tbe hat-pin

for

bridge, the
seen, leading

be

Deer Isle to Stinson’s Neck, now the settlement known
asSunshine. Stinson’s Neck is separated
from the main island by a half-tide bar.
across which there is a good
roadway.
Here the ruins of an old stone bridge may
still be seen. So far as is known, it antedates tin settlement of white men on the
island, and is believed to have been constructed by Indians.
Many interesting
Indian relics have been found in the
vicinity, and on one of the smaller islands

was

turned

bill

has

been

reported

favorably.
The teachers’ penion bill passed the
House Friday and the Senate Tuesday.
Tbe compulsory arbitration bill bas

6ld stone

remains of which may
from the main island of

moose

minority report, favoring
open time (November) was

one

an

bull

majority

close time of

and the

recently

gave him a banquet at the Elks’
Dr. Abbott sailed March 5 for a
five-weeks’ stay abroad.

the

report favoring

years*

four

down,

club.

the history of

usual

injury

created.”
Senate yesterday.
In the House Thursday,

committee

orthopedic

vain

enacted

the

the

surgery, for which he has achieved great
fame. The Pathological club, of Portland,

Local historians have delved in

as

type of criminal statutes against fraudulent practices, in that neither fraudulent

Dr. E. G. Abbott, of Portland, a former
Hancock boy, was given the great honor
recently of being invited to appear before
a distinguished German
medical society
and also before a distinguished French

been killed.
The

new ballot law' bill, modeled after
Massachusetts ballot law, has passed

the

both branches of the

legislature.

PUBLIC UTILITIES BILL.
The

!

new

public

utilities

commission

bill, drafted by the sub-committee of the
legal and judicial committees, was presented m the Senate Friday.
The new
draft is substantially Rep. Wheeler’s draft
of the

city; it may
who don’t

Sunday Press said:

joy and special pride to her hosts of
Maine admirers.
“There was a very natural curiositv to
hear Florence Anderson Otis, the New
York soprano, whom Mr. Chapman presented for the first time to his audiences
here. Although much was expected, she
more than realized all hopes.
Miss Otis
has a beautiful voice, clear and true, and
managed with telling skill. In her aria
from “Traviata” she sang with polished
ease, and much dramatic power, and these
characteristics were brought into still
further evidence, in the duets with Chev.
Giordano, which brought to auch an effective close the first and second parts of
the program.
“But the star of the evening was Giordano. This splendid young tenor, dominated the whole, both with his magnetic
personality and his superb voice, that
seemed even more exquisite in the smaller
ball where there was a delightful feeling
of coming closer in touch than is possible
Several of the
in the great auditorium.
numbers were those sung in October, but
revealed with every
new beauties were
hearing, and some of them had to be gone
the audience
over
three times before
would be satisfied, and even then everybody was reluctant to have the glorious
melting tones cease.
“With Mr. Chapman as the accompanist,
nothing was lacking to make the evening
an artistic success.”
a

The program:
(a) “Love Song”.Nevin
(b) Scherzo.Van Goen

Wisconsin law, introduced at the

very commencement of this session.

Miss Winchell
Aria—“La Boheroe”.Puccini
Mies Otis
Aria—“Oh! Fors e lui” Traviata.Verdi
Chev Giordano

Defi-

by, at the eastern entrance to Egge- nitions of
the various public utilities are
moggin Reach, the late Frank Hamilton inserted
from the Hersey bill, and in acCushing, the well-known archaeologist, a cordance
with Justice Kmery’a suggestion,
few years ago discovered the remains of
the appeal to the supreme court from Spanish Dances.Popper
what he declared to be a permanent InMiss Winchell
findings of the commission on questions
dian village
not a temporary fishing
Romania-“Mignon,*.Thomas
of fact, has been eliminated, but the apChev Giordano
camp, as most of the coast settlements of
peal on questions of law follows the (a) “Oh Come with Me in the Summer
the Indians were.
practice of the supreme judicial court.
Night".Vanderstuckeu
near

—

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Tead, of Boston, corresponding secretary of the Congregational Educational society, who was to speak at the
Sunday evening service, was detained at
home by illness.
Rev. E. S.

In accordance with the latest amendments
of public utility laws in various states, a

changes have been made in relation to
tbe control of issues of stocks and bonds.
few

This bill provides for the appointment
of three commissioners by the governor,
one of whom shall be designated as chair-

(b) “Autumn Song".Salter
(cj “Love has Wings".Rogers
Miss Otis
Duet—“La Boheme".Puccini
Mias Otis and Chev. Giordano
PART SICOM>.

“Tarantella".Popper

man.
The chairman’s salary is to be
William Garland
that of each of the other t wo *4,500.
Friday afternoon of *5,000;
last week, Rev H. W. Conley officiating. Provision is made for a clerk of tbe board
The remains were placed in the receiving at *2,500, and an assistant clerk at *1,500.

land

Woodbine cemetery. Mrs. Garwoman well liked, and will be
The

many friends of Ralph
Hamilton and wife were grieved to learn
of the sudden death on Saturday of their

1.

Unity

club met

Thursday

little miss, and a favorite
among her schoolmates. She was sent
home from school by the school physician, and although everything possible
done for

her,

she lived less than two

days. The remains, accompanied by the
parents, arrived here Monday morning,
and were taken to North Ellsworth for
burial. Prayers were said at the grave by
Rev. O. J. Guptill.

a

business

Benjamin W. Tracy and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
Mrs. Tracy was Harriet
born March 9.
Plaisted, of York.

S.

Miss Nellie
visiting here.
Esther

Togus,

ladies’ whist club met Tuesday with
Mrs. E. W. Cleaves. Mrs. Feroline Main
The

berry,

gifted with
alert mind;

at his

were

Gott,

ployed

be

Sinclair, of Ellsworth,

an

ex-

father’s

Dr. George 8.
H. Treworgy.

been

who has been

Capt. McKay’s

visiting

Hagerthy

Raymond Cousins, of Surry, was
Saturday and Sunday.
John E. Ray, jr., is home after
months’ absence
Albert

by

and

on

the

in town

a

three

power line.

Garland, who has been employed
Alley at Oak Paint, returned

Cushman

home

Saturday.
%
Capt. Ernest Ray left Monday night to
tal^e command of his vessel, the Henry B.
Haveral, which be put in winter quarters
in Boston.

Capt. Albert E.

HXMLT8E—At

|

TThOAT LUMBER—f'edar ^ ; •%; 7m, planed
I> 2 sides, oak keels, timbers, etc. Also
house finish. pUzza p^ai* and bracket# Ttle
phone. R E. Bbmt, Brooklin. Me.
.ENGINE -The old reliable Mianus marine
J
engine; is guaranteed for life. U. I),
Thorndike M acmikb Company. State agents.
Portland and Rockland* Maine.

]

State No.
1, sand
tray. 150 egg. and two hovers, all in good
order.
Apply io John E. Moulton. Ellsworth Palls.

INCUB

kind and prices Samples
Ea t*>rs or assort- d 10 for 10 cts. The
Art Post Card Co., Auburn. Maine.

POSTCARDS—All

employed

the

been

past

jaer

grandmother,

to visit

try Yard,”
of the high school
day evening.

Frank Crowley has resigned as assistantkeeper of Crabtree Ledge light, and gone
to New York, where he has employment.

Hancock county:
Notary public and justice of the peace,
Qeorge R. Hadlock, Islesford.
Inland tish and game warden, Frank W.
Thompson, Eden.

Carter’s little daughter and Mrs.
Carter’s son have gone to the children’s
hospital in Portland for treatment. Mrs.
Carter accompanied them.
1
March 8.
E.
V. M.

|

UALSAM

—

once to work in merchant tailor
work
*
shop, making pants, etc.
and e'xnl wag-s. a. M. Shiro, Bar Harbor,
Me M« rchnnt Tailor.

IADY—At

Steady

salesman and col ector
light party. Singer
Sewing Machine Co., 14 Central street, Bangor, Maine.
-A good
to the

SALESMAN
Good pay

Spnial Smut*.
postofflce »nd customOffice of

cux

proposals will
be received at this building until 2 o’clock
for
p. ra March IV. 1913. and th* n opeue
furnishing e ectric cnrcent. gas. water. Ice
and miscellaneous supplies, and for removing
towels and
ashes and rubbish, washing
s^r.nkling stree s during the fiscal ye*r end
ing June »> 1914 Sealed preposals will also
be received until 2 o'clock p, m.. April 22. 1913,
and then opened, for 45 tons anthracite coal
and 2 cords wood. The right to reject any
and all bids is reserved by the treasury deO. W. Taplky, Custodian.
partment.

December 81.

Ke Cured

Ebro Merrill.
Maddox, his agent,

Marie K.

by

1912.

GOOI> WAV

TO

a

cents

it is

pation

Cure.

time to

purchase.

dyspepsia
giving one of

chances

ever

at 25

cents, Mr.
greatest trade
offered to tbe people of Ellsthe

worth.

a

purposes the

guaraLtee to

cure

specific

is sold

money will

or

be refunded.

If food does not digest well, if there is
gas or pain in the stomach, if the tongue
is coated and the breath bad, if there is
constipation and straining Dr. Howard’s

specific will cure you. If it does not, you
have Druggist Parcher’s personal guarantee to return your money.
Dr. Howard’s specific gives
and makes

cures

quick relief
of constipa-

troubles.
strong statements, but Mr.
Parcher’s giving bis customers a chance
to prove their truth at just half the regular price
sixty doses for 25 cents. If
they are not found true, ail you have to
These

Eve’g, March 15

Mme. Florence Anderson

permanent

tion, dyspepsia

HANCOCK HALL,

and all liver

are

—

Otis,

Soprano, New York.

in

em-

six

Mrs.

the great Italian Tenor, from the
Royal opera house, Moscow,
and

piano.

Tickets will go on public sale
week before the concert, Sat-

urday, Mnreli 8, at Moore’s Drug
Store. No standing room will be sold.
Secure your tickets at once, in order
that you may be sure of a seat.
•

50c, 75c, $1.

Mrs.

William Conary, who has been with his
brother Jesse for the past tew months,
Bluemll
has returned to his home on tbe
road. All regret to know he is in poor
health.
Anon.
March 10.

I

LAMSON|
HUBBARD
HATS

r
for
all occasions

For solo
KKI.HBI.K

ment

immediately.

D05Brl.

verse

ORDER

gear.

Good

sea

Smalley engine,
Inquire of

re-

boat.

Isaac L. Hodgkins. Ellsworth, Me.

tratrix of the estate of
HELEN A. THOMAS, late of Eden,
and
*n the county of
Hancock, deceased,
All
given bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands against the
said deceased are desired to present the »*“*
for settlement, and all indebted thereto artrequested to make payment Immediately.
Ai.hrrta T. Thomas.
Bar Harbor. March 12. 1913.

____

'JtbcrU3n..rtUf,

Camden
Woolens
materials
Save money

suitings for

I

The Ellsworth American
fThe oulv oo'-htv neper 1

1812.

HPHE subscriber hereby give* notice tb*1
A she has been duly appointed admin*®'

RAISED DECK CRUISER
8-12

H. Leroy Fbhnald-

Franklin. Me.. March 13.

SALE

27 feet long, 7 feet beam, 24 inchea draft.
H. P 2 cylinder, 2-cycle

Merchandise Co. Inc.
India St, Boston,Mass!
M

I
V

CLOTIIINU CO.

FOR

CASH WITH

»

by

I
I

Jfor San.

OUR

the pupils
in the town hall Satur-

rPHE subscriber hereby gives notice th*t
be has been duly appointed admin**'
JL
trator of the estate of
ALFRED L FERNALD, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
giveu bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of
said deceased
desired *°
are
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make P*/'

Sresent

BEST BREAD'

presented by

\

Nancy W. Clay, a person of unsound mind,
of Bluehill, in said couuty. Fourth account
of G. Welland Clay, guardian, filed for settlement.
Willard 8. Dow, a person of unsound mind,
of Hurry, in said couuty.
Third account of
Isaac
Dow. guardian, filed for settlement.
George W. Bartlett, late of Mount Desert,
in ssid county, deceased.
Petition fi.ed by
Francis G. Bartlett, administrator, thst in
order be issued to distribute among the heirs
of said deceased, the amount remaining in
the hands of said administrator, upon the
settlement of his second account.
George W. Bartlett, late of Mount Desert.
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Frauds G. Mir.lett, administrator of the estate of said deceased, that the amount of tube ri la nee lax upon asid estate be de’eruiined
by the Judge of probate.
Lucy A. Wescott, late of Eden, In ssid
Petition filed by E. 8.
county, deceased.
Clark, executor of the last will and testament
of said deceased, that the amount of inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by
the Judge of probate.
William H. Mograge, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
ssid deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of
Lillie A. Crosgrove, administratrix with the
will annexed, presented by Lillie A- CrosThe execugrove. a niece of said deceased.
tor, George H. Witherle, named in said will
being now deceased.
Pbtlena A. Mograge, late of Castine, in said
A certain instrument purcounty, decesuted.
porting to be the last will and testament of
'•aid deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of Lillie
A. Crosgrove. administratrix
with the will
annexed, presented by Lillie A. Crosgrove. s
niece of said deceased. The executor. George
H. Witherle, named in said will, being uow
deceased.
Rodtick M. Torrey, late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to the last will snd testament of ssid deceased, together with petition
for probste thereof, presented by Ernest M.
Torrey. executor therein named.
Aurilla 8 Bonsey, late of Bucxsport. in said
A certain instrument parcounty, deceased.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of
W. C. Conary, or some other suitable person
administrator with the will annexed, predefined by Wilbert J. Closson, a sou of ssid
ceased.
Thomss H. Macomber. minor, of Franklin,
in said county.
Petition filed by
Macomber. guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said minor as described in
said petition.
JEROME H. KNOWLE8. Judge of said CourtA true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mauonky. Register-

THE

and

Chevalier Salvatore Giordano,

| TICKETS,

Lucy A. weecott, late or Men. m *«id
Third account of E. 8.
county, deceased.
Clark, executor, filed for settlement
John B Redman, tale of El sworih, in ssid
county,deceased. First account of E K Red.
mar, executor, filed for settlement.
William ii. Cliukard, late of Eden. in ssid
First and final account of
ct utity, deceased.
William A. Emery, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Thomas Nickerson, Jr. and Elizabeth H.
Nickerson, minors, ot Haverhill. Msssachnsetts. Second account of Frederick J. R»nleu. guardian, filed for settlement.
Vtula 8 Gray, late of Brooksville, in said
county, deceased. Final account of Decatur
M. Gray administrator, filed for settlemeut.
Florence W. Saunders, a person of unsound
mind, of Deer isle, in *atd couuty. Account of
Frank E. Hard), guardian,, filed for settle-

lubscilber hereby gives notice that
he
has been duly appointed esecutor
of the last will and testament of
FANNIE E. PEASE, late of BBOOKLIN.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
All
being required by the terms of said will
persons having demands against the iststeoi
said deceased are desired to present the same
lor settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately
Hombr M. Pea**.
Brooklyn. March 7,1913.

Miss Sue Winchell,
’Cellist,

j

buy gold dollars for fifty

good

a

and

Parcher is

under

CONCERT

1

In ordering a 50c bottle of Dr. Howard's
celebrated specific for the cure of consti-

troductory

CHAPMAN

1

at Half-Price amt Guaranteed
uue can

I
t

!
l
8

S

j

!

\

j

\

S

j
j

inent.

G. A. I’archer Sella lie! 1 »• bU* Remedy

When

!

Hannah H. Saunders, late of Deer Isle, in
Final account of
ssid countv, deceased.
F'rank K. Hardy, guardian, filed for tittle-

IUMNKSS.

IJO

se» cause

roent.

fllrarrusnnnne.

Even though offered at ha!f price for in-

Amuirnuittf.

Sat.

jj-

CARD or THANKS.
fPHK undersigned wish to thank the neighbors and friends who assisted them at
A
the time of tbe illuess and death of husband
and father.
Mrs. Alicb Hysom.
O J. Hysom and Family.
Hollis it. Hysom and Family.
Drxtet L. Hysom and Family.
Waltham. Me., March 10. 1913.

prosecuted

!

ment.

bonse. Ellsworth. Maine
UNITED
todian. March 3. 1913. Sealed

law

_

by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to care deafness, and that is bv
constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mucous linof the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
ing
is Inflamed you have a rumbling soand or imperfect bearing, and when it is entirely
closed. Deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation cau be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever; nine cases out of
ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing
but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We we will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

drama, “Mrs. Briggs of the Poulwill be

Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations by the governor
recently announced are the following in

Farmers:
The
TWIGS
family, women and children, can make
Write
at
to
us.
d
cutting
shipping
money by
at once for particulars to Pine Pillow Co.,
Wood building. N» w YorkFIR

Closson

Deafness Cannot

Partridge is visiting at Nicolin. have gone to Wells Beach
Fred Young, of Wilton, is visiting his Ingalls’ daughter, Mrs. Charles Brown.
mother here.
Mrs. Lenora Gaspar, who has been emMrs. Julia Reed, who has employment at ployed in Northeast Harbor through the
relatives here last week.
E. A. Penney’s, has returned to her home winter, visited
Andrew

Tbe

J^clp OHanift.

!

THE

Aldeu 8. Hamor, late of Eden. In said
county, deceased. A certain Instrument par.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition fur probate thereof, presented r>y Calvert G. Hamer
th* executor therein named.
MUton Kodick. late of Eden, in said county
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said de
with petition for probate
cease-t, together
thereof, presented by Annie Rodick, ihe
executrix therein named
Clara J M«Kenney. late of Surry, in said
county, deceastd. A certain instrument purporting to be the Isat will and te-tament of
said deceased, together with petition for probale thereof, presented by Harry L Crabtree,
th' executor therein named.
Sophia K. Perkins, late of Penobscot, in
said county, decease*!. Petition that Albert
P Leach or some other suitsble person be appointed administrator of the estate of und
deceased, presented by Nora M. I-eacn and
George P Leach, creditors of said deceased.
Mary T Orcutt, late of Amherst, in **id
Petition that Harry D.
counts. deceased
n- dick or some other suitable person be
*p.
point* d administrator of the estate of *aid
deceased. pre*ented by George U. Orcutt, a
son of said d **ea*ed.
Martha J. Coolidge. late of Hancock, tn said
county, deceased. First and final account of
L'ixie F. Crabtree, executrix, filed for settle-

ATOR—Prairie

NOTICK.
left Monday to
are
4 LL
persons
hereby notified and
Winchester, which has
warned not to trespass on the Kben
JV
been hauled in Booth bay. He will come Merrill
property in the towns of Otfs and
n said property
to Bucksport to load pulpwood tor New Dedham, as all trespassing
to the full extent of the
will be

Haven.

following matters having been nr*
seated for the action thereupon herein
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that an.
tlce thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to he pab’
lished three weeks successively in the Ru$
worth American, a newspaper published
Ellsworth, in said couuty, that they may a*,
pear at a probate Court to be held at eh,.
worth, in said county, on the first uat
ol
April, a. d. 1913, at ten of the clock
in lb- forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

Me._

Oak Point, in Trenton. 10 mile;
below El sworth, with good sized lot*
fine location for summer residence
Apply to
Ellsworth Loam & Building Am'». BIUworth. Me.

start the schooner

Abbie Mills, has returned home.
Mrs. Frank Ingalls and daughter Abbie

South Hancock.

goosetree*.

Maine-grown stock. Prompt attention to orders by mail. Write for particulars. Hamcock Co. NctsiiT Co.. Surry.

oue

Ethel Townsend, of Bluebill, who has
C.

Smith, M.

MOUTH OF THK KIVKR.

is

months, is at home.

for her.

P.

Head,

R.

Owen

at the

is home.

at

George

were

peer.

Shrubbery

rose.

STATES

The bearers

Bilebet:

Apple,
TRKES
Raspberry, blackberry, currant,
*nd ornamental

Mr. William R. Chapman,

Mary Billington, who has

present on account of
illness, and Mrs. L. P. Co'e substituted

at

was

associate with him.
The funeral services

BURRY.

HANCOCK POINT.
UOLLAKDTOWN.

He

Charles Wood is quite poorly.
Fannie Allen is visiting in Ellsworth.

and Norman Shaw,
Higgins classical institute, are
home for the Easter vacation.

March 8.

!

Miss Otis and Chev Giordano

to

Harvard Colwell

unable to

nothing of.

Duet—Rigoletto".Verdi

students at

was

many deeds of kindness to the sick and
needy which the Life about him knew

Piccireila".Gomez
Miss Otis

Mrs.

trip
Milbridge recently.
only daughter, at the age of seven years,
Mrs. C. C. Larrabee and Mrs. John
of diphtheria, at their home in New BedCoombs visited in Franklin last week.
ford, Mass. Laura Frances was an
attractive

“Mia

N. Workman.
W. F. Bruce made

plnm,

To all persons Interested tn either of the ».
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in
sod
for the county of Hancock, on the fQnptk
rin
dav of March, a. d. 1913.

_

very warm-hearted; generous to
in his impulses, and performed

was

fault

“Fedora".Giordano
“Lolita".Buzz! Peccia

“Salve Dimora" Faust.Gounod
Chev Giordano
with

retained to the last.

Chev Giordauo

PROSPECT HARBOR.

was a

greatly missed.
The family and

was

(a)
(b)

held at the home

tomb at

kindly in all his relations
fellows, 'fie had a rare faculty for
making friends, and those friends were
with his

Miss Winchell

Mrs.

The funeral of

was

cheerful and

all.

that—it was an inspiration.
“First came Miss
Wiachell, and her
’cello work, opened most auspiciously the appealing programme. • * •
Miss Wincheli has temperament and style
with a command of her instrument that is

“While in

.$32 on a thousand,
the highest iD the history of the town, lic, I am convinced that the bill
is too drastic—a departure from
with but one exception.
this would

this

con-

unapproved lovely

against ail
forms of fraud upon tbe purchasing pub-

death.
Everybody knew “Eck”
Hagerthy. Possessed of a genial nature,

at his

a

“A Chapman concert is not like any
other musical event ever given in this
city, for Prof. Chapman knows just w bat
his audiences want and gives it to them in
generous measure. That which took place
in the Pythian temple was of the very
rarest flavor, as was to be expected with
Chev. Giordano, tenor, Florence Anderson Otis, soprano,
Miss Sue Wincheli,
’cellist, and Mr. Chapman himself at the
artists
of
such
With
musical
piano.
calibre the evening could not fail to be a
charming one, and it was even more than

on the first vote, have had
change of heart.
The first veto message which Governor

who
a

some

year ago he entered the clothing business in company with George P.
Smith, in which business he was engaged

legal liottccs.

Jfor Salt.

a

! home last Monday at 2 p. in., Kev. R. B.
happen again. Those
take advantage of the rare opportunity
Mathews, of the Congregational church,
offered will regret it all their lives.
[ attending. He ip survived by his father
The American bas said about all it can and stepmother and one sister-Mrs. R. E.
say of this famous group; read what the Mason, who have the deep sympathy of

If the

that

musical

a

never

House insists upon its
previous action, the bill will be killed, but
it is

About

GREATEST EVER.

8»;X

and he sank

keen in
ought to be packed to the ceedingly quick and
Saturday evening, when W. K. repartee, and with almost a genius for
Chapman brings to Ellsworth the won- complicated arithmetical problems. Few
derful tenor, Salvatore
Giordano, the men could reduce an unruly set of books
accomplished soprano, Miss Florence to order so quickly and accurately as he.
His friends will miss sorely the jovial
Anderson Otis, the gifted ’cellist —and a
Maine girl —Miss Sue Wincheli, to sing greeting, the social manner, the ready
aDd play.
| sympathy which they had learned ever to

for tbe amend-

required

avail,

bride’s gown

Hancock hall

votes, and therefore lacked

six votes of tbe

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, “SS°

doors next

giving women of
Maine the right to vote, failed to muster
the necessary two-t birds in tbe House
Wednesday morning, and was defeated by
a total vote of 89 to 53, nine members being absent. In order to pass the resolve
had

The

Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KIND8

All that love and skill could do to save the
fast-ebbing life was done, but without

Giordano—Otis -Wincheli— C hapman
—Kare Musical Treat.

ment to the constitution

John A Peters, of Ellsworth, who honored the Economic
club Thursday evening by coming here
to deliver a brief address, is looked
upon as one of the leaders of the new
republican party in Maine. He has
made a fine record as speaker of the
House, presiding over its delibera
tios through many stormy sessions
with dignity and fairness, and he has
justified the expectations of his party
and admirers throughout the State in
farthering progressive legislation and
solidifying the republican party.
Peters* come of good old stock, and
apparently has inherited the ability
of a distinguished line of ancestors
Portland Press.

Speaker

the

EDI80N Talking

VICTOR and

Hagerthy was awakened by his son’s peculiar breathing, and went at once to his
room, to find him beyond help even then.

He

GENERAL INTEREST.

OF

bride.

P IA NOS

it became known that Alexander R.
bad passed away suddenly in
the early hours of that day. He bad been
upon the streets the previous evening,
apparently in his usual health, and had
returned to his father’s home for the
night.
Shortly after midnight Dr.

Hagerthy

got the ring, and Miss Bernice
Eldridge the thimble. The button, intended for some bachelor, went to Mrs.
The bride received
Nancy Beckwith.
many beautiful presents.
Guests present from out of town were:
Mrs. Ethel H. Spruce, of Milford; Mrs.
W. O. Sevey, of Dexter; Mrs. Roy Coffin
and A. L. Cushman, of Bangor.

Haut and Deer

MATTERS

when

Mae Studer

residents of StoningIsle the right
to have their legal business done in Rockland, rather than in Ellsworth, was given
a bearing before the legal affairs committee Wednesday. Joseph Williamson, of
Augusta, appeared for the proponents of
the measure, and explained that while it
was very easy to reach Rockland from tbe
towns named by steamer, it is very difficult
and often dangerous to get to Ellsworth.
Rep. Harmon and Dr. B. L. Noyes, of Stonington, also appeared in favor of the bill.
L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, County Attorney Graham, of Hancock county, and
Judge Jerome Knowles, of Northeast Harbor, opposed tbe bill.
The act

nesday evening at the home of the bride’s
mother, Mrs. A. Hoyt Stevens, on Oak
Rev. R. B. Mathews officiated.
street.
Only the immediate relatives and a few
friends of the bride and groom were

over

morning

rapidly to the end.
Alexander R. Hagerthy was bom in
was
of white
batiste trimmed with
shadow lace and satin roses. The bride’s Sedgwick Oct. 6, 1881, son of Dr. A. C. and
Madella Ureen Hagerthy. His father remother wore a gow n of white serge.
Immediately after the ceremony a recep- moved to Ellsworth when he was but a
tion was held, when many friends exlad, and all his associations have been in
tended congratulations.
Ice-cream and this city. He attended the public schools
cake were served by Mrs. Frances Rayhere, and began the study of medicine in
the Baltimore medical college, hut did not
mond, Misses Mae Ptuder and Edith Lord
The bride cut the wedding cake.
Miss compiete the course.

COMMITTEE HEARINGS.

MARCH 12, 1913

community last Saturday

the

cousin of

to boards of registration was re2,460 relating
ported favorably, in new draft, Monday.

Average per week for 1912,

WEDNESDAY,

was

HAGERTHY.

R.

sorrowful surprise swept

of

wave

and Charles E. Lake

present.
The honse decorations were very effective. An archway of green was constructed in the living-room, and the bridal
couple stood under a bell of evergreen during the ceremony. The wedding march
was played by Mrs. Ray Coffin, of Bangor,

reported

been

A

The marriage of Mias Altha A. 8‘evens
took place last Wed-

clause to the Bar

AT

&M>ittUr.nrnt»

OBITUARY.
ALEXANDER

STEVENS-LAMB*

legislative News of Interest to Hancock County Headers.
The House Friday added the emergency

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

WEDDING BELLS.

STATE SOLON8.

®!jc i£llstuortl) American

by buying dress

men, wom*n

from Camden Woolen Mill.

a*

and children dire
Write for sample*

F. A. Packard, Mgr. Retail Dept..
BOX 35 CAMDEN. MAINE.

j

|

j

ward 3, Arthur W.
Salisbury; ward 4,
Francia R. McGown; ward 5, Walter A.

INAUGURATION.

AUDITOR’S STATEMENT.

a&brrtiaemmta.

WKST Kl.CS WORTH.

Clarrington J. Carter has opened a
Bonsvy.
Calls Attention to Some Peculiari- |
GOVERNMENT ORConstables- at large—Ward 1, Fred E.
grocery store here.
ties in City’s Accounts.
Isaac N. Avery has been the guest of
Jellisoo; ward 2, G. F. Newman; ward 3, To the Tax-payers of the City of EllsGANIZED FOR THE YEAR.
Owen H. Treworgy; ward
Arthur K. Giles the past week.
worth:
4, Alpheus W.
In making my final monthly report as
IN MINOR OFFICES—EX- Nason; ward 5, i). b. Fields.
Owing to storms and bad travelling,
FEW CHANGES
MAYOR’S APPOINTMENT’S.
auditor, I wish to call your attention to Harvest Home grange has bad no meeting
PEDITIOUS WORK AT OPENING
Mayor Cunningham announced the fol- the balance of the appropriation for com- for three weeks.
appropriations VOTED.
Mrs. Clara I. Carter underwent a critical
lowing appointments, which were con- mon schools, which is shown by my report as §6,291.77.
of Ellsworth firmed by the board:
operation at a private hospital in Bangor
City marshal, day
The municipal government
By a curious system of
last Wednesday. She is now doing nicely.
organised Monday for the ensuing year. policeman and Janitor of Hancock ball, we find the sum of §6,751.19bookkeeping,
credited to She will remain with her daughter, Mrs.
again at the Schuyler F. Higgins.
With Mayor Cunningham
three of 'sat year’* alTruant officers, Schuyler F. Higgins and the common school fund in May, 1911, Howard H. Hooper, in Ellsworth, until
head of the table,
which amount is shown by the treasurer’s able to come home. Mrs. Ruby Cunningelected, and the political Herbert A. Ash.
again
dermen
report for the current year as received by ham is keeping house for her mother here.
Assistant
the board unchanged, tne
Of
overseers
of
Aids.
poor
complex'0"
him on April 3, 1912. Reference to the
from Moore and Clark.
jffaira of the city slipped smoothly
finance committee’s report of February 10,
to another, without a
Miss Mary A. Hodgkins.
Librarian,
administration
LIST.
one
1912, shows account of school fund as folJanitor of 1 brary, E. E. Springer.
jar.
lows:
the aldermen’s
Hancock County Port*.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Two new faces about
1911.
or three changes in minor
Southwest Harbor—Ar March 8, sch Wiltable and two
committees for the year were Feb. 13 By balance from 1910.
Standing
liam
Mntbeson
with salt for F 8 Doiliver and
$ 481 85
indications of the
offices were the only
J L Stanley & Sons
announced as follows:
Mcb. 21
appropriation,
1,000 00
March 10, tug Gypsum King with barge
the old and the incoming of a
of
passing
amount appropriate 1 by
July
Accounts and claims —Full board.
Daniel M Munro Halifax, N 8, for New York;

MUNICIPAL

—

j

—

MARI.^K

1

—

new

municipal government.

Tbe meeting was called to order at 10
o’clock by City Clerk Hale. Alderman
Howard R. Moor waa elected president of
It was voted to accept the rethe board.
ward clerks as eviturns of tbe several
Tbe roll was then
dence of election.
called, the aldermen responding as follows:
Ward 1 —Walter J. Clark, jr.
2 —Frank R. Moore.
3—Frank L. Heath.
4— Daniel Richardson.
5— Howard B. Moor.

Mayor Cunningfor ex-Mayor A. C.
of

At the suggestion
ham, out of respect

Hsgerlby,

I

a recess waa

of readers, however, these offices are inserted below in their usual order.
Thomas E. Hale received five ballots for
city clerk, and was immediately sworn in
Others ballots were as
by the mayor.
follows:
Street commissioner:
Fred B Marden.4
Frank M. Moore.1
Tax collector:
John H. Bresnahan.3
Austin M Foster...2
Assessors for three years in

the

—

was

Amount

voted

to

bold

y*ar

tund

DOUGLASS—At Deer Isle. Jan 31. to Mr and
Mrs John A Douglass, a daughter.
EATON—At Deer Isle. Feb 24, to Mr and Mrs
Mathew II Eaton, a son.
GRINDLE— At Penobscot, March 13. to Mr
aud Mrs Maurice F Grindle, a daughter.
LEAR—At Bar Harbor. March 2. to Mr and
Mrs Harvey D Lear, a daughter. [Bertha

$8,233 04
J,9ifi 83
$317 21

is

m.

MAYO—At Castite, Feb 22, to Mr and Mrs
W Mayo, a daughter.

§164.64

correct, there

was

of Aid. Moor, the city clerk
instructed to read to the city marshal

section

2 of chapter 2 of the city ordinances, and to instruct him that this board
expects him to perform the duties thereby

expended during the

be deducted

from

the

balance of

priations undrawn, showing
ance

of

place

of

appro-

$3,030.49.

and

third

ballots

resulted the

John F. Royal.T..4

Joy.1
Chief engineer of Are department:
Royal J. Goodwin.3
Charles A.

Charles J. Brown.2
First assistant engineer:
Judson A. Austin.3
Owen H. Treworgy.2
Second assistant engineer
Orrin M. Clement.3
John E. Doyle.2

City treasurer:
W. Joy.3
Harvard C. Jordan...2

Charles

Inspector of buildings:
Henry L. Moor.2
William J. Moore.1
William H. Butler.1
Joseph P. Southard.1
Second ballot same. The election was
then tabled, tbe remaining three ballots
being taken at the evening sesion, at
which only four aldermen were present.
Third Ballot.
William J. Moore...2
Henry L. Moor.1
William H. Butler.1
Fourth ballot same.
Fifth Ballot.
William J. Moore.2
Henry L. Moor...1
Blank.1
of

poor:

Walter J. Clark.,.3
*
Francis K. McOown.2
Member of school board three years in
place of E. K. Hopkins:
E. K. Hopkins.3
George E. Davis.2
Member of 'board of health for three
years in place of D. L. Fields:
D. L. Fields.3
Dr. Lewis Hodgkins.2

Sealer

of

weights

and

measures:

Mansei B. Young.3
Harry E. Pio.2
Inspector of meat and milk:
K- A. Lemond.4

Blank.1
Auditor:
(elected at evening session)
B. J. Walsh.3
James A. McGown.1

Harbor master:
Maynard Murch.3
Harry C. Smith.1
Other officers elected

Auctioneers—E

B Stuart.

K

are:

Hopkins

and

George

City weighers—Henry J Joy, Frank 8
Cord, John E Doyle, W M Foster, Harvard
H
Lord, T E Hale, Walter Warren, Frank
C Sargent.
Surveyors of lumber, wood and bark—
John F Whitcomb, John F Royal, C W
Oerry, C W Mason, 8 P Stockbridge, John
0
Whitney, C J Treworgy. Roscoe Holmes,
J A
Austin, Vinal F Hooper, Edmund
Bo»8ey, George E Davis, F 8 Call, A W
Austin, F a Stockbridge, R B Carter,
Carles E Higgins, Oscar Staples, J A
C°rd, F 8 Lord, George F Newman, H B
*I°°r, George R Lowell, Vin Smitn, H E
ustin, A G Jellison, Charles Goggins,
ojory 8trout, Bernard 8 Jellison, Howard H
Hooper, Martin H Haynes, Edward
Phillips, Harry 8 Jones, John W Mcarthy. George C Austin, Owen H Trew8 Milton
Beckwith, Charles A Joy,
^r8y,
0 n W
Jordan, Martin A Garland, WilE Richardson.

Pound-keepers and fence-view ers—Ward
1

T.

McDonald;

ward

All

ap.

of

were

2, H.

B.

salaries

made the
of

then

was

of uncollected taxes for the years named*
aud trust that the third attempt at a true
balance*inay be correct.

taken

last year.

same as

tax-collector

balance of

I wish to add that the

not

was

the finance committee
past year, I am not responsible for
any figures given in their report.
J. A. McGown,
Auditor.
the settlement of

Chief engineer of fire department, $75;
assistants, $15.
Drivers of fire teams, $15 per month.
Assessors, $2.50 per day of eight hours,

employed,

Estey;

After

required by

as

AUDITOR'S

REPORT

charging off rolls and orders passed

SntirrttasrorrKfe

Feb. 4. 1913.

statute.
Street
ual

commissioner, $2.50
he to furnish his

service,

day for act-

a

own

overseers

of the

convey-

Contingent,
Highways,
.Sidewalks,
Bridges.
Rck crush’g

poor, $35.

Tioonic hose company, $35.
Members of Senator Hale hoee company,

Steward of

$10

State road.
Per h’hway,
Per s’walks,
City schs,
High sch.
Text-books,
Sch’house.

each.

Ticonic hose company, $30

Members of

priat’n

Fund.

ance.

Chairman

Appro-

each.

Superintendent of schools, $100.
Buptofschs,
Members of board of health, $20 each;
Police,
Fire dept.
secretary of board, $5 additional.
library,
City marshal and janitor of Hancock City
Interest,
hall, $45 a month, to include, winding of City water,
Klee lights,
Cem lots.
Rep Ha hall,
Poor,
state tax,
County tax,

town clock.

Auditor, $25.

inspector

buildings, $20, providing

of

he

report at end of the municipal
year, showing service performed.
Inspector of meat and milk, $15, providing he submits a report at end of the musubmits

nicipal

a

showing

year,

services

as

Overlayings
TotolB.

*

per-

formed.
contract under

same

terms

TAX

last year.

as

was

several years

past.
The finance committee was authorized to
a
negotiate temporary loan of $4,000.
APPROPRIATIONS.
The

budget

of

appropriations

was

then

The mayor and aldermen bad
given this matter thorough considerations, and were prepared to go ahead with
the budget with little discussion. It was
taken up.

given its two readings
of rules, and passed.

Funds

Permanent
.Sidewalks,
Permanent

1911

1912

1918

$6,000
4.500

$6.000 00

$5,000

3,000 00
2,000 00

3.000
3,000

highway,
900

sidewalks,
500

Bridges,
crushing,
road,
City poor.
City schools,
High school,

1,000

Rock
State

3,550
1,000

2,300

Text-books and sup,
Schoolbouse,
Supt. of schools,
Police,
Fire department,

500 00

1,000
500

00
00

1,000 00
750 00
3,541 50
1,000

00

2,300

00

6.50

600 00

400
400

400

1,200

3,0)0
700
City library,
Interest on city debt,
3,900
2,080
City water,
Electric light,
2,400
72
Perpet. care cem. lots,
Hancock hall repairs,
debt,
City

400 00

00

1,200 00
3,500 00
700 00
4.000 00
2,030 00
2,40o 00
72 00
2,000 00

.500

1,200
3,000
800

4,CKO
2.030
2,500
72
2 000

EVENING SESSION.

evening session Aid. Richardson
was not present.
The board proceeded to the election of a
At the

city auditor and inspector of buildings,
and fixed compensation of tax-collector
the same as last year, as given in regular
order in report of afternoon session.
The mayor was authorized to have a
toilet-room constructed in connection with
the aldermen’s room.
The mayor was also authorized to purchase the necessary street signs to be
erected in anticipation of establishment
of mail-carrier system.
recess was

April

1.

taken to

Tuesday

evening,

Reg. price $1.50;

COLLECTOR’S

Tobacco,
Unnnr

HOUPS

Paid out since last
Cash

on

report.

hand. Feb. 10, 1013.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5— B.

|

Last

ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

C. W. & F. L MASON,
Property

Fire

LAMSONI■
HUBBARD!
AND

For sale

▼

by

RELIABLE CLOTHING

The open winter has left

Insurance
WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

with E. J.

ComtniBBion fHcrdjants.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leadinc houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

-CO^ONlntRCHAH*

WHEN IN PORTLAND
STOP AX

FUR

dispose

of at

BARGAIN

FRIEND, Ellsworth, Me.

All kinds of

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’v State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.

Repairing promptly

ladies

ALL

travelling

TRANSIENT RATES
ROOMS 10NLY $1 00 PER DAY AND UP.
ROOM AND BOARD $2.00 PER DAY AND UP.

H. E. THURSTON.

R. F. HIMMELEIN.
PROPRIETORS

Munjoy Hill Cars pass the door

HALL & COLE,
Fruit and Prodnce Commission Merchants

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries

Specialties.
Send for stencils and weekly market report.
100*102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Boston, Mass.

THE—

our

CLARION.

done.

Dressed

S.

APPLES
POULTRY
Ship To
BURR
8c
Boston, Mass.

L..

CO.,

Ellsworth

ELDR1DGE,
Ellsworth.

ELECTRICAL SSSS^-

ELLS'WORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms,
«- \ V
•VO
H M.,
N «> w a
All KtndF of laundry work done ai aliort
Good* called turund delivered.

H.

B. ESTEY

Estey Bulletins.

State

Sl

notice.

CO.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
everywhere.

Have confidence, strike out and you will
surely win.

bottle today.

Lines of

professional Carbs.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

a

Pul

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
eulmalei on Wiring and Supplle. Cheerfully Given
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building. Slate St..
Ellsworth

Ellsworth. Me

St..

Was completely broken down through prolonged
watching at a sick bed. My appetite was gone.
I was so nervous that I could not sleep. I became pale, thin, languid, tired, looked ten years J
older.
Through physical weakness my mental la
condition was affected. Hood’s Sarsaparilla restored me to perfect health. It aided the wornout nerves of my stomach to do their duty. I
could soon eat and sleep peacefully and felt
Withnew life course through my veins.
in six weeks I was my former self, and for a
Julia C. Tison, Atlantic City, rs. J.
year have enjoyed the best health.
For your Spring Medicine, blood puritier and strength btiilder, take

Get

fur-

sUiuatitinnente

Kestauran I

is again
Open to the Public.
BOARD and ROOMS, Regular or Transient.

a

“Clarion", it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Rtahop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

Stencils and Cards Furnished.

or

nace—ii it is a

Main Street,

Cor. Main and Hancock Sts.,

alone

MODERN CONVENIENCES

Whether it’s a range

PRICES.

DAVID

between

and

Veals and Lambs

with

COATS

can

New City Hall
Monument Square
|
Only Fireproof Hotel iii the State
Located
for
Conveniently
people Attending Conventions.
!
Every courtesy and attention shown

Midway

CO.

me

Spring My Health

Sold

Insurance, Real Estate.

be protected from fire by placing their

owners will

______________

mmmmmmmmmmm
When selecting uour Cap ■
^
the nest
I
BuyHad.
■
by

which I

j

are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

WANT

Personal attention to all de*p s.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

luterscholastlc Debates,

Bangor high school defeated Bucksport
seminary in the University of Maine in-

Insure with companies that

Jobbing.

Twenty Years* Experience.

5,756 24
800 72

62

CARTER,

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

$2,469 51

$509

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

SSI CHASE HOUSE

93

$9,026 47
8,516 85

Maine

PLUMBING,

4,157 82
12.997 52
$34,525

Tapley,

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks”

20

62

to 5 tons.

Ellsworth

392 45

38,992

$1.25

We are paying tor 4Js, S2.75; Si«
l3.40!tl,14.50i6H15.

Work and

1,490 84
1,141 95
1,482 96
955 57

12.713

Ellsworth,

Hot Water Heating, Furnace

Bal
uncol
$2,986 35
659 22

2,873 35
659 12
5,121 23

0. W.

3 cuts 25c

:

H. P.
38 Main St..

REPORT.

Col

ours

Boys' Sweaters »F$v

13,011 7i

1,000 terscholastic debating contest at Bangor
1,000 last
Friday evening.
1,000
Bar Harbor
high defeated Foxcroft
750 I
at Bar Harbor the same evening.
3,550 academy
The judges in the latter contest were
1,500
Judge Henry M. Hall, of Ellsworth; Ray1,800 mond Fellow's, of Bangor, and Prof. S. W.
600 Kuowlton, of Southwest Harbor.
1,000
Bangor and Bar Harbor will meet in the
final at the University of Maine.
400

$34,602 $38,893 50 $39,702

A

61,50916

treasurer’s report.
Balance on hand at last report.
Received from taxes.
Received from other sources.

The following is the budget of appropriations as finally passed, with the appropriations for the two preceding years
for comparison:

Contingent,
Highway,

71,455 77

Total uncollected Feb. 10, 1913,

suspension

under

58

Uncol
Year
Bresnahan, 1887-9 $ 2.986 35
1895
659 22
1896
1.490 84
1897
1,141 95
1898
1,482 96
1899
955 57
1900-1
2.873 35
••
1902
659 12
1903-4
5,121 23
392 45
1907
Foster.
12.713 20
Bresnahau, 1911
Tax deeds,
4,15782
51,990 14
Bresnahun, 1912

voted to charge interest on unpaid
one-half of one per cent, after
August 1, same to be added to and become
This is the same as for
a part of the tax.
It

7,884 69 4.5 6 63 3.298 06
3,004 0U 4,278 23 *1.274 23
600 00
689 22
*189 22
500 00
480 29
19 71
113 65
1.400 00 1.286 35
1.300 97 1.084 18
216 79
8 72
4.0U0 00 8.991 28
1,400 00 1.637 93 *137 93
14,214 63 7.922 86 6.291 77
583 32
3,545 23 2,961 91
600 00
600 65
24 63
576 02
400 00
400 00
975 46
*575 46
04
400 00
400 00
899 96
121 18
1,200 00 1.200 00 1,078 82
3,500 00 3,-530 24 4,168 75 *628 51
700 00 1.035 64 1,106 27
*70 63
*58 94
4,000 00 4,073 86 4,132 29
2,030 00 2,030 00 2,030 00
*121 98
2.400 00 2,400 00 2,521 98
45 00
72 00
?2 00
27 00
365 19 1,675 69
2.000 00 2.040 79
*8 50
3,541 50 3,541 50 3.550 00
8.316 10 8,316 10 8.316 10
2,696 38 2,696 38 2,696 38
788:35
631 25
1,419 60 1.419 60

Collector

taxes at

Men’s $18 Suits, to dose $15
“Her Majesty” Corsets,

Overdrawn. Total overdrawn, $3.065 40. Net
balance undrawn, $9,946.32.

Tax collector, $1,400; tax to be collected
on

Total
\Baluncredits Drawn'drawn

6,000 00
3,000 00
500 00
500 00
1.000 00
750 00
2,000 00
1.000 00
1,000 00
2,300 00

51,885

lbs,

FOR SALE
One Large Safe

years.

_

SUMMARY OP

Trucks from 1,000

THOMAS—At Neponset. Mass, March 8. Dr
Carlton R Thomas, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 35 years. 9 months, 9 days.
THOMPSON-At Sunshine (Deer Isle), March
4, James Thompson, aged 76 years, 9 months.
WARDWELL—At Bucksport, March 7, Alfred
H Wardwell, aged 61 years.

for the

fees.

THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S

Ralph Hamilton, formerlyof Ellsworth,aged

7 years, 26 days.
HAMOR
Cranberry Isles, March 3, Capt
George R Hamor, aged 80 years.
LEACH—At Orland, March 4,Charles N Leach,
aged 62 years.
At Pittsfield, March 10, John N
SWAZEY
Swazey, formerly of Bucksport, aged 45

un-

—

City clerk, $200 and
City treasurer, $175.

THE COLE—Three Models

—

until the evening session,

for actual time

Fourth Ballot.

overseers

report of February 10, 1913, instead
given me in the report of February
10, 1912, in order to arrive at same amounts
in the

3 to 2.

Sid-

same.

luairman

fixing

—

of those

SALARIES.
The

DIED.
BUTLER-At Franklin, March 3, Carl J
Butler, aged 36 years, 7 months, 22 days.
CLOUSTON
At East Bucksport, March 6,
Miss Marion E Clouston.
CUNNINGHAM-At Surry, March 4, Josiah
Cunningham, aged 72 years, 8 months.
ELLIS-At Pleasant Hill, Tenn. Feb 9, Mrs
Phebe Ellis, widow of Rev Benjamin Dodge.
At Ellsworth. March 8, AlexHAGERTHY
ander R Hagerthy. aged 31 years, 5 months,
2 days.
HAMILTON—At New Bedford, Mass, March 8*
Laura Frances, daughter of Mr and Mrs

but iB drawn amounts as shown by my report
regular order. A motion are those remaining after the-passage of
As no
to increase the salary of drivers of fire the roll of accounts on February 4.
teams from $15 to $60 was lost by a vote of opportunity was given me to take part in

Stockbridge.1

Second

unani-

vote of

'i

Models of Above Cars carried in Stock

MARRIED.

here included in

John F Royal.......2
S P

The

the board passing the motion
indicates its attitude.
mous

fixed

Joy.2

Charles A

aldermen stood behind him.

Me.

THE BUICK—Five Models

Roy

CAMPBELL—ORA Y—At Vinajhaven. March 6, I
by Daniel (Hidden, esq, Miss Elizabeth A I
Campbell, of Brooksville, to Charles Sumner |
Gray, of Vinalhaven.
GROSS—GROSS—At Rockland, March 4, by \
Rev E 8' Upford, Mrs Vennie R Gross, to J
Henry M Gross, both of Isle au Hunt.
STEVENS—LAKE—At Ellsworth, March 5, by
Rev R B Mathews. Miss Altha A Stevens to j
Charles E Lake, both Of Ellsworth.

true bal-

a

Street, Ellsworth,

SNOWMAN-At Orland, March 8. to Mr and
Mrs Eben L Snowman, a daughter.

previous year the entire amount of the
State appropriation, to which should be
added the overdraft of §164.61, making a
total of §6,915.83, and this amount should

On motion

Foundry & Machine Works,

Marion.]

1911-2, and that the balance of
was

Ellsworth

Water

3,468 87

expended to Feb. 10,1911,

i

HORN.

and

less than the year
1910-1.
While the amount of credits to
the school fund a» shown by my report

TO STOP POCKET-PEDDLINO.

was

school

Balance,

the

of each month at 7.30 p.

appropriated by

This shows that the State school and
mill tax was expended during the muni-

regular
monthly meetings of the board the first

Tuesday

also took in tow here the barge Wildwood
and proceeded.

common

8,282 32

State for
mill tax,

adopted.

were

Compensation

P Stockbridge:

ney

*

cipal

board

for

e

schools.
amount

imposed upon him.
The finance committee’s report for the
Aid. Moor, in making the
motion, re- year ending February 13, 1911, gives
AFTERNOON SESSION.
ferred especially to that part of the ordiamount of uncollected taxes from 1887 to
In tbe afternoon the board proceeded at nance relating
to the suppression of
19>1 as $17,411.53; the report of February 10,
of
officers.
lection
The
electbe
to
once
“tippling-shops, drinking houses, gam- 1912, as $9,336.34, and the report of Februof
and
buildauditor
of
of
tion
inspector
bling-rooms”, etc., and spoke especially of ary 10, 1913, as $17,370.49.
During these
ing* were tabled until evening, five bal- pocket-peddling. He expressed Confidence
years no payments have been made on
before
a
choice
was
the
that
lots being necessary
city marshal w'ould perform his these taxes. I have been
obliged to adopt
made for the latter office. For convenience duty iu enforcing the law if the board of
the figures of uncollected balances as given
ander It.,

:

of

bia son, Alextaken until 3 p. in.

in the death

Moore.
City property—Full board.
Highways, sidewalks and bridges
Heath, Richardson, Moor.
Fire department-Moore, Heath, Clark.
Electric lighting-Full board.
City poor—Moore, Clark.
Library—Clark, Heath, Richardson.
Licenses—Full board.
Pensions—Full board.
Tbe rules and orders governing the last
It

Mayor Cunningham was called to the
Prayer was
chair without formality.
offered by Rev. P. A. A. Killam. The oath
of office was then administered to the
mayor and aldermen by City Clerk Hale.

8to

Finance-Heath, Moor,

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day : FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Grove St.

hTsCOTT

ALICE

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

IRA B HAGAN, Jr., 1)R.

WILLIAM

Civil Engineer,
Land

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.

Surveyor.

IX ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS and

FRIDAYS

Correspondence Solicited.

P. 0 Box 7. Bangor office: The Colonial.
2

Advertising

is like

learning

to

swim

Sixteen

Hours,

6 p. m.

of performance to every
in the advertisements
of TBS AMERICAN.
ounces

pound of promise

COUNTY NEWS.

and

shipped one carload,
Butler has shipped several.

each

Henry

COUNTY NEWS.

M.

March 10.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Miss

Beatrice Smytb is visiting

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

in Steu-

B. C. Graves

ben.
Havey and wife spent the
week in Augusta.
Albert Merchant went to Halls Quarry
Saturday to visit friends.
P.

Hon. A.

Howard Cousins, of Bar Harbor,
calling on friends here Friday.

was

E. Downing is spending the
friends in Franklin.
Mrs. Hattie Webb and daughter Maxine are in Steuben for two weeks.
Miss Bessie Gordon is visiting her
brother Adelbert in W'est Gouldsboro.
Mrs. L.

Miss
Lowell, where she

visiting in
formerly taught school.

Friends of Mrs. G.

pleased to
of grip.

is

Mattocks

M. Farnsworth

her out after

see

a severe

are

attack

Orono

few

a

days

Rev. Mr.

preached

Lee

Harbor

at Seal

Sunday morning.
graded schools will close Friday for
the Easter vacation.
The

a

M. T. Ober was out of town
part of last week.

on

Charles Hardison and wife

are

business

visiting

relatives at Sullivan.
Bunker, who has been working
at Town Hill, is home.
Charles

have

Proctor Smallidge and wife
turned from

re-

visit in Boston.

a

from here attended the
West Eden Friday night.
Mrs. Temperance Butler has gone to
Southwest Harbor to visit her sister, Mrs.
Wilbur Reed.
About sixteen

Mitchell and wife returned
Saturday, after two months in Massachusetts and New York.

special town meeting was held at the
Neighborhood house Saturday afternoon
to consider the proposition of the Maine

%Vau-

Central railroad to “boom” Mount Desert

K.

Twenty-four members

of

Court

keag. Foresters, went to Winter Harbor
Saturday. They report a fine time.

A

island.

_

HOUSE.

NEIGHBORHOOD

Charles Newman and wife left Tuesday
for Bethel, Vt., where Mr. Newman has
employment as foreman in a quarry.

re-

Cbaries
to Bethel,
Alvah Blaisdell and wife, of Old Town,
are visiting hi9 mother, Mrs. James Blaisdell.

John Merchant has moved his family
from Gouldsboro, where he has been emin the woods.

ployed

George Bunker and daughter Doris
were week-end guests of Arthur Matthews
and wife, of Cherryfleld.
Mrs.

Many friends
Hagerthy, of Ellsworth,

Alexander R.

of

grieved

were

and

his sudden death.

to learn of

Francis Stanley has arrived home from

Kenduskeagsanitorium, Bangor,
has

been

much

He

for treatment.

improved

as

his friends

where he

is

not

hoped

as

for.

present.
The Christian Endeavor society gave an
old-fashioned social at Hooper & Havey’s
The
costume
hall Saturday evening.
worn by Alisa Mary Milne was certainly
ancient, as the green cambric was fortyfive years old.
March 10.

Dirigo.

GOULDSBORO.
Miss

Mina Cowley, of Corea, is visiting

relatives here.

Emily Sparling
Maine general hospital, Bangor,

Eastern

is in the

Mrs.

for treat-

exhibit,

while

school

high

students sold tickets and attended to the

advertising.

The residence of C. H. Abbott, which is
closed for the winter while the family is
in Bangor, was broken into and lot of
goods, consisting of wearing apparel,
silverware and table linen, was stolen.

Doris Banker, one of the high
students, met with an accident last
week in the school building. She stepped
on a piece of ice, and in trying to save herself from a fall, fell against the side of the
building, braising herself badly.
Miss

school

^mith

from

is

Lydia
Augusta next month.

Mrs.

expected

home

Mrs. W. M. Pettee visited Mrs. Grace

All fatmliarzed themselves with

a

few of

Bunker

Sargent

Franklin

East

in

last

pictures, thereby enabling them, as week.
appreciate
home
Mrs. Olive Martin is expected
more fully
the real significance of art.
from the Eastern Maine general hospital
Tbe principal of the high school made
Tuesday.
some appreciative remarks, and Mrs. Hill,
The next meeting of the Wednesday
the chairman of the art committee of tbe
woman’s literary club, gave a short ad- club will be held at the home of Mrs.
the

ushers, to aid the public to

dress

on

the “Value of

Art, and How

to

Study Pictures”.
The exhibit

was

so

appreciated

much

that, through the courtesy of the directors

ment.

and

Jason la. Tracy, who has been in the
Eastern Maine general hospital for treat-

house, the house

ment, is home.
Rev. C. A. Purdy will give an illustrated
lecture, “Scouting with the Boy Scouts,”

tbe

superintendent

from 2 to 4 p.
March 10.

lic

Jen.
Mrs. Arviil

WALTHAM.
L.

F. Giles, of Ellsworth,

Waltham,
was

in

town

week.

Ilast
improving.

are

m.

are

home

from

Mrs. Arvill Jordan and son Oscar visited in Franklin Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Lettie Willey,
ing relatives here, has

who

and

wife have gone

P. H. Stratton, of Bangor, visited
mother, Mrs. Julia Hutchins, last

The many friends of O. W. Tibbetts were
pained to hear of bis death, which occurred at Gardiner.

Mrs. Carl Stratton, with little
of Hancock, spent the week-end with her
mother, Mrs. Mary 8. West.
March 10.
M.

Harriet Curtis, who has been the
guest of Marion Jordan several days, returned to Ellsworth Friday.
March 10.
H.
Mrs.

GOTTS ISLAND.
who has been

F. JL. Hodgkins made
Augusta last week.

a

business trip to

Gott,

of

Black

island,

visiting her daughter, Mrs.
returned home.

has

The winter school closed

Friday

after

a

successful term taught by Mr. Varney, of
WiBterport. After one week’s vacation,
spring term will be commenced

the
the

JLAMOIXE.
Mrs. C. M. Stratton is visiting relatives
in Boston.

Morrill,

Mrs. Sumner
Berlin

same

Chips.

March 6.

HALL QUARRY.
George Chiliss returned here Saturday,
after spending the winter with his parents

to Bar

noon.

The date of the meeting of the ladies’
aid society has been changed from Wednesday to Friday of this week, when a
supper will be
March 10.

given.
K. y

Charles

days.
Alvin Norwood

was

in

Bangor

M.

SEAWALL.

35c.

was

very

—

interesting

March

church

the

sermon

s

food

Friday, with

Civic league, gave

at

the

2, and in

was

unable to

William Moore is in town

for the week-

end.
from

an

at-

T. E. D,

come

home,

and

was

NORTH LAMOIXE.

|

a

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
iu use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has bees made under his perSV
Bonal supervision since Its Infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you In this.
"
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants aud Children—Experience against. Experiment,

an

Congregational
tb** evening a

—

stereopticon temperance lecture.
In addition to the regular appropriations at town
to install

meeting, money

heating plant

a

in

was

the

voted

school-

an additional room on
side of the schoolhouie for
an intermediate grade.
It was also voted
to merge the Norwood Cove school with

house and to build

the

What is CASTORIA
Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt Is pleasant.
It
gorle, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
It
substance. Its age Is its guarantee.
destroys Worms
For more than thirty years it
and allays Feverishness.
the
relief
of Constitution,
for
use
has been In constant
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
It regulates the Stomach and llowils,
Diarrhoea.
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

school, and to buy a small
piece of land adjoining the scboolhouse
The Congre*
to enlarge the playground.
gational aid society furnished dinner for
the voters.
Spray.
March 10.
the Freeman

SALISBURY COVE.
Rich, who has been quite ill, is

N.

S.

improved.

much

Alta

Miss

in

months
is

Em^ry,

who has

Ellsworth

and

spent two

Harbor,

Bar

home.

George Fogg
Emery
Orono for a few' weeks, taking a
course in agriculture.
and

Earle

are

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

in

short

the
Plans were made for
afternoon.
“sock social” to be held in the grange
ball March 20.
K.

Maich 8.
FKENCHBORO.
Rev. A.

P. MacDonald

day,bringing

an

wan

organ

here

Wednes-

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over

for tbe grammar

school.

THt

30 Years

CCWTAUW COMPIHT. TT MUWWAV STWCCT. NEW TOWN CfTT,

Patrons of tbe Frenchboro postofflce are
to learn that the efficient mailcurrier, Charles K. Lunt, has tbe contract
for tbe next four years.

pleased

Emery McFarland,

who

haa

spent the

winter with his daughter, Mrs. Charles
Lunt, has returned to bis home in Surry.

Miss Millie Davis, who is employed at
Harbor, is visiting her parents. LeaDavis and wife.
G.
March 6.

Bar

man

For

Rheumatism

use

SOIL FERTILITY PRODUCES PROFIT

PNEUMAT-

TWENTY
IN
RELIEVE9
MINUTES. All druggists 25c.

ICA.

SfebcrttSCmcnO.

every day. Post-mortem
examinations often show
that tuberculosis had been

I

and Lowell Animal Fertilizers provide
Fertility. Supply the mibrtanees
required by the growing crop and a good yield ia practically assured.
Every brand of Lowell Fertilizers is composed of all the elements nquir.d by the crop for which if is intended. They are adapted especially
to the needs of New
England soils and supply those elements that are
lacking. They arc soil builders and crop producers.
I have used your

“EVEN BETTER THAN BEFORE."
fertiliser for several aeasoas. and an. very much plowed with it.

In my experience I find the
***** I f** mt>r« satisfactory
taimn* ita hiith at*ndard.
e

for

will

our

Fertiliser em better now than never* 1 year* ajt*>. or at
crop* from itn ujm*. which indicate* that you are main*
Fa*r» M\n/km Anxwtnok County. M*.

help you select the brand

new II and
II

Hook.

we are not

that will give the best returns. Write

represented In yonr town, write lor terue.

Lowell Fertilizer Co., 40

Nortti Market

St., Boston, Mass.

arrested by strengthening
the lungs before the germs

gained
You

mastery.
can

strengthen your
by taking

resistance power

Scott’s Emulsion. It contains available energy in concentrated form, which quickly
nourishes all the organs of the

body.

makes
It repairs waste
rich, active blood and eapplie*
energy to the starving cells. It’s
timely ase enables the body to
—

resist tuberculosis.

For stubborn colds and
bronchitis nothing compares
with Scott’s Emulsion.
Refuse substitutes

—

insist

on

scorrs.
Scott at Bowne, Bloomfield. N.

J. 11-67

munity.

For Loss of Hair

S.

March 10.
MARIA VILLE.
Moor,

Kennebunkport,
H«**t

who
was

died
a

recently

native

of

at
this

for Skin Dl»ea*es.

Nearly every akin disease yields quickly

and permanently to Bncklen’s Arnica Salve,
and nothing is better for burns or bruises.
Soothe* and heals. John Deye. of Gladwin,
Mich., says, after suffering twelve years with
bkin ailment and spending #400 in doctors’
bills. Bucklen’s Arnica Salve cured him. It
will help
Only 25c. Recommended by
any

yon.
druggists.

atmcrtissrmnUB

MAN GETS A
NEW STOMACH
After trying to enjoy life for years
a no good stomach be gets wise.

with

bothered for years with
was
•‘1
stomach trouble and gastritis. Food
laid like lead in my stomach and fermented, forming gas. This caused a
pressure on my heart, so that I choked
and gasped for breath. I thought my
time had come. MI O-NA cured me
after I hail doctored without success.”
—Wm. V. Mathews, Bloomington,

!

Mrs. Leon Lewis Smith pleasantly entertained the ladies, aid society Friday

only absent me nicer of the family. Sympathy is extended by the whole com-

Ind.
Call it Gastritis, Catarrh of the
Stomach, Indigestion or Dyspepsia; it
Lewis Smith, of Bar Harbor, has spent matters not. MI-O-NA Stomach Tabthe past week at home with hia parents, lets will drive out all the misery and
George Smith and wife.
give you practically a new, clean, willY'
March
ing-to-work stomach or G. A. Parcher
10.__
will refund the price.
nausea, dixheadache,
causes
Constipation
So if
That’s honorable, isn’t it?
Drastic
heart palpitation.
bottles away. ziuess. languor,
you want to get rid of your sour,
physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
and
acts
gently
Doan’s
All druggists, don’t cure.
Regulets
heavy, stupid, irresponsible
Ask your drug- gassy,
cu re constipation. 26 cents.
stomach, get a 50-cent box to-day.
gist.— Advt.

Mass., who has been here for about a
month, returned to his home last Wednesday. He shipped eight carloads of pulpwood while here. G. L. Stewart, Everett
Kichardson, James Muilan, John L. York,
Daniel Hamilton and J. W. McKay have
Throw hot water
PNEUMATICA.

busi-

Aubrey Alley and wife, of Seal Harbor,
Mrs.
spent the week-end with his mother,
Alma Alley.

Harry Maddocks and wife, who have
John Moore is recovering
been visiting friends here, returned to
tack of the grip.
Brewer Saturday.
March 10.
Horace A. McFarland, of Brighton,

Use

on

last week.

March 10.

I

He

died.

Mrs. Emma
John, and two daughters
Berlem and Mrs. Eva Richardson, besides
Funeral
a host of relatives and friends.
services were held at the church Thursday
afternoon, Rev. Fred Tingley officiating.
Gilman
were
beautiful.
The flowers
Hamor, w ho resides in Gloucester, Mass.,

Frank Colson is in Tremont fora few

ness

be

smart and active for

OAK POINT.

franklin ROAD.
A daughter was born to
Stewart and wife March 3.

before

Alvab

in Scotland.

Harbor last week to visit relatives.
El wood and Hazel Kingman entertained
their little friends at a party this after-

was

minutes

by

teacher.

Miss Abbie Coolidge is at home from
There will be a social at the chapel next
Eden, where she has been employed.
Thuraday e'.ening. Ice-cream and cake
Capt. Fred L. Hodgkins and E. H. will be sold. Proceeds for the pastor, Rev.
G. O. Richardson.
King visited in Bar Harbor recently.
Bbiab.
March 10.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins and wile drove
1

out in the barn about fifteen

time, but

a man eighty years
old; he will be greatly missed. He leaves
three sons—Gilman, Augustus and
daughter, a wife,

visitBoston.

good patronage.
E. H. Emery, of

hall

to

Capt. George R. Hamor, one of the oldEGYPT.
est and most respected citizens, died sudJordan and son Oscar, of denly Menday evening, March 3. Mr.
guests of Mrs. Oliver Brag- Hamor had been in poor health for some

has been

returned to

banquet

the

Jonas Lindsay and daughters Grace and
Ethel have returned from a visit to Arthur
Lindsay in Jonesboro.

Emery Albee

X.

week.

Erma and Lemon Jordan
Pittsfield for a vacation.

Sunday j

v-hurcb

Neighborhood
Beth Haney, of West Sullivan, was the
opened on Sunday, guest of her cousins, Mrs. Bartlett and
made free to tbe pubMiss Abbie Bragdon, receutly.

don.

her

Congregational

of the

Mrs.

Mrs. Eliza Jordan, who has been ill, is

st the

morning, March 9.
The Methodist aid society held

Mattie Hanna.

keeping house in the log bungalow* formerly occupied by Harry Anthony.
COVE.
PARTRIDGE
in the Methodist church Thursday evenCapt. E. E. Bragdon and wife arrived
William Emery, jr., and wife, of Bar
inghome from Augusta Saturday.
Capt.
Lewis Kidder moved his house from Harbor, spent Sunday at William Emery’s.
Bragdon came home to attend town
’cross the pond” to the old Rolfe place
Mrs. Norton Tinker and two daughters, meeting. Mrs. Bragdon has been visiting
which he has purchased.
The bouse was
Natalie and Eunice, of Sound, spent Sun- friends there.
hauled by five pairs of horses and one day with her
Phoebe.
daughter, Mrs. Edgar
March 10.
yoke of oxen. The house set a few rods Springer.
from the pond, and it was hauled to the
ISLES.
CRANBERRY
Reuel Bartlett brought a party of ten
pond and nearly the whole length of the from Ellsworth Saturday evening to tbe
Hillard Hamor, who is attending school
on
the
thence
a
ice;
through
pond
up hill,
tome of A. H. Mears and wife. A very at Bar Harbor, was home to attend his
the field and pasture to the new site (a
pleasant evening was passed. Ice-cream, grandfather’s funeral. John Averill and
distance of about a mile), without a miscake and coffee were served.
Harry Hamor were also here, and returned
and
in
less
than
two
hours
from
the
hap,
March 10.
Hubbard.
home Saturday.
March 10.

pit

was

and the exhibition

time it left the foundations.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Rev. W. 8. Knowlton supplied the pul-

the southern

The Neighborhood bouse dramatic clnb
will begin rehearsals to night on the
sociable at
The Christian Endeavor
three-act cotnedv, “His Last Cnance,”
I
Hooper, Havey & Co.’s hail Saturday evenMiss Adah Farnsworth, who has been which they will present next month.
A few were
much enjoyed.
was
G. A. Joy, of Bar Harbor, will bold j ing,
visiting her parents, has returned to Portdressed in old-fashioned costumes. That
land, where she is employed as a trained bis dancing school Thursday night.
added much to the enjoyment of the
nurse.
The junior basket ball team goes to
evening. About |9 was realized.
The inaugural ball given under the Ellsworth Friday for a return game with j
“Samantha Allen at the Court of Fame”
auspices of the Red Men and D. of P. the Boy Scouts’ team.
is to be presented Wednesday and ThursMarch 4, in K. of P. hall, was a great
ART exhibition.
day evenings under the auspices of the
success.
The art exhibit given by the Gilman j
Golden Kule society; Miss Harriet Harris,
Miss Vera Smith, teacher in the gram- high school, under the
of
the
auspices
There are thirty-five in the
instructor.
mar school, gave her pupils a ride to Tunk
Woman’s literary club, at the Neighborcast, and it promises to be an entertaina
hood house, Saturday, was a marked succamp for a picnic dinner. All report
ing affair.
fine time.
cess.
The proceeds of the exhibit will be
M.
March 10.
to
returned
Mrs. Gertrude Thompson
expended in purchasing pictures for the
acLock
Wednesday,
her home at Songo
high school.
ASHVLLLE.
The exhibit, which contained over 200 !
companied by her sister. Alias Flora
Mrs. Moses Bartlett is visiting friends
1
Goodwin.
pictures, including many reproductions in East Dixraont.
M. L. Stevens lodge, K. of P., worked of the finest masterpieces of the world,
George Bartlett and wife have been visthe third rank in long form at its last was obtained from the Emery School Art |
here the past week.
of Boston. American art was well iting
a 6 o'clock sapand
Co.,
meeting,
gave
regular
Miss Ada Bartlett and Miss Villa Orcutt
club
end
The
woman’s
the
from
Ellsworth,
represented.
delegations
per. Large
Gouldsboro and Prospect Harbor were high school teacher selected and arranged were in Steuben Sunday.
the

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

—

sale at

here

of

son

—

Newman has moved his family
Yt., where he has employment.

shocked

Jordan had the misfortune to
fracture her wrist last Wednesday.
Miss Dora

grange at

Miss Leethia Temple, of Prospect Harbor, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. H. H.

Havey.
Capt. J.

in

last week.

week with

Marion

was

Milne

The many friends of Douglass
gret to learn of his illness.

a

I

aotjfrt.s nun fi

the late Benjamin and
Christiana Fox Moor.
He was the last
survivor of the family. Hia grandpam.
Joshua and Betsy Moor, were among the
first settlers of Wsltbam. lbe last of
Mrs.
their large
family of children
died here four years ago
Mary Carr
F.
March 3.

town,

We will pay for what you use I#
Rexall “93” Hair TVaic does not
promote the growth of your hair.

This Hub-Mark U your Value-Mark on Rubber*
Wear Hub-Mark Rubbers this winter. They cost no
more than any first-class rubber.
If your dealer can’t
supply you write us.
Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Malden, Mass.

In all our experience with hair
tonics the one that lma done most to
c.iin our coabJru<56 is Rexall “93”
We ha re such wellit tir Tonic.
founded fuith in it that we want
you to iry it at our risk. If it does
not satisfy you in every particular,
we will pav for what you use to tha
extent of a 30 day treatment.
If Rexall
93” Hair Tonic does
not remove dandruff, relieve scalp
irritation, stop the hair from falling
and promote a new growth of hair,
come back to us and ask us to return
the money you paid for it, and we will
promptly hand it back to you. You
don’t sirn anything, promise anything, bring anything back, or in any
way obligate yourself. Isn’t that fair?
Doesn't it stand to reason that we
would not make such a liberal offer
if we did not truly believe that
Rexall “93” Hair Tonic will do all
we claim for it—that it will do all
and more than any other remedy?
Wc have everything there is a demand for, and are able to judge the
Cusmerits of th things we sell.
tomers tell us of their success. There
are more satisfied users of Rexall
“93” Hair Tonic than any similar

preparation w»* sell.
Start a treatment of Rexall "93”
Hair Tonic today. If you do, we
believe you will thank us for this
advice. Two size bottles, 50c and $1.
You can buy Rexall “93” Hair Tonio
In this community only at our store:

E. G. MOORE
Ellsworth

Tht

3bxaU

Ston

Main.

There Is a Rexall Store in nearly every town
and city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain.
There is a different Rexall
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
each especially designee for the particular ill
for which it is recommended.
The Rexall Stores are America’s Greatest
Drug Store#

WllV

Druggist
sons

G.

lor

HE DOES IT.

A.

Parcher Gives Rea-

Selling

at

Half-Price.

“It isn’t often that I have faith enough
in the medicines put up by other people to
be willing to offer to refund the
money if
it does not cure,” said druggist G. A.
j Parcher to one of hiB many customers;
“but I am glad to sell Dr. Howard’s
spe! ciflc for the cure of constipation and dys-

pepsia on that plan.

“The Dr. Howard Co., in order to get a
quick introductory sale authorized me to
sell the regular fifty cent bottle of their
specific for half price, 25 cents, and although I have sold a lot of it, and guaranteed every package, not one has been

brought

back

unsatisfactory.
selling the specific at half
price, although I cannot tell how long I
shall be able to do so. Any
person who is
•subject to constipation, sick headache,
dizziness, liver trouble, indigestion ora
general played out condition, ought to
take advantage of thiB
opportunity. If
the specific does not cure them,
they can
come right back to my store and I will
refund
their
cheerfully
money.'*
“I

am

as

still

K

j

I
«

\
i

NEWS.

COUNTY

the

weight, turning

awjtrtiatmnrt#.

his right foot under
w«y us to twist the snkle out,
: tearing the ligaments from the bone and
BL17EHILL.
ATLANTIC.
! inflicting a painful wound.
March 10.
Mre. Alfred Staples and daughter Qoldie
g
Stewart, of Prospect liarJ[iaa Msude
were in Rockland Thursday.
of Charles Greene and
bar was the guest
PKOSPECT HARBOR.
The town meeting dinner and supper in
wile last week.
Miss Marion Wasgatt is
a few daya in Hockrecovering from the I O. O. F. halt for the benefit of the
Max Hinckley apent
tonsilitis.
Baptist church was well attended.
where be took degrees in King

|

|«nd.

Hirsm council.
ol Philadelphia, ia in
VV. L. McDonald,
of the plumbing at the cotcharge
in
town
of Victor O. Btrobel.

in "uch

COUNTY NEWS.

*

Mrs. George Whitten is recovering from
illness which has confined her to the
house for more than a week.

an

K. F. Kay and wife were week-end
visitors of relatives in Cherryfleld
lately.
Miss Ann is Ray spent the same time with
her parents in Corea.
\

the architect of
M. C. Brown, of Boston,
being erected at
f B. Richards’ cottage,
was in town March 7.
peters point,
A band of energetic Pythian Sisters
Merrill & Hinckley are making exten- have
formed themselves into a sewing cirin their store, includimprovements
sive
Frank L. Mason has cle, which meets once a week to work for
ceiling.
sir®1
«
ing
a fair.
They have supper in Pythian hall,
work.
charge of the
and fortnightly the public is invited.
has
the
Saunders
purchased
Mrs. Mary
Through the kindness of a Higgins
Babson and will move her
stock of E. P.
and
take
possession of student, the writer received a copy of The
Stock of dry gooda
A line of Scroll, their school paper, for the winter
store on April 1.
tlle Babson
be added. Mrs. Saunders has terra. It is a most interesting publicaShoes will
and her customers tion, and does the school credit.
bain up a good trade,
March 1(1.
c.
her on the growth of her

congratulate

holiness.
KASTBLUEHILL.
The senior class of the academy preLuther Bridges and George Carter came
at
the
“Comrades,”
the
drama,
sented
and in Penobscot on home from Bethel, Vt., last week.
town hall Friday,
About thirty friends of Stephen Conary
Saturday evening, to well-filled houses.
and wife met at their home Monday
Ail parts were well taken. Muoh credit is
ot the cast, not only evening for a surprise party. They spent a
due to the members
lor their work upon the stage, but also for pleasant evening.
The White uranite Co. put on one crew
the way they have meet all the obstacles

placed

tbit have been
March 10.

in their way.

of cotter* last

week, and hope to put on
more this week.
A new shed for the
cotters is being built.
March 10.
R.

H.
BROOKL1N.

H. Mayo went to Boston Thursday.
.Miss Annie Smith returned from Boston
Saturday.
A. E. Blake and wife have returned to
A.

home in

their

Newport.

Kane returned

H. S.

Boston and

from

Portlsutt Saturday.
There will be a Wayback ball
f. hall Saturday evening.
A. E. Farnsworth, who
Boston two weeks, is home.

1. O. O.
been

has

family.

Edward Morgan

employment

He has

day.

railroad

went to

Bangor
on

Satur-

the B.

A

A.

engineer.

an

Friday « vening, March 7, roll-call meeting m Center Harbor Rebek.ih lodge was
wellfctteoded. A pleasant time was en-

Miss

Marian Clouston died here

day after

P-ndleton, of Islesboro,

A.

A

last week

drilling

well

a

to

on

in

was

make arrangements for
W. W. IJodge'n let at

enjoyed

pleasant

a

returned
home
weeks’ vacation.

Saturday

Maoy people

C. H. Harding and wife and Philip
Moore and wife were in town Sunday,
Mrs. Harding remaining for a w'eek with
her parents, N. B. Trask and wife.
March 10.
TONY.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Miriam Tracy came from Camden Saturday and wrent to Deer Isle Monday and
will stay wl h her grandmother, Mrs Bar-

bour,

while

attending

school.

March 8.

short

K.

HtftertisnnnitB.

SaveYour Health

sixteen years of age. She leaves
parents, two sisters—Madeline
and Leta Clouston, and one brother
Earl.

and

was

WEST GOULDS BORO.

George

A.

Dodge

was

in town

Sun-

over

day.
Mrs. Bessie Gordon visited
A. W.

her

brother,

Gordon, last week.

Eunice Jones is visiting her
brother, D. W. Joy, in Winter Harbor.
Mrs.

Mrs.

James

Kingsley

Hill

and

Mrs.

Nathan

visited in Bar Harbor last

week-

Mrs. Joan Sargent, who has been visiting Mrs. E. S. Wood, returned to Asbville

Sunday.

L.

March 10.

Don’t let the baby suffer from eczema, sores
or any itching of the skin.
Doan's Ointment
gives instant relief, cere* quickly. Perfectly
safe for children.
All druggists sell it
Advt
—

Nov. 25, 1012.
BAB HARBOR

In the case of one of my employees who
eome time ago went under treatment at your
his appetite for alcoholic liquor
institute
has been entirely eradicated, and his general
health much improved.” From a genuine letter
among the score# we have, proving absolutely
that the

Holden.
Brewer June.
BANGOR.... ar.

j

DRINK HABIT

j

For
of

grip.

F. Austin arrived from Boston Sun-

C.

day.
Mrs. Allston Adams is visiting in Boston

i

inity.
S h
began Monday, with Miss Radiol
Haakel of Deer I»ie, as teacher.
Mr-,
e lmau
Torrey, who has been ill
an

the p

v

ic

-t t

ateks, is improving.

>

M
Levi Knight has been visiting her
ku. oler, Mrs. Edward Johnson, at West
8*o lugton.
v

Kith To.rcy visited her aunt, Mrs.
G? >r<e <ir tnlawe, Friday and Saturday
®

iMMila

&

Marshall with little son
lale, visited her daughter,
Ton, this week.

Deer

o

M

district.

.ve

Mr,. J-jbu
c

•'larch 1 •.

j

L.

PENOBSCOT.

8 ,nH

M

Clem i»t*» is out again, after an illof grip.
B. Condon has his
portable «»w mill
K*dy to set up.
H.

Perkir.s

here, called by the 111°V!!4 of his brut her Ernest.
Lociai Vf. Grindie, who is employed at
the week-end w4t*h his

family.

'-narlei H.

8taple«

is

seriously

His

ill.

v*r«- Emma Drake, of Beifaat
»ith him.

fronds

of

you
»nd you
cost you

buy Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
in this community only at our store:
You

can

after

Ask Your

Doctor._

Pauper Notice.

AVING contracted with the City of Ells
worth to support and care for those who
may need assistance during
the next five
years and are iegal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting the... or my account. as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
bouse.
VI. J. DitrvMKv.

IT

1

is

Ths

^tqU

Hlivorio
A
1#

oow

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town
and city in the United States, Cawed* sad
Greet Britain.
There is a different Re**1!
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human illeach especially designed for the particular ■
for which it is recommended.
Thm Rexel! Store* are America’s Greatest
Drug Stores

are
an

MiWMiKIKs

YOUR

51 s

few

and

*

lad

*rt
—

of

Joi>esp>frL,

was

family,

of

Harringtoq,

quests of G. W. Madison

helping
f ®la*8<*ell,
fell
Tuesday, tripped
while

8t

lift

and

an

ioe-

under

Are You Conmi|iaij*<i ?
box of *>*■ Kina’* New Life Pills,
nicklr ritn..reau*arly and >'°ur trouble will
They will stimulate the
y°ur digestion ami get rid of
11 the
008
•rely * you *rom your system. They will
again. 26c at all druga

»keta!?
iver,i™!!iaappear»S«0VC
W

SMutUsrauntt

J-ure
lean*

Dandruff

..

>r

*

I1’*

the

OWN

For particulars inquire ot
O. W. Taplby.
Tnpley Kid*.
K rvn. Pr-MKtenr.

JSec'y

In the above entitled case, written motion
therefor having been made, it is ordered:
That the plaintiff give notice to the defendant and all persons interested in said real
estate to appear
before the justice or our
supreme judicial court, to be holden at Ellswortn, within and for the county of Hancock
on the second Tuesday of April a. d. 1913. by
publishing an abstract of the wr t, showing
the date of the writ, the amount of the taxes
upon which a lien is claimed, a description of
the real estate upon which the tax was
assessed, together with an attested copy of
this order thereon, two weeks successively in
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
in Ellsworth in our said county of Hancock,
the last publication to he fourteen days at
least prior to the second Tuesday of Ap il
next, that they may then and there appear
and answer to said suit.
Arno W. King,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy. Attest:
John E. Bunker,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Com t.
[L. 8 ]

H. D WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

Corporation.
Fare K educed.

Bluehill and Boston

$3.50.

STATE

steamer

Turbin* Steel

Hancock

March 1. a. d., 1913
To J. W. Palmer, and all persons interested in
the real estate hereinatter described;
In accordance with the attached order of
court, you are hereby given uotice to appear
before the justice of our supreme judicial
court to be holdeu at Ellsworth, within and
for the county of Hancock, State of Maine, on
the second Tuesday of Apiil a. d.. 1913. and
answer to a lien suit for taxes now pending in
said court, in which Merritt T. Ober, collector
of taxes for the town of Mount Desert in the
said county of Hancock, for the year 1911, is
and J. W. Palmer, and the real estate
plaintiff,
hereinatter describe*; is defendant. The writ
is dated March 25, a. d., 1912, and was returnable and entered at the April term a. d., iyt2,
of said court.
The amount of the taxes f
which a lien is claimed is two dollars and
three cents. The real estate upon which the
tax was assessed, and upon which a lien is
claimed is situate in said Mount Desert and is
described as fallows, to wit: One half lot lard
bounded north b\ land of Manchester, east
by Chas. Graves, south by M. K. Frost, west
by Town road.
John E. Bunker, Clerk.

Meam«hlp Belfast

Agood supply of real old-fashioned home-baked bread
and take and pies means the best of good living and
a tow of smiling fates three Units a day.
Use William Tell Floor and make home bakiag easy—no such thing as failure.
woes farthest, too, more loaves to the
sack, helping you keep down the cost
of living. Milled only from Ohio
jCt-d Winter Wheat by our own
special process, it is richest
nutritive value.
Ik Your grocer will have it—
when you order your
next

iff!

Wf
^HBKs|
‘**-

i9|

Kk

for 50 cts.

Happy

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TIrHEREAS, Andrew Giun, of Bucksport,
T?
Hanoock, State of Maine, by
county

Families

>

f?jK

i3|

supply, specify

anti get

a

geriod

"*«.*. dandruff in two
W8‘?rWl11
K*ye you your money

SaRe

Is a
pleasant,
perfumed
tonic and hair
guaranteed to stop t all1,nB °f the scalp, and to
ire all
1\4KIst ?**“* °f the scalp and hair,
Sil2« has many imita-

to#,/
*hai’rnr^^18
sj'itc

'/itoux

Mfg.

51. X., American Makers.

hi* deed of mortgage oated November 10, a. d.
1910, and recorded in Hancock county registry
in book 475, pa^e 483, conveyed to Shuman
W. Davis, of said Bucksport. one undivided
two third* (2-8) of the following described lot
or parcel of land situated in said
Bucksport, to
wit: The
northerly part of the lot known as
the Henderson lot four rods in width together
with the buildings thereon, situated on the
of Mechanic
street in Buckseasterly side said
lot is further described as
port village;
follows: Bounded on the south by land occupied by Lowell Grindle, easterly by land of
George E. Patterson and i«.nd of Edward
Buck, northerly by laud of George A Eldridge and westerly by Mechanic street; also
one undivided two thirds (2-3) of the
following
lot or parcel of land situated in said Buckssport, to wit: The southerly part of the
Henderson lot, so called, two rods in width
together with the buildings ihereon situated
pn the easterly side of Mechanic street, in
Hucksport village. Said lot is further de
scribed as follows: Bounded on the south by
land of Hiram J. Harriinsn, easterly by land
of George E. Patterson, no-therly by land or
said estate of Mary Ann Ken< h and others,
and subject to au estate for life of Emily J.
Weeks (formerly Emily J Ware) during the
of her natural life, and whereas said
human W Davis by deed of assignment
dated the first day of January, a. d. 1918, and
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds
in book 495, page 102, assigned, transferred
and conveyed unto Francis G. Ginn, of said
Bucksport. the said morignge deed the note
secured, together with all the interest
thereby
he had
in the business by virtue of said
mortgage; now therefore the condition of
said mortgage has been and now is broken,
I claim to fo'eclose the same aud give this
notice forthat purpose
Francis G. Ginn.
by T H. Smith, his attorney.
Bucksport, Me., March 6, a. d 1918.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.

C. W. GRINDAL.

I

Notices.

In the above entitled case, written motion
therefor having been made, it is ordered:
That the plaintiff eive notice to the defendant and all persons Interested in said real estate to appear before the justice of our supreme judicial court, to be holden at Ellaworth, within and for the county of Haneock
on the second Tuesday of April a. d., 1918, by
publishing an abstract of the writ, showing
the date of the writ, the amount ot the taxes
upon which a lien is claimed, a desci iption of
the real estate upon which th* tax was assessed, together with sti sit* sled copy of this
order thereon, two weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American a newspaper printed in
Ellsworth in our said county ot Hancock the
last publication to be fourteen days at least
prior to the second Tuesday of April next,
that they may then and there appear and
answer fco said suit.
Arno W. Kino,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy. Attest:
John E. Bunker,
Clerk Sup Jud. Court.
STATE OF MAINE.

[L. S.J
Hancock,

Supreme Judicial Court,
Id vacatioo.
March 1, a. d.t 1913.
Merritt T. Ober,collector of taxes for the town
of Mount Desert, Hancock county, Maine,
ss.

vs.

Edward P. Murray, of Boston, Massachusetts,
and certain real estate in said Mount Desert, described in the writ, upon which a
lien for taxes is claimed.
March 1, a. d., 1913.
To Edward P. Murray, of Boston, Massachusetts, and all persons interested in the real
estate hereinafter described:
In accordance with the attached order of
court, you are hereby Riven notice to appear
before the justice of our supreme judicial
court to be holdeu at Ellsworth, within and
for the county of Hancock, State of Maine, on
the second Tuesday of April a. d., 1913, and
answer to a Hen suit for taxes now pending in
said court, in which Merritt T. Ober, collector
of taxes for the town of Mount Desert, in said
county of Hancock, for the year 1911. is plaintiff, and Edward P. Murray, of Boston, Massachusetts. aDd the real estate hereinafternamed described is defendant The writ is
dated March 25, a. d. 1912 and was returnable
and entered at the April term a. d. 1912, of
said court.
The amount of the taxes for
which a lien is claimed is eight dollars and
ten cents. The real estate upon which the
tax was assessed, and upon which a lien is
claimed is situate in said Mount Desert
and is described as follows, to wit: Lot of
land
bounded on north by land of Greely,
Hamlin and others. <n west by Echo lake,
formerly taxed to Lamoine and Bar Harbor
Land Co., containing 73 acres, bee Hancock
registry vol. 318, page it 4.
John E. Bunker, Clerk.
In the above entitled case, written motion
therefor having been made, it is ordered:
That the plaintiff give notice to the defendant and all persons interested in
said real
es'ate
to appear
before the ju-tice of our
supreme judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the county of Hancock
on the second Tuesday of April, a. d., 1918, by
publi.-hing an abstract of the writ, showing
the date ot the writ, the amount of the taxes upon which a lien is claimed, a
description of the
real estate upon which the tax was assessed,
together with an attested copy of this order
thereon, two weeks successively in The Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
in
hllswon h in our said county of Hancock the
last publication to be fourteen days at least
prior to the second Tuesday of April next,
that they may then and there appear aud
answer to said suit.
Arno W King,
Justice of the bup. Jud. Court.
A true copy. Attest:
j
John E. Bunker.
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.
rriHE subscribers, Frauklin B. Kirkbride
JL and Howard Mansfield, both ot the city,
county and state of New York, hereby give
notice that they have been dulv appointed
executors of the last will and testment and
codicil of George M. Tuttle, late of said city,
county and state of New York deceased, no
bonds being re iuired by the terms of said will,
and that they have appointed Henry M. Hall,
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock ai d
State of Maine, their agent in said State of
Maine. All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to mak^ payment immediately.
;_Franklin B. Kirkbride.
Howard Mansfield.;?
1
February 14,1913.
r¥^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
A
she has been duly appointed aoruinistratrix of the estate of
EDWIN L. ROYAL, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Gkace M. Royal.
February, 21,1913.
~

Insurance Statements.
STATEMENT

J. W. Palmer, and certain real estate in said
Mount Deser', described in the wri', upon
which a lieu for taxes is claimed.

mediate landings.
E. L. Smith, A irem, Kar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkkr'K, Agent, Bluehill.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Make

ss.

ILcgal

before the jastice of oar supreme judicial
court to be holden at Ellsworth, within and
for the county of Hancock, State of Maine, on
the second Tuesday of April a. d
1918, and
answer to a lien suit for taxes now pending in
said court, in which Merritt T. Ober, collector of taxes for the town of Mount Desert,
in the said county of Hancock, for the year
1911, is plaintiff, and heirs of Howard Coon
and the real estate hereinafter described are
defendants. The writ is dated March 26, a. d.,
1912, and was returnable and entered at the
April term, a. d. 1912, of said court. The
amount of the taxes for which a lien is claimed
is one dollar and thirty-five cents
The real
estate upon which the tax was assessed, and
upon which a lien is claimed is situate in said
Mount Desert and is described as follows, to
wit: Laud on road leading from Seal Harbor
to Otter Creek.
Reference is made to Hancock county registry of deeds, vol. 240, page
270.
John E. Bunker, Clerk.

vs.

5pm Tuesday and Friday for
Rockland, ©••pooling with steamer leaving
Rocklana 5.15 a m, Wednesday and Saturday
for Bar Harbor, Bluehill, Sedgwick and Inter-

ia

MAINE.

Supreme Judicial Court.
In vacat ion.
March 1, a. d., 1913.
Merritt T Ober, collector of taxes for the town
of Mount Desert, Hancock county, Maine,

for Boston.

Leaves Boston

Well-Filled Pantries

OF

[L. 8.1

RETURNING

Sbbfttornwnts.

loir.

“•

7 45

Steamer Mtneola leaves Bluehill Mondays
and Thursdays nt 960 a m for South Bluehill,
Brooklln, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksville, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line discontinued tor the season.

HOME.

50c bottle of PARISIAN
tl,e 8«rm killing hair re-

•kiii,'

....

tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc

necting with

e<u,y. “nd you take no
<Jo 10 ®. A- i’archer,

druggist, to-day,

torer*

110

the

wife.

].

8
8 40
9 15

here this week.

days last week of Miss Flora

Butler
^*cilWetK’end

j 12 10.
44! 12 13.
501 12 20
IS;.

Steamer Boothbav leaves Bar Harbor Mon-

Miaa Baker, the
deaconess, will close her

“ulbert.

6 20
6 25
6 31
6 40
6 49
6 53
7 00

days and Thursdays at >0 00 a m for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, con-

HAST FttANJCLIK.

u

{

47
57
6 07
5
5

Sedgwick and Boston $3.

glad to

illness -of

grip.

Clarence Koberta,

7
7

11 10
II 22
11 35
11 42
11 50
{12 00

3 41,{
3 48|
3 56 {
4 C8|
4 14
4 20 {

PM
5 15
5 21
5 40

especially
Ellsworth.

RENT

when you can borrow go your
shares, give a first mortgage'and
reduce it every mouth? Mouth I >
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about leu years you
will

OWN

{

{

44
6 53
7 06
7 13
7 25
7 33
7 41

AM
8 55
9 00
PM

Bar Harbor and Boston $3.50.
***,,

Mrs. Roy Lwi has returned from
u<u»ta, and is with her pareuU, .Norris
Grindle and wife.
il»rcn 8.
q.

^Qgeliatic services

cure

li03it_dMBn!lf!ii!ji Ass'll.

PAY

6

{

vs.

fi2 36
f

ss.

The heirs of 8ophronia Hersev, late of Mount
Desert. Hancock county. Maine, and certain
real estate in said Mount Desert, dtscribed
in the writ, upon which a lien for taxes is
claimed.
March. 1, a. d 1913.
To the heirs of Sophronia Hersey. late of
Mount Desert, Hancock county, Maine and
all persons interested in the real estate
her- inafter described.
In accordance with the attached order of
coart, you are hereby given notice to appear
before the justice ot our supreme judicial
court to be holden at Ellsworth, with and for
the county of Hancock, State of M*ine. on the
second Tuesday of April a. d., 1913, and answer to a lien suit for taxes now pending in
said court, in which Merritt T. Ober. collector of taxes for the town of Mount Desert,
in the said county of Hancock, for the year
1911, is plaintiff, and heirs of Sophronia
Hersey, late of Mount Desert and ttie real
estate hereinafter described are defendants.
The writ is dated March 25. a. d 1912. and was
returnable and entered at the April term a.
d. 1912. of said court. The amount of the taxi s
for which a lien is claimed is s* ven dollars
and ninety two cents. The real estate upon
which the tax was assessed, ana upon which
a
lien is claimed is situate in said Mount
Desert and is described as follows, to wit:
Lot of land bounded on north and west by
lend of W. W. Hodgdon. on east by Great
pond, on south by land of heirs of William M.
Freeman. 3 acres. Lot No. 2. Land bounded
ou noith by town road so^th and east by land
of Allen Freeman, on wt st by land of heirs of
Jas W. Ober, one acre
John E. Bunker, Clerk.

Eastern Steamship

earn ii

open, share*. SI each
monthly
men*, 81 per share.

WHY

Mmlm

Jtn

what your money will
In shares of the

1 20.fll 00
M
M
A
PM
6 1)0,{10 30 t 3 10
6 07 10 36
3 ifi
6 29 10 56 { 3 35

t

MAINE.

Supreme Judicial Court.
In vacation.
March 1, a. d.. 1913.
Merritt T. Ober, collector of taxes for the
town of Mount Desert,
Hancock county,

{Daily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m. 10 52
p m connect with Washington County trains.
{ Stops on signal to conductor.
§Stop» only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junci ion.
Passengers are earnestly requested to pro-

Invested

E. G. MOORE
Hlrworth

Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar

Banking.

A. W

Htillmau GrirtdW

b,m ont
agaiu,
J*
bronchitis and

s

suffer Stomach Trouble
try our remedy, it won’t
a cent if it fails.

To prove to you that indigestion
and dys|>et>sia can be thoroughly relteved ana that Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets will do it, we will furnish
the medicine absolutely free if it
fails to give you satisfaction.
The remarkable success of Rexall
Dyspepsia Tablets is due to the high
degree of scientific skill used in dovising their formula as well as to the
care exercised in their manufacture,
whereby the well-known properties
of Bismuth-Subnitrate and Pepsin
have been properly combined with
Carminatives and other agents.
Pismuth-Subnitrate and Pepsin
are constantly employed and recognised by the entire medical profession as invaluable in the treatment
of indigestion and dyspepsia. Their
pro per combination makes a remedy
invaluable for stomach relief.
We are so certain that there is
nothing so good for stomach ills as
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets that we urga
Three
you to try them at our risk.
aises, 25 cents. 60 casts, and SI.00.

IS

H-irbor, «|>ent

ll, ter’

If

f

-.-

j

be well. The foe to good
health. Correct at once. Ayer's Pills.
One at bedtime. Sold for 60 years.
to

4 50

8 30

AM

STATE OF

IL. S.l
Hancock,

Maine,

°

I

printed

34
53
59
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{
Egery’s Mill.{10 59
Phillips Lake
{ 6 36 fll 02 {

Maine.

Impossible

1 06

.|.f 8 00
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00j.
AMI
AM
A

BANGOR.lv.
Brewer June.
Holden.

j

Dyspepsia

6 28
6 33 {11
6 53j 11
7 00 li

Portland.ar.
4 50
5 50,*12 50
Boston via Dover ar
7 55
Boston via Pt*mth ar
9 05
5 15
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Portland.lv

INSTITUTE,
Portland,

REACH.

Mary Eaton is ill of grip.
Capt. Laae Gray is seriously ill
Mrs.

PMlPM

12 39
12 69

43
12 00
12 05

P M

he overcome by the NEAT. 3-DAY
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain. All dealings confidential. DRUG HABITS SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone

aBtorri’.snnnita.

Cnk Prkjiz.

AM

§11

Boston via Dover lv
Boston.'via Ptsnith lv

Haven.

March 10.

BANGOR.

Egery’s Mill.!{

can

147 Pleasant Aye.,
Telephone 4210.

TO
AM

BAR HARBOR-lv .{10 30 { 4 15.
Sorrento.
4 45
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.fll 20 t 5 1ft t 9 50
11 27
5 22 9 58
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Hancock. 11 30
5 2ft| 10 08
Franklin Road.{11 40 1 5 33 10 14
fll 00 {11 50 { 5 41 10 45
Wash’gt’n June.
ELLSWORTH.
11 06 11 57
5 47 10 62
Ellsworth Falls. §11 10 12 02
5 52 {10 57
Nicolin. §11 22 {12 15| 6 07 111 10
Green Lake. §1130 12 24
« 17 {11 19
Phillips Lake. §11 37 {12 31 { 6 25 {11 26

AN EMPLOYER SAYS:

THE NEAL

In the above entitled case, written motion
therefor having been made, it is ordered:
That the plaintiff give notice to the defendant and all persons interested in said real
estate to appear
before the justice of our
supreme judicial court, to be holden at Ells
worth, within and for the county of Hancock
on the second Tuesday of April, a. d., 1913.
by
publishing an abstract of the writ showing
the date of the writ, the amount of the taxes
upon which a li'-n is claimed, a description of
the real estate upon which the tax was
assessed, together with an attested copy of
this order thereon, two weeks successively in
the
Ellsworth
a
American
newspaper
in Ellsworth in our said county of
Hancock the last publication to be fourteen
days at least prio’- to the second Tuesday of
April next, that they may theu and there appear and answer to said suit.
A. W. Kino,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy. Attest:
John E. Bunker,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.

In Effect

Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

—

because

use some

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

Thurs-

vs.

ftatlroabs anb Steamboats.

Most sicknesses that impair health
have their start in quite ordinary
ailments of the organs of digestion
or
elimination.
Stomach,
liver, kidneys, and bowels are
quickly benefited by the action of

illness of

piles

sb.

Thomas W.
Burr, of Bangor, Penobscot
county, State of Maine, and certain real es
tate in said Mount Desert, described in the
writ, upon which a lien for taxes is claimed.
March 1, a. d., 1913.
To Thomas W. Burr, of Bangor, Penobscot
county. State of Maine, and all persons
interested in the real estate hereinafter described:
In accordance with the attached order of
court, you are hereby given notice to appear
before the Justice of our supreme judicial
court to oe holden at Ellsworth, within and
for the county of Hancock, State of Maine, on
the second Tuesday of April, a. d. 1913, and
answer to a lien suit for taxes now pending in
said court, in which Merritt T. Ober, collector
of taxes for the town of Mount Desert, in the
said county of Hancock, for the year 1911, is
plaintiff, and Thomas W. Burr, of Bangor,
Maine, and the real estate hereinafter described is defendant. The writ is dated April
28, a d. 1912, and was returnable and entered
at rhe October term a. d. 1912. of said court.
The amount of the taxes for which a lieu is
claimed is twenty-one dollars and eighty
seven cents.
The real estate upon which the
tax was assessed, and upon wbi< b a lien is
eiaimed is situate in said Mount Desert and is
described as follows, to wit: Land bounded
on north by land of (Jeorge W. Haynes, on the
east by the road, south by land of Hodgdon,
on west by Lunt place containing 51 acres,
value $510, tax $13.77. Lot of L nd bounded on
north by land of Maine company, on east by
land of Allen Freeman, on south by land of
Hanmi Is estate and on west by the shore containing 15 acres, value $800, tax $8.10, total tax
$21.87.
John E. Bunker, Clerk.

I solemnly swear that there is not
any
aloes in Dr. True’s Elixir. So when you
need a laxative I advise you to take
my
own medicine, Dr. True’s Elixir.
Dr. True’s Eiixir is composed of the extracts, essences and juices of leaves, barks,
seeds and roots of known value for stomach
troubles and bowel troubles.
It sets the
stomach right and produces free, normal,
action
of
the bowels. Also, it expels
easy
all worms and other parasites from stomach
or bowels, except tape worms.
These wonderful remedial qualities are
combined with delicious, honey-flavored
syrup and other pleasant-tastingaromatics,
so that Dr. True's Elixir is the nicest
possible medicine to take.
This makes it
easy to give to children also. They get
so they really like to take it!

three-

a

suffer from

MAINE.

Supreme Judicial Court,
In Vacation.
March 1. a. d 1918.
Merritt T. Ober, collector of saxes for the town
of Mount Desert, Hancock county, Maine,

laxative that contains aloes.
There is no law that requires aloe9 to be
mentioned as an ingredient in a laxative,
so you must guard yourself.
they

time.

for

Hancock,

SL^.

Xw

OP

[L. 8.]

Beware of laxatives containing aloes!
Aloes aids in giving free and easy bowel
action—but it produces griping and piles!

Miss Bessie Joyce, who has been substituting in the Minturn primary school
for three weeks, returned home Saturday.
Miss Vira E. Joyce, who has been teaching the grammar school at Dark Harbor,

appendicitis
Miss Clouston was the daughter of Howard Clouston and wife, of East Bucksport,
a

joyed.
town

By

EAST BUCKSPORT.

in

Mrs. 8. E. McFarland and Clarence
Stanley were in Brooksville last week.
Mi-** Harriet Kane has gone to Addison
to spend tne spring with her brother and
bis

evening.

besides her

at

Beware of Aloes!

The Street club was entertained by Mrs.
William Burns Thursday afternoon and
All

legal Notices,
STATE

OK THE

PHOENIX
OP

INSURANCE CO

HARTFORD,

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1*1*.
Real

esta e,

#)4l.0l3 38

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stock, and bonds.
C ash in office and bank,
Aceuts' balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets
Deduct items not

27 700 qq
59'oou 00
9.«.VU?<i50
758 842 94
I,ul9,628 2»
90 092 01

^^

STATE OF MAINE.

[L. 8.]

Hancock

Supreme Judicial Court,
In vac&tiou.
March 1, a. d.. 1913.
Merritt T. Oher.c:Hector of taxes for the town
of Mount Desert, Hancock county,
Maine,
__

ss.

9.831

#7

#11,806.049

41

LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1912.
Net unpaid losses,
f 485/101 34
Lnearn* d premiums,
4,975 957 27
AJl other liabilities,
190,000 00
Cash capital,
2.000 000 00
over
all
Surplus
liabilities,
4,155,090 80
Total liabilities and

surplus,

CHAS. C. KURRILJ

I

|7

#11,815 881-28

admitted,

Admitted assets,

I

In the above entitled case, written motion
therefor having been made, it is ordered
That the plaintiff give notice to the defend
ant and all persons interested in sai
r« al
I
estate to
appear before the justice of our
supreme judicial court, to be holdeu at Ellsworth, within and for the county of Hancock
on the second
Tuesday of April a. d., 1913, by
publishing an abstiact.f the writ, ehowii g
the date of the writ, the amount of the
taies
upon which a lien is claimtd, a description of
the real esta e upon which the tax wus assessed. together with an attested copy of this
order thereon, two weeks
successively in 'he
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
Ellsworth in our sai county of
Hancock, the
last publication to be fourteen
days at least
Pri°r to the second Tuesday of April next,
that they may then and there
appear and answer to said suit.
Arno W. Kino,
Justice cf the Sup. Jud. court.
A true copy.
Attest:;
John E. Bunker,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.

t

CONN.

#11,806 040 4L

& SON. Ag< ut»,

ELLSWO.RTH, MAINE.
PEOPLES

;NA1 IONAL HRK INS.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1912.

Sortjl?© loans,

*

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interi st and rents,
Gror8 assets,
Dedi.ct items not

7

no

0?

047

167 518 o
aa

lia’sftO

20.823 94

admitted,

*>,.

15,833

78

#2,017 380 97
DEC. 31, 1912.
|
76,767 24

^
LIABILITIES
unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Net

JSJ'JJJg
«2(
1

f.oo

Admitted assets,

CO

587,<>41^82

llt'.t oo<00
1 01,0(Kioto

242I972-11

Total liabilities and surplus,
JAMES E. MOKTELL,

#2,017 380 97

Agent,
BLUEHILL, MAINE.

_

vs.

Heirs of Howard Coon and certain real estate
in said Mount Desert, described in the writ,
upon which a lien for 'axes is claimed.
March l, a. d.. 1918.
To heirs of Howard Coon and all
persons in
tereste in the real estate hereinafter ce
scribed:
In accordance with the attached order of
court, you are hereby given notice to
appear

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
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v«ur
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sealed vith
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SOLD BY DRLGOISTS EVERYWHLR6

1

IN 8ARGO8SA SKA.

COUNTY NEWS.

Utobrrtistinnits.

Vessel ('aptive for Weeks In Floating
Mass of Debris.
The Italian hark Herat put in at Bridgetown, Barbados, recently after one of the
strangest and most mysterious passages in
marine history.
Although she had not
travelled far, as the gull Hies, she had yet
sailed, the child of whimsical circumstances, thousands of miles.
The Herat, a proper 100A1 bark, accord-

SEDGWICK.
Mrs. F. A. Torrey is in Boston.
Mrs. Caroline Eaton bas returned to
River View.
Mrs. Sarah Closson is with her daughter, Mrs. Fred Bridges.
Florentine Hamilton and wife returned
Saturday from a visit in Boston.

Evelyn Gray,

who bas been teach-

ing

ing in Anson, is home for a few weeks.
Ralph Buckminster, wife and Master

left

Miss

Porter

Absolutely pure

MOUNT

room,

$15.

Moderator, Melville L Allen; selectmen
and assessors, Ernest A Atwood, Fred H
Parker, Orrin A Donnell; clerk, Lyman H
Somes; treasurer and collector, Merritt T
Ober; school committeeman, Frank H
Ober; superintendent of schools, LE Williams; road commissioners E Shepard
Richardson, Walter Sargent, Edgar N

Appropriations Schools, $4,250; textbooks, $475; school supplies, $200; high
—

new

7,000

the

Moderator, F N Johnson; selectmen and
assessors,

Samuel

J

Stinson,

Fred

E

L
B
Staples;clerk,
Stinson; collector,
Merrill
schoolcommitteernan,
Sadler;
Charles R Sadler (three years;. F N Johnson (one year); roaacommissioner, Sher-'
man W Joyce; constables, E C Sherman,
Merrill Sadler, H EMoulden.

Wilbur,

Joyce;

Alfred A

treasurer, I

W

Appropriations
Schools, $1,000; textbooks, $60; school supplies, $65; schoolhouse repairs, $100; roads and bridges,
$400; sidewalks, $300; State road, $200;
poor, $800; current and contingent, $800;
debt, $200; interest, $75; tuition, $150.
Total, $4,150.

C Van Norden, John B

Intire; clerk
and treasurer, Clinton B Teel; collector,
William S Lunt; school committeeman,
William L Teel; superintendent of schools,
Nathan F Osier; road commissioner, E E

Dalrell; constables,
William

M<

—

textroads

miles.
the

days

apparatus for electricity.
E. Sylvester and daughter Lillian
and Mrs.
W. E. Sylvester and
daughter Charlotte leave to-day for
Boston on a trip combining business and
gas

BDCKSPORT.

Moderator, Parker Spofford;

selectmen

and assessors, Frank F Smith, R K Simpson, A A Lowell; clerk, H M Wasson;

pleasure.
Cooper,
Turner,

E.

Miunie

of

this

of

place,

Brooklin,

were

friends.

best wishes of

fcude snd

March 10.

H.

George Benjamin

and wife

are

spending

There
were

were

and

whist

four

bad
rents

Refreshments

AND

I

HUBBARD

■

Bat In America
For nil by

I

f

HATS
RELIABLE

CLOTHING CO.

SEVEN PREMIUMS

Total, $4,450.00.

DEDHAM.

Moderator, E W Burrill; clerk, HP Bur-

rill; selectmen,
poor,

assessors

and

overseers

of

G W Brew ster, C E Johnson, Cl Mer-

collector and treasurer, E W Burrill;
school committeeman, George W Brew-

rill;

8 Dining C hairs and Kocker ster; constables, G A Gray, C E Johnson,
given witb one flO order of C P Bennoch; road commissioner, J F
soap#, teaa, spices, toilet Cowing.
articlea and groceries. Send
for catalogue of premiums.
$400; poor,
Appropriations—Schools.
$800; roads and bridges, $700; text-books,
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
$60; interest on srhool fund, $68.98; MeA Dept. Maranacook, Me.
morial day, $15.

I

been

so

long

a

creature of the
areas

and

name

pents sunned

morning of the twenty-first daycircle, the weather having remained monotonously fair and hot,
there came evidences of a fearful norther,
the darkening effects of which and the
On the

ripping up of the gulf could be
yond the mile-stretib between

!

year-Eva beheld sights
Thompson, principal; Frances Taylor, as-( Clark Iiussell
sistant.

hailing port

were

greatly
seemed

NORTH HANCOCK.
Harry Maddocka and wife and John
their mother,
Springer, of Brewer, visited
Mrs. Carrie Springer, last week.
Theo. Bragdon and wife, of Pranklin,
and Miss Linnie Tracy, of Brunswick,
were
recent
guests of Mrs. Charles
Ooogins.
Anon.
10.
March

and

awesome.

imagined anything

never

was in

the little

discolored,

and

as

was

cold.

waters of the
across

the

It

Mis-

gulf,

had

collected and held imprisoned in the
circular sea by its enforced rotary movement. From it, for a score of days, there
was

no

escape for the imprisoned ship.

The two

opposing

branches of tba

cir-

of the

City

of

Meslrothe scientists uncovered the
still
more
ancient city nf Otumbta,
which
flourished with a wondrous
ciyilimj^
centuries before the Aztecs or Toltecs
rose
to pow er possibly even before
Babylon and
Nineveh swayed the destinies of
western
Asia.

the swirling current.
By porting bis beim and swinging bis
yards around, hauling in bis forebracea, be
beaded to tbe southward before it was too
late. He safely passed to the windward of
the Dry Tortugas, negotiated tbe Yucatan

are

With

tlnanei.il

the

assistance of the
ltie expedition
began
six-loot ityer ol
ihst it broke over the confines of the untbe dust and
detritus
canny 'Central sea’, sending along the earth, representing
ol more than twenty centuries. This
living derelict with a swifter motion.
soon
into
view
brought
evidences
of
many
a vast
The effect was like that of an army breakand
of
a
populous
city
very high order of
ing ranks, for muddy water, debris, wreckcivilization.
Cbiel among these was t
age and vegetation began to travel sudIt
ia
700
feet square at the
denly eastward, making a fearful commo- great pyramid.
base, end its apex is 187 feet high, while
tion and an unopposed exit from the insea.
ThelHerat, which had begun to ac- many of the giaut blocks of stone
cumulate tea growth and barnaclea, was In its massive walls must have required
caught in the mighty eastward movement, extraordinary engineering skill to handle.
and before the skipper, almost mad from This pyramid also has its riddle, tor the
the uncannineas of his position, could get axis ol the main gallery is coincidents!
with the magnetic meridian.
stripped down to fore lower tope’la and
Near the pyramid was found another reone jib, he waa bowling along, free of the
markable building called tbe
Caaapiutadi
whirlpool, toward the inner Florida coast
by the combined effect of the norther and or painted house. On tbe ground floor are

channel and traversed the Caribbean sea,
passing out between the Lesser Antilles
and

tbe

Mouth.

Dragon's

He

had

in-

tended to take the Cape San Koque track,
but another great tornado blew him so far
to tbe northwest and beyond the limit of
tbe northeast trades that in
turned to

Barbados,

disgust

port

a

he

he

re-

bad left

during tbe previous year

on

May

Mexican

government,
the removal ol a

eix rooms, with
smoothly-polished
floors of while cement. The
which

wills,

composed of clay

are

ments

of

atone,

mixed with

thickest

are

the

at

slope slightly upward. They

and

fragUse,
aim

are

smoothly finished with a thin coating ol
plaster, which ia painted Indian red. On
these

wails

paintings representing
in elaborate garments and
The colors used in the

are

being*

human

head-dresses.

painting*

are green, red, pink and
orange
The workmanship is of a high
order, the figure* being boldly drawn and

brown.

carefully
Then

16.

reprinted from leaflets issued by the bureau of
survey, department of agricultures

National Association of Audubon
societies, and will be authoritative.
They
will be of ioterest not only to bird lovers, but
of educational value to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds is of tbe
greatest

flowed

to

southwest

and

through the Straits of Florida
Outside, the surrounding

out
on,
to the sea.

so

surface

was

tossing in waves, strong breezes fanned
the normal waters and sailing conditions
w ere natural, but within the little sea of
Sargasso everything was lifeless save for
reptile and the swirling, circling
No sail nor trace of smoke from
friendly steamer varied the horizon beyond the bounds of the bewitched, soranolent watery oval.
Days had passed into weeks until Sunday had twice come and gone before metered ogical events so shaped themselves as
to liberate the Herat from her singular
and horrible circular, aimless voyaging,
during which her hands could do naught
but tease the lifeless airs above by hauling
fowl and
current.

j

importance.

TO BAR BIRO BUTCHFRY.

colored.

came

sonal

llerons

appeals

to

aigrette-bearing
herons from exlinction by prohibiting the
of
their
importation
bloody scalps have
the

save

It should be remembered, however, that
the Chinese did not adopt the queue until
after they had been conquered by the
Tartar hordes from the north.
The image is about seven inches in
length, and where the arms are broken
the edges of the clay show red, and friable
in the centre. The outer surface of the
clay, however, ia of granite bardne**, and
it is

Aid Farmer and
Fisherman —Women Work lug.
Thousands of letters, telegrams and per-

Hiirinlrss

been sent to the ways and means comof Congress from the farmers,
sportsmen snd club women of every sec-

it

only with the greatest difficulty that

can

be

ears are

skull

chipped with a
huge riuga, and
with

cap

a

tion of the

country, according to
received at tbe beadquatersof the National
association of Audubon societies in New
York.
Following the bearing on tbe feather

In the

hammer.
the

on

small

bead

is a

in

the

button

centre, precisely like that worn by the
modern mandarin. The coat, which is
loos** and of the type still worn by the
older Chinese, is fastened with a frog and

button, and on the
plate, evidently once
layer of beaten gold
reports
contact

mittee

with

the

breast

is

a

circular

covered with
but

earth

worn

for

a

thin

bare

by

unknown

centuries.

“This Chinese image,” writes Prof.
Niveu, “was not made by the Axtec*. It
schedule of tbe tariff at Washington, is much older, and proves that the and*
cient peoples of Mexico were familiar
state
forty-five
game
commissioners
in
throughout the continent have begun to with the Mongol type. It was found
add to the plea of the Audubon workers ruins of two other ancient civilizations,
their influence in urging Congress to bar thirty feet and three inches below the
from tbe country the feathers plucked
from butchered mother birds, traffic in
which has

already

been

made

illegal

in

many states.

In briefs submitted by ornithological
experts to the ways snd means committee
at Washington, it is shown on behalf of
the agricultural and fishing interests of
the whole country that the herons which
have been massacred for their plumes almost to tbe point of extinction, are of
great economic value in destroying farm

pests snd natural enemies of tront and
other valuable fish.
la
200
meali
of
bird*
of
these
specie*, it is proved by scientific investitbst
gation
5,638 grasshoppers, 257 cutworms, 414 crayfish and sixty-one suckers
were

consumed,

as

moccasins and other

well

as

381

water-

which are
destroy young fish. It is also
demonstrated by these documents that the
world-wide war of extinction now conducted by the feather dealers against the
birds who bear aigrettes while
brooding
is characterized by barbarous
cruelty, and
snakes

known to

that the

lose of tariff revenue on such
of bird slaughter could
readily
be made up from other sources.
That traffic in egret Bcalpp would he

gulf trophies

waltzed the Herat between them
The northwest branch
night and day.
flowed from Yucatan channel across the
gulf almost to the delta of the Mississippi
of which it mingled with the main gulf
stream, and in this stronger current
stream

NORTH SEDGWICK.
John Thurston, who ha9 been in Bangor

A.

weird

so

been

L*.

few

gulf, while water serthemselves upon the low-

though the
sissippi, while passing

An entertainment was given at district
5 srhoolhouse Saturday evening, March 8,
with a large attendance. A successful
program was presented, and cake, coffee
and icc-creant were sold. Proceeds, $7.25.

a

the

Sargasso sea,
known
the little
“Central sea”, bat
temporary in its semi-yearly existence,
but nevertheless a scientific reality. Last
August the “Central sea” existed longer
than
ordinarily, with accompanying
calms whose serenity could not be broken
by the adjoining areas of northers with
their rapid rise of barometer.
The water in which the ship was now
caught was of a greenish, muddy tint,
The bark

poor
Blaisdell, who is employed in
visited hi* mother, Mrs. Fred
Blaisdell, Saturday night and Sunday.

spending

be-

the

nineteen miles northeast

cling and the outer run of the -dead centre”.
The storm proved to be of such violence

awesome

terrible.
The Herat began a remarkable circling.
Weather conditions arose the direct opposite of those that had driven the lumberman into the dead spot—a dead, flat
calm. Two branches of the gulf stream,
flowing about their business in opposite
directions, at that season of the year in
which the Herat had been traveling, impinged upon the “dead sea” in such a
fashion that, even within the vast expanse
of the stormy gulf, the waters whirled,
sweeping the powerless ship around and
around.

Ernest

Frank Marks has been
days at E. C. Smallidge’s.

around the

more

Conaryville,

for treatment for bia eyes, has returned to
his home, much improved.
Carrie Closson has returned to her home
in West Brooklin, after spending three
for Roy
Allen.
months here at work
Bertha Chapman has taken her place.

seen

alj

hidden waters.
The Italian seamen crossed themselves
in their trepidation, for never had they

last

March 10.

going,

in the enchanted

cur-

in turn that

lying coigns of ancient wreckage orslipped
splashing gruesomely into the almost

Mountainvilie.

March 10.

a

and stagnant

Sea birds hovered

f. medicinf

1

of all,

astounding

hile

w

traces of her

U.

as

A sensation has been created in
British
scientific circles by advices received
fro
Sir Martin Conway, Prof. Williem
Nivtn
end Henor Ramon Mena, of the
discover
of absolute Mongolian remains
onlys
couple of hours’ walk from the

enforced imprisonment, proFlying
simulating the
Dutchman’s endless voyage, the crew bethat somecame almost insane, feeling
City 0|
thing bad cursed and doomed them for- i Mexico, thereby confirmingthe hypoihejj,
I
be*n
tbit
has
held
long
tbst
the met
ever to sail round and round.
Fifty sunrises and fifty sunsets bad ancient civilisation of Mexico and f»,.ru
of
that
the
Toilers and the
preceding
come and gone since they left port, and
whs ol Mongolian origin.
they should by that time have be-n off Asteca,
and
Close
to
partly beneath the ruins ol
Cape San Roque. And a big hole had
the anctent city of Tootihoaoan,
been made in her -tores.
shoot
their

In

visions

obliterated.

teachers

sea.

the

her heavier stern, submerged,
dragged below the after part of the slimy
bull, encrusted with shells and gretm with
sea growth.
The derelict, protruding its
snout like a turtle from the lifele-s water,

—

—

duration,

of short

was

water,

Mrs. Ella Be van

The spring term of school begins to-day,

down the

schooner, scarcely show ing her | biological
jibboomless bowsprit above the grassy or by tbe

Mrs. Jessie Davis, 6t Union, is spending
few days
with relatives here and

same

from the lumber

miles out

nacles, and, most

served.

with the

given.

8ome

derelict

SUNSHINE.
a

not

smoothing

Discovery In Mexico of Ruins of Third
City Below Two Others.

Xttgljbors.

Saturday evening.

tables.

PREHISTORIC CITY.

the greatest discovery of all.
While excavating near the base of the
skipper
Previously he bad consumed only
found himself with
fore
uppertop'sl twenty-two days in making Gulfport great pyramid. Prof. Niven unearthed
razored by the gale into whipl shea, with- thente, where as now be had taken 1CM the remains of yet a third civilisation
in the area of a sudden and unexpected days to sail and waste the same distance beneath the ruma of ancient Otumba,
three great cities of lost and
calm—a sea within a sea -an astonishing from Gulfport to
Barbados, in the mean- making
while reducing the crew to a fast and then forgotten race, but one above the other.
expanse of dead water.
in what appears to have been a tomb of
Outside the waves had been rolling and a famine.
the lowest city, whose age so far defies
undulating like the froth on a boiling
calculation, Prof. Niven found the clay
kettle, but now the lumber-laden vessel
Dirb
image of a Chinaman, with oblique eyewas in a floating city or surcease, aboundslits, padded coat, flowing trousers, and
ing in drift wood, weeds, trunks of trees,
Under tht« head the Amkxicak will from
overturned and half-wrecked boats, logs
slipper*. Only the queue was lacking to
time to time print short articles relating to
make a complete portrait of a mandarin
from Yucatan, orange trees from Florida,
birds, and especially their relation to agriculribs of wrecked ships with clinging bartural interests. Most of these articles will be of the recently defunct Chinese empire.

ever,

and wife.

Staples

were

port of his departure Capt. Bertolotto,
passing the 100 fathom curve, encountered a westerly blow, which bore
him, after a long delay, to a but rarely
traversed part of the gulf of Mexico,
which is directly to the northward of the
Yucatan channel, between Cuba
and
Yucatan.
After another terrific blow, which, how-

_

Foss; selectmen and
assessors, Chester W Stratton, George A
Martin, Ivory H Foss; clerk, Henry C
Crabtree; treasurer, Alfred B Crabtree;
collector, George L Stewart; school committeeman, Howard M Hodgkins; road
commissioners, H B Scammon, Sherman
McFarland; constables, GL Stew art, HS
Young, F E Milliken.
Schools, $900; textAppropriations
books. $150; schoolhouse repairs and supplies, $200; roads and bridges, $2,000; State
road, $400; current and contingent, $600;
sprinkling roads at Hancock Point, $200.

answer

after

John Littlefield and wife, of Massachusetts, where guests last week of Mr.
Littlefield’s parents, Stephen Littlefield
Mrs. Lewis

longitude

hundreds of

CASTINE.

—

W

could

Bluehili

—

Ilamson

Bartolotto

“backyard” of

HANCOCK.

of

Saturday evening.
Only once after leaving Gulfport had
They left at once for Bangor, where Mr. the Herat been reported. That was in
Cooper bas employment. They have the July in the gulf of Mexico, but the lati*
married at

Moderator, George Harman; selectmen
George R Fuller, Fred A

Moderator, O

supply

these questions. He has answered them
in log ot surpassing interest.

and

HARBOR.

T Richardson; clerk and
treasurer, Arthur L Somes; collector. S S
King; school committeeman, J D Phillips; superintendent of schools, L E
Williams; road commissioner, James 8
Fernald; constable, James S Fernald.

at Barbados

reported

she had

sea

fresh

a

Only Capt.

George

Schools, $17; textAppropriations
OBITUARY.
books, $300; high school, $1,100; schooltreasurer, A F Page; collector, Burke E house
James Thompson died March 4. Alrepairs, $300; road and bridges,
Leach; school committeemen, Parker $600; sidewalks, $300; State road, $400; thongh he was ill for some time, the end
Spofford; superintendent of schools, A A poor, $800; current and contingent, $1,100; came suddenly at the home of his son AlLittlefield; town agent, O P Cunningham; debt, $500; note and interest, $737; snow, den, where he was lovingly cared for. He
constables, J T Costello, Burke Leach,
$50; library, $50; heating plant, $600; was seventy-seven years of age.
Arthur M Sawyer.
He was a member of tbe A. C. church
gravel sidewalk, $600.
textSchools,
Appropriations
$2,200;
here, and a faithful attendant. He leaves
ORLAND.
schoolbooks, $300; high school, $1,100;
two sons, five grandchildren, five brothers
house repairs, $900; roads and bridges*
Moderator, I R Saunders; selectmen and and two sisters.
Charles
R
F
G
Snowassessors,
State
Ripley,
road, $450; poor, $1,500; cur$5,000;
The funeral took place Wednesday at
man, Leslie B Johnson; clerk, E O Sugrent and contingent, $700; debt, $3,500;
the chapel, Elder F. N. Johnson, of
school
S
R
comden;
notes and interest, $1,323 50;
Hutchins;
treasurer,
Swan’s
Memorial
Interment in
Island, officiating.
day, $50; rock crusher, $2,300; lighting mitteeman, 1 R Saunders; town agent, Evergreen cemetery.
10.
March
Pickle.
1
R
Saunders.
fire
streets, $600;
department, $600; sewers,
Schools, $600; textAppropriations
AMHERST.
books, $100; schoolbouse repairs, $350;
SbBertiMmrnxfc
roads and bridges, $1,650; State road. $300;
C. M. Smith lost a valuable cow last
poor, $800; current and contingent, $1,200;
week.
debt, $1,000; interest $150; *now, $2U0;
Horace Watts, jr., ia visiting friends in
Memorial day, $35. Total, $6,385.
Used by Three Generations
Old Town and Bangor.
SULLIVAN.
In thousands of families all through
Cheater Craney and wife are visiting at
Moderator, W M Pettee; selectmen and
the cities and towns of the State
J B Havey, E W the home of L. E. Crosby and wife.
Though the science of medicine in aid- assessors. G H Hanna,
Harry Bridges, who has been attending
ing nature to bring about cures is Doyle; clerk, C W Havey; treasurer, W L Maine
Central institute, Pittsfield, is at
sometimes said to he an exiieriment, Carpenter, jr;
collector, Pearl Tripp; home on a vacation.
"L. F.” Atwood's Medicine as a re- Bcbool committeeman, F B Havey; road
Robert Johnston returned home Thurslief for constipation, indigestion, in- commissioners, H M Bunker and A M
day from Phillips, where he has been emactive liver and other similar troubles,
for the winter, and afterword deB
C
S
Baker.
constables,G
ployed
Havey;
Hooper,
is so sure and the results so beneficial
tained by a short illness of pneumonia.
Appropriations—Schools, $1,250; textthat it has become a standard remedv
C.
March 10.
books, $350; high school, $825; schoolfor restoring health throughout New house repairs. $450: roads and bridges,
England.
$1,800; sidewalks, $300; State road, $400;
WEST SURRY.
Read what M. J. Lothrop says: "I poor, $20!); current and contingent, $900;
Harry Leacb, of Btuehill, visited 8. E.
think your ‘L. F.’ Atwood's Medi- debt and interest, $1,150; Memorial day,
Grindle Saturday night anc. Sunday. Mr.
cine the best for Dyspepsia of anything $25.
health.
Grinaie is still in
I ever used. My mother took it 40
years ago; my father uses it all the
time and would not think of getting
along without it. I use it in my fami
M. ,1. Lothrop,
ly*'’
Notch, Me.
Large bottle 3a cents at all stores.
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.. Portland,
Me.

at

stores, all her provisions having become exhausted and her
crew put on short rations.
What bad she
Where had she been?
been doing all this time?
for

Mrs. A.

Miss

to

Her agents were daily looking for her in
month of the Platte when they were
surprised to receive a cable that after 194

Mr. Crockett, proprietor of the moving
pictures, will not visit this town again for
several weeks, changing meanwhile his

March 10.

and assessors,
Walls, Arthur

was

here.

—

SOUTHWEST

and there

William Moseley, of Needham, was in
John Daniels last week. The
latter contemplates having a summer home

entertained at

Schools, $250;
Appropriations
books, $20; schoolhouse repairs, $50;
and bridges, $50. Total, $370.

made

believe she would fall behind
her record.
Capt. Bertolotto was daily
looked for at Buenos Ayres; he was expected to make better time, in fact, for
Gulfport, Mias., is not as far from the
Platte as is New York by several hundred

McKown,

Winfield

LTeel.

On

sailer.

fair

a

south she bad

passage from New York to Argentina

no reason

—

—

previous trip

only seventy-eight days,

in

repairs, $800;
tbe week in Boston.
roads and bridges, $5,200: sidewalks, $3,450;
Walter C. Brown spent several days
State road $800; poor, $1,000; current and
last week in Boston.
contingent, $5,800; debt, $3,060; interest
of
fire
superintendent
department, $50;
and discount, $3,200; Memorial day, $25;
Mrs. Harry Macomber spent Saturday
other appopriations,
all
$7,950. Total, schools, $75; repair and supplies town and Sunday in Belfast.
moderator
$3.
services,
property, $25;
$38,075.
Mrs. Lucy Rea, who has spent the winDEER ISLE.
Total, $2,828.
ter in Massachusetts, is home.
VERONA.
Moderator, Paul W Scott; selectmen
Mrs, W. A. Walker and E. P. Walker
Moderator, Karl Abbott; selectmen and
and assessors, P S Knowlton, George t.
the first of tbe week in Rockland.
Snowman, D L Sellers; clerk, A R Haskell; assessors, S D Bridges, VV A Delano, spent
Mrs. Lawn Nickerson, of Bootbbay Hartreasurer, H P A Bpofforn; collector, S F Charles A Abbott; clerk, A H Whitmore;
Torrey; school committeeman, W C Has- treasurer, R W Delano; collector, Daniel bor, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Fannie
kell; superintendent of schools, W H Pat- O’Brien; school committeeman, George Noyes.
T Hall; road commissioner, George Delano,
Charles
road
commissioner,
ten;
J. M. Vogell left Monday for Boston,
constable, A Delano.
Powers.
where he entered the hospital for an
Schools, $250; high ;
Appropriations
Schools, $2,400; textAppropriations
operation on his hand.
books, $500; high school, $850; school- school, $60; scboolbonse repairs, $100; ;
The Kebekahs held a regular meeting
house repairs, $600; roads and bridges, roads and bridges, $60; State road, $200; j
Tuesday evening. The degree was con$1,400; sidewalks, $200; State road ,$400; poor, $125; current and contingent, £250. j ferred on one candidate.
current and contingent, $2,800; private Total, $1,475.
Edward Kelley has moved his family
ways and railing bridges, $325; repairs on
LONG ISLAND PLANTATIONS.
into the home of Walter Morey;
Mr.
founda tion of town house, $125. Total,
Moderator, Walter M Robinson; selectMorey and his two sons will live with
$9,500.
men and assessors, Frank W Roes, Eugene
them.
SWAN’S ISLAND.

school, $1,950;

schoolhouse

had always been

her last

town with

SORRENTO.

miles away.

She

Candage is making arrangements to
erect a bungalow on the site of the old
Travelers’ Home, which burned last year.

Moderator, P L Aiken; selectmen and
assessors, Frank L Trundy, Fred L Goodwin, Edwin Clark; clerk and treasurer,
L T Havey; collector. C H Workman;
scbool committeeman, L E Wilbur; superW
intendent of schools, A
Gordon;
road commissioner, W E Jackson; constables, C E Hal#*, I W Nash.
Schools, $100; textAppropriations
books, $35; school supplies and repairs,
$50; roads, sidewalks and bridges, $1,175;
State road repairs, $100; State road, $200;
current and contingent, $250; Memorial
day, $20; brown tail moths. $20; board of
health, $125; wharf commissioners, $600;

to

Antonio, and across the Caribbean to the
southward of the Windward Islands, and
so on down the great highway for sailing
craft to the mouth of the Platte, some

are

I. S.

—

Walls.

mouth,

citizens have arrived in town
a boy at Fred Bridges', and
a girl at Percy Carter’s.
Miss Constance Holden
is spending
some weeks
with her sister, Mrs. Du
Bose, in South Carolina.
Two

$450; coupons on town bonds, $1,316;
engine company, $200; salaries, $1,025;
annuity grammar scbool, $250; reading-

DESERT.

a

this month

Makes delicious home-baked foods
of maximum quality at minimum
cost Makes home baking
pleasant and profitable

Officers Elected and Appropriations
Voted In Hancock County Towns.

son

for

Bluehili

Lloyd’s, of 1,394 tons net register^
Gulfport, Miss., on July 19, for Buenos
Ayres. Her sailing route took her out
over the gulf, through the Yucatan chantwo weeks.
between Cape Catouche and Cape San
Wallace, who nel,

home.

The only Bailing pGwder made from
Royal Gr ape Cream of Tartar

JHEET1NGNS.

in Bar Harbor for

C. E. Cooper and

been in

have

TOWN

are

Mrs.

welcomed the worst hurricane that
stormy gulf could produce, it was maddening to study the effect of the waters of
the Mississippi upon the natural seas.
The river water appeared to act like oil in
have

the

surface.
square

probably a tomb.
“On a raised cement platform in the centre
lay the skull and bones of a man of not
more than five feet in height.
His arms
very long, reaching almost to the
knees, while his skull was of a decidedly
Mongol type. Around his neck had been
a string of green jade beads—another link
in the Chinese theory, for real jade has
were

never

been admitted
before
committee of Congress by a repressntativeof the commercial
interests that are fighting at
Waabington
to continue the international traffic
in
aigrettes that employs armies of bird
butchers to scour the globe for tbe
plumes
of the murdered mother birds
whose
yoong are left to starve.
With more than 100,000 Andubon workers arrayed with the
farmers, sportsmeD,
club women and natnre-lovers of
every
section of the land against these few
feather deaiers, it is
that Congress
will decide to make the United
Slates lead
the world in recognized the humane
and
economic need for
out
ttiis cruel
shutting
trade.
the ways and

means

hoped

American man, woman and
child wbo hates cruelty and lovea
nature
will write or wire Chairman
Underwood,
of the ways and means committee
of Congress, in
to
heron
x

ele,X

Washington,

stop

butchery by prohibiting the importation

been found in

Mexico in the natural

state.

"Beside tbe skeleton was s string of
of shell. With this money lay tbe
greatest find of ail—the little Chinaman.
It is the first of the kind ever found in
Mexico, though Mongol types are found
in sufficient numbers among the American
and Mexican Indians to argue an Asiatic
origin. Near the platform was a flower
vase about fifteen inches high, that bad

pieces

evidently been filled with xocbite, tbe
sacred yellow flower of all those ancient
of Mexico.
“It should be

races

borne in mind that this
(iod or an idol, but an
ornament, perhaps a portrait done in clay
image

absolutely stopped by prohibiting their by
importation, has

The room, which was thirty feet
built of concrete walls, was

and

was

some

not

a

prehistoric sculptor.

“The age of the figure is difficult to
determine without further data. Circum-

stances, however, warrant tbe rough guess
that about 5,000 years ago Chinese navigators crossed the Pacific in their primitive

junks

and discovered

of years before

America

Columbus

was

thousands

born.

Set-

a
tling there, they built a city, and in
grave of one of tbeir number, many years
after, a clay image of the man was buried

with him.

“ThU great city fell into ruins-perhaps
through conquest—but the image lay safe.
The ruins of this firat city were covered
with earth and there arose through tbe
oenturies another splendid and mysterious
city. This, too, fell into ruins, and upon
it was raised a third metropolis of some
forgotten race of men. At last the third
city crumbled into dost, but underneath

of aigrettes, we know we shall win
against
the powerful forces of tbe
millinery in^ Gilbert Pearson,
them all the Chinaman’s image still lay
^y8
of the National association of secretary
Audubon safe and undisturbed until a little group
societies. “We want the women and chilof searchers in the cause of science in this
the mainyards around, constantly pulling dren to be heard in defence of
these dumb
on
braces, and by the crew whistling, bird broods as well as tbe farmers, ranch- ; wonderful twentieth century of ours, ba'3
men and
sportsmen, who are urging upon brought it to light, and perhaps
praying and swearing.
this congressional committee the
great it we may now solve the enigma of m
During his plight, in which be would I economic need of their preservation.”
, new world s

beginning,”

\

